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Boston Specialist Baffled but
the King of Blood Purifiers Wins!!
Manchester, IT. TL, July 28,

Gentlemen:—With a feeling of deep
gratitude in our*** a* gj” hearts, we wish
to add our testi I
£■> monial to the
large list of cures vour GREAT MEDI CINE has performed.
Some four years ago, our little daughter
Hattie, then 7 years of age, began to show

SYMPTOMS OP SCBOFIIIA.
The disease rapidly increased. Wc con-

FIRE INSURANCE.
DOW A PIHKHAM,
Street.

—ALSO—

Employer's Liability Insurance,
Accident Insurance,
Elevator Inspection and Insurance,
Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance,
Life Insurance,
Marine Insurance,
Elate Glass Insnranoe,
—AND—
Surety Bonds Issued for Persons in Bank!
other Positions of Trust who
Kequired to Give Security.

are

—AGENTS FOR—

Liverpool & London & Globe.
Insurance Company of North America.
Northern Assurance of England.
Niagara Fire of New York.
Queen Insurance Co. of England,

Dll 11/(311

I
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of Pownal
requested
House on Saturday,
iu the afternoon to
April 10th,
choose delegates to the First District Convention to he hidden at Portland May 4th, 1892.
Per Order, Town Committee.
Pownal, April 7th, 1892.
to

are

Falmouth.

The Republican voters of the town of Falmonth arc- requested to meet at the Town
House In said town on Saturday the 23th day of
April at 3 o’clock p. m to chose delegates to
attend the District Convention to be holden in
Portland on May 4th, 1892.
Per Order of the Town Committee.
Falmouth, April 11th. 1892.

Hand-Made
CI ear H ava na" Filler.

W

litC

RIB IP*

KirWsSV

of a famous Specialist, but
spite of his skill
LARGE SORES FORMED
on different parts of her
body. The fingers of her
BJJ ft *8* right hand
a
B
SlM
twice their
swelled to
natural size,superation around
the nails caused three of them
to drop off. We were in despair.
Hearing DANA’S SARASAPARILLA
recommended as a Great Blood Purifier, we, as a last resort, concluded to try it. At first it seemod to hurt her.
care

in

WE CAME NEAR GIVING IT IIP.
We read the directions, reduced the dose
to half a
i |qs>a teaspoonful.
When she wUKb® had taken
three bottles, we saw improvement.
She has now taken eight bottles and is

perfectly well—cheeks rosy—
spirits buoyant. And the only thing

leit to remind us of her terrible condition, is the absence of the three
nails whose entire root3 were

destroyed.

Gratefully

yours.

MR. & MRS. JA'S. A. HARDY.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

Can You Write ?
That fs, can you write a story?
c

linn

Hidden’s

urlll

Kn

m

IRWIN
10 Cent ClGAR.

Magnetic Compound,

a clean, pure, honest

medicine,

offer to the story writers of
this state, prizes to the amount
of $100 IN GOLD, as follows:
For the best story submitted,
IN GOLD; second best,
25 IN GOLD; third best, $15
IN GOLD; fourth best, $10 IN
The rules governing
GOLD.
this new, copyrighted contest,
are attached to every bottle of
Hidden’s Magnetic Compound.
Buy a bottle, read the rules,
and try for a prize.
we

§50

Hidden’s
is KING.

ARTIFICIALLY

RL/

this offer:
In order to attract attentionto

Pownal.

NEVER

IU

advanced. We became alarmed. Took
her to Boston and placed her under the

14?

CAUCUS.

Ulll!

Physicians S%.a Bxa BJf in the
City, who begnu at once to treat her, but
instead of abating the disease rapidly

New Hampshire Fire.
Phcerux of London.
Insurance Go. of State of Pennsylvania
Norwich Union of England.
Reliance of Philadelphia.
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N. Y.
National Life of Vermont.
Boston Marine.

Republicans
at the Town
THEmeet
at 3 o’clock

Magnetic Compound
All

druggists sell

it.

TRY IT.
BUY IT.
’TWILL DO YOU GOODHIDDEN MEDICINE GO.,

Newburyport, Mass.

marl4

IstplycM

ubHkbno.

JOSEPH P. BOYCE CO., Mfrs.
Formerly

Irwin

Cigar Co.

165 MILK ST., BOSTON.
s.Tu&Tistpiy

myO

It is a progressive, successful, old and
reliable Maine corporation of unquestioned stability and tho citizens of Maine
should therefore feel an especial interest
In the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. Drop a postal card to the Home
office, Portland, and get posted up about
this great Maine institution.

YOU

It Is

SMOKED

very mild and delicious cigar,

a

lO

CENTS.

THE OLD 49
5c.
is of

ryt

l

CIGAR

orPP
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constitutional amendment for the election of United States senators by the
people, was taken up.
Mr. Chandler addressed the Senate in
opposition. His first objection was that
the change would be sure to result in the
adoption of a federal election law. He
regarded the extension of the system of
popular elections to the choice of United
States senators as sure to result in the
taking possession of the election machinfederal officials appointed by
ery by
the national government. It was almost
absolutely certain that, If adopted, it
would be followed by provisions for the
ohoice of President and Vice-President
by the people. Whenever the President
and Vice-President were chosen by the
people, it would be entirely possible for
one state to swell its vote enormously by
fraudulent methods, or other methods
not

absolutely fraudulent,

THEM.

EVERYWHERE.
tHCJUlflia

to overcome

His second
states.
objection was that it was the beginning
It would be the first
of an innovation.
fundamental change of the federal constitution concerning the national frame
The only suggestion
of government.
made in favor of the proposed change
was that wealthy men now got into tiie
The proposed constitutional
Senate.
amendment was a cowardly way of dealthe
If
ing with the millionaires.
country was threatened by the millionaires, the way to deal with -them
was dix-ectly; not to pi >claim fear lest
they should buy their way into the Senate by purchasing legislatures. He had
prepared a constitutional amendment he
It read: “The
was willing to support.
excessive accumulation of wealth by individuals or corporations shall not be
allowed. Congress shall enforce this article by appropriate legislation; shall
prohibit the issue by corporations of
stock certificates, bonds or other evidence of indebtedness except the sums
expressed therein be paid into the treasuries of the corporations, and shall prohibit the payment of excessive dividends.”

the votes of other

Mv

riionrllor

cffitufl

Iia liarl rlru.wn

ivn

another constitutional amendment for
the election by the people of the President, Vice President, and heads of de-

partments, senators, judges, postmasters
and collectors, every two years, and
would introduce it if the principle of
popular government was to be established. Mr. Chandler spoke of the evil of
caucus government and caucus nominations, and argued that the present system of electing senators was much less

CHANGES HIS

LONG

DEMOCRATIC

Rev.

Dr.

J. SI. William* To Become

an

Episcopalian.
Fall Kivee, Mass., April 12.—Kev.
nr. j. jvi. w imams, i»swr

or

or.

ram

s

INCREASE.

the Methodist church for 24 years.

THE BOOMERS AND THE SOONERSWhite Topped Prairie Schooners Making
Port in the Promised Land.

Kingfisher, Oklahoma, April 12.—
From east, west, north and south whitetopped wagons are creaking along the
dusty roads headed for the new slice of
the “Promised

Land”—the country of
the Cheyennes and the Arapahoes—
which will in a few days be thrown open
to the palefaces. There is today one almost unbroken encampment all along the
borders of the new country, and every
moment the ranks of the boomers re-

SEE THE LIGHT.

More people will
into the new
Oklahoma when
land
than entered
it was opened, but there is room for
The Oklahoma country
many more.
that was thrown open three years ago
contained only 1,100,0000 acres, while
there will be more than 3,500,000 acres
for white settlement next week.
The Indians, over 3000 all told have already taken their allotments, and there
can be no doubt that “Lo” has shown
wisdom in selecting the best land. Most
of the boomers now on the border are a
The number of
fine class of emigrants.
liAi-nno

nocDnai-iAn in

in

Clirnvic-

Most of them have large well
stored wagons and will be well prepared
for their flight into the hard hearted
*
prairie land.
There are not as many negroes among
them as lias been represented, although,
on the south side a large number of Texas darkies are awaiting the word. These
people are more poorly equipped than
any other class, hut the fact does not
trouble them any.
Col. Wade, whose
headquarters are at Fort Reno, is in
oliarge of the district, and it is his duty
to keep “sooners” out as far as possible.

ing.

FIRED AT THE CAPTAIN.
The

Cook of

a

in Irons.

Abraham Stickney.
I n ci

Mercury

Will

Washington Notes.

v* l.h

and Paint house.

&Qf4.

1 storsmpdtf

UNION TICKET OFFICE,
Tow Kate Tickets

Portland,
now on

Me.

Begin to
Again.

sale to

Detroit, St. Louis, Chicago, St. Paul, San
Francisco, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
Denver, Seattle, Portland,Oregon,
and all points West, South or Northwest, also
to all parts of Europe via first-class steamship
companies; also to all points South via rail or
water at low rates; berths and rooms reserved
In advance; all correspondence promptly answered, Eor further information, call or address
(J. E. WALDKON, Manager.

apl2eodlm*
The Interstate Commerce Commission
has decided in favor of Edward Kemble

against the Lake Shore, MichiYork Central
New
Central,
gan
A
Boston
and
Albany railroads
the
of
in
favor
complainants.
The question involved is the through
affected
as
Boston
to
rates
by the arbitrary differentials over through rates to
New York. The decision is one of great
importance to Boston merchants.

Augusta, April 12.—The sessions

si.!8
I

r.

M.

Barometer.129.893 29.937
of

Methodist churches commenced in this
city to-day. At the forenoon and afternoon sessions, an itinerants’ institute
was held.
Twenty-five candidates were
examined in the several classes for the
ministry and orders. The committee
will report later in the conference. The
annual reunion prayer meeting was held
this evening, Ur., J. F. Clymer, of the
Pine Street Church, Portland, leading. It
was a very lively and enthusiastic service, fully occupying the hour and a
half. Bishop Daniel A. Goodsell, D. D.,
LL. D., who will act as president of the
conference, arrived this evening, and is
tlie guest of J. E. Fuller. Wednesday
afternoon will occur the anniversary of
the Church Extension Society and the anniversary of the Woman s Home Missionary Society with an address by Mrs. E.
L. Albright, of Delaware, Ohio. In the
evening an address ou “My Recent Tour
in the Orient” will be given by Bishop
Goodsel!. Tlie indications arc that the
conference will be very largely attended.

Ealiway Does Likewise.
Rahway, N. J., April 12.—The charter
election here today resulted in a comThis
plete victory for the Republicans.
will bring about an entire change in the
city officials, the first in 14 years.

Thermometer...,33.0

o2.2
29.
90-

Velocity.12

8

DewPoint..
Humidity..
Wind.W

NW

Weather...|C1 dles,P_C
Mean daily ther. rT32.0IMax vel. wind.. 10 W
Maximum ther. .410 Total preeip....O.
Minimum

ther

A REPUBLICAN ARMY.
A Million and

Three-quarters Enrolled in
tlie

League.

Springs, Ark., April 12.—J. S.
Clarkson said today that the Republican
National League convention will probably be held in Buffalo, N. Y., the last
Hot

week in June.

.24.0[

~P. C—Partly cloudy.
Weather Observations.
The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, April 12, taken at
8 p. in., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
Temperature, direction of
this order:
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 40°, NW, cloudless; New York

50°, NW, partly cloudy; Philadelphia, 42°
N, cloudless; Washington, 40°, NW,
cloudless; Albany, 30°, NW, cloudy;
Buffalo, 34°, NW, cloudy; Detroit, 42°,
NW. cloudless; Chicago, 363, NE, partly
cloudy; St. Paul, 48°, SE, cloudy; St.
Vincent, 38°, kE, cloudy; Huron, So.
Dak., 38°. SE, raining; Bismarck, 38°, NE,
, cloudless.
cloudy;

Mow One

Brought Twenty-six

mail

Bodies to Dry Laud.
►

SOME STORIES OF THE HORRORS
OF THE FLOOD.

AT PHILADELPHIA.

The Survivors Are Now

New York. 11 0 00210 x— 5
200020 0 0 0— 4
Philadelphia
Base Hits—New York, 11; Philadelphia, 8.
Errors—New York, 1; Philadelphia, it.
Batteries—Keefe and Clements; liussie and

He stated that the

num-

league clubs has increased 4000
last year and nearly 400,0000 in membership. There are about 14,000 clubs with
a membership of a million aud threequarters.
IT

TRYING

they

How

Voted and

In

Newport,

Known That Hundreds

is

Perished When

the Waters Bose—But Full

Boyle.

Particulars

Are Yet To Be Obtained.
AT CINCINNATI.

3 0 0000004—5
Cincinnati. 1 0 1 0 0 1 O 2 x— 7
ErBase hits—Cincinnati. 6; Pittsburg, 8.
rors—Cincinnati. 3; Pittsburg, 2.
Batteries—Mullane and Harrington; Baldwin
and Mack.

Pittsburg.

AT BALTIMOHE.

Brooklyn.

50 3 00023 X—13
Baltimore.01020000 0— 3
ErBase hits—Baltimore. 7; Brooklyn, 11.
rors—Baltimore, 2; Brooklyn, 1.
Batteries—McMahon and Kobinson; Foutz
and Dailey.
ni.

St. Louis, Mo., April 12.—A special
Nashville, Tenn., to the Post-Dispatch says: The appalling character of
the floods in northern Mississippi is just
beginning to be realized. Hundreds of
lives have been lost. Last night, one
man rowed several miles In the dark, on
from

-..--

The flood

—-

came

-x-

suddenly

so

I.

that none

Sixteen small streams
prepared.
Mississippi became raging
torrents within a few hours, and swelled
the already full banks of the Coosa and
Tombigbee rivers into inland seas. AU
sorts of craft are being improvised to go
to the rescue of the survivors, who are
perishing on the highest ground, without
The loss of property
shelter or food.
can not be estimated at present.
There
is no exaggeration, however, in the statewere

in northern

wwiva

x—14
2—10
Errors
Buck-

ley ; Gumbert, Hutchinson and Schriver.
AT LOUISVILLE.

Louisville.01040000 0—5
Cleveland. 200000000—2
Base hits—Louisville, 9; Cleveland, 4.
Errors—Louisville, 1; Cleveland, 2.
Batteries—Meeklm and Grim; Davis and
Brimmer.

ment that

it will be

over a

million dol-

lars,
College Games.

IN A SINGLE COUNTY.

nAt Bethlehem, Pa.—Harvards, 16; Lehighs,
At New Haven—Yales, 17; Williams, 3.
AtNew York—Amhersts, 23; Manhattans, 6.

A

,

Death List Which Numbers One Hundred

Negroes.

12.—Later adThe Portland Club.
vices from the lowlands just south of
As the ^Portlands will not he ready to
here indicate that over 100 negroes have
make their first appearance Fast Day an
It will be
been drowned in this county.
exhibition game has been arranged beweeks before anything like a correct estween the Lovells and the Colby College
timate of the loss of cattle can be obnine. The Lovells are much stronger
tained.
The bodies of horses, mules,
this season than ever and as they have
and cows are constantly floating down
already opened the season they will be the Tombigbee. For miles on both sides
in good playing condition by Fast Day.
of the river there remains nothing but
The Colbys have been working hard in poverty and desolation. Dr. J. D. Hutchtheir practice games and are now con- erson, one of the largest planters in this
state, has just returned from one of his
ceded to be the strongest nine in the Colin the northern
of

Columbus, Miss., April

portion

plantations

lege League.
HOME FOR SHIPBUILDERS.
The Institution
Webh Will

to

Which

Give Half

a

William

H.

Million.

New Yoke, April 12.—Work is about
on the building to be

AGAIN.

Fought

Threatened With

Death from Cold and Starvation—It

—

ber of

to be resumed

the county and reports great destitution
from overflows of the Butahatclie. He
lost 75 head of cattle, and one of his la<borers, A. K. Keith, living a few miles
south, saved his mules and cattle by putting them in the dining room and parlor
where the water was only two feet deep.
His family and 50 negroes were in the
same story of the residence.
The waters have receded about seven feet, and
continued to fall slowly last night. Most
of the country bridges have been swept
away, and it will be weeks before ordina-

known as the Shipbuilders’ Home, to
I., April 12.—The bye- which William H. Webb intends to deicguiaiijr
election for the second, third and fifth vote a generous allowance from his for- xy
The building is already so far ad- cold lain has fallen almost constantly
tune.
representative districts was held today.
since Sunday night.
No mail has been
that it is a conspicuous object in
At the voting
received here since Thursday.
places it was generally vanced
the landscape of Fordliam Heights, be
quiet during the day. The vote polled
HUNDREDS HOMELESS.
was large.
Toward the close of the day ing in full yiew from Washington
the excitement increased and small fights Bridge, from the Harlem River, and from Negroes Without Food and With No
E.

Newport,

I., Yesterday.

R.

iiiimu

carried on
the fifth
way
as detectives were
present watching the proceedings. The
Matters were not

high handed
ward as last week,
in so

in

a

It is
the Hudson River railroad tracks.
situated on a plot of 13 acres at Sedgwick avenue and Academy street.
The
plot forms a terraced bluff and commands

The

he had in view.

Republican Victory.

win

iic

luauuicu.

Chance of

tv.

Getting Any.

Jackson, Miss., April 12.—The first
through train of the Illinois Central for
All the
a sweeping view.
a week passed here yesterday.
Mr. Webb conceived this benefaction breaks are
to have been rerepresented
about two years ago as a fitting testimoNortheastern Mississippi is in a
nial from him to the shipping industry paired.

Republicans were snort one supervisor,
owing to the refusal of Mayor Money to
fill the vacancy caused by the absence of
The Democrats had gains through- which created his wealth.
one.
It was said
out the city, but elected only one candi- and it remains his firm belief that this
S.
Hazard.
In
the
other
James
date,
industry will again flourish in this councases there were no elections but the Retry. His purpose is to equip men for
publicans, Charles Pinard and Jere W. the revival and also to provide a retreat
This makes and permanent home for veteran shipHorton, will hold over.
Newport’s representation four Demo- builders who may be desolate or upon
carts and two Republicans, just the re- whom fortune did not smile.
verse of this year.
Mayor Money’s vote
Having decided what he wished to do
for representative was increased, but he Mr. Webb incorporated his project under
failed of an election.
a charter making provision for the object
The essential features

terrible condition. Hundreds of negroes
homeless and without anything to
eat.
Along the river bottom all the
work they have done toward putting in
a crop has been swept away, together
It is
with fences and much stock.
known that 75 negroes have been drowned, and many more will probably be
found dead when the waters subside.
The greatest loss of life and injury to
property is along the line of the Tonibigare

of the project are thus defined in the bee river. It is not largo enough in the
Providence, R. I.. April 12.—The re- charter:
dry season to Uoat a small steamboat,but
in
sult of today’s elections
Newport
today it is teu miles wide. In many in“To afford free and gratuitous aid. relief, and
makes the complexion of the next legis- support to the aged, decrepit, invalid, indigent stances, so rapid did tiie river rise, that
lature 66 Republicans and 31 Democrats or unfortunate men who have been engaged in
small cabins were swept from tbe face of
building ships or vessels, or marine engines for the earth and whole families with them.
with 11 assemblymen to be chosen.
such, or
parts of the hulls or engines in
COLOR LINE DRAWN.
Texas

Republicans

Who Want To
on

See the

Top.

the South met

it ever assembled in

8 A.

First of the Sessions of the Methodists at

the 68th Annual Maine Conference of the

Wanzer’s Majority 3149.
Jersey City, April 13, 1 a. m.—Wanzer’s majority is 3149.

White Man

Portland, Me, April 12,1892.

Augusta.

-fiirft

Dallas, Tex., April 12.—The first Re
Creep Upward
publican convention without a negro in

Indiana, be-

CONFERENCE OPENED.

H. H. HAY &

apr9

worn

continued to add to Wanzer’s lead until
he stood 2,TOO or more ahead of McDerThe chairman of the Democratic
mott.
committee then acknowledged McDermott's defeat.
The Republicans probably elected five
of the six cadidates for aldermen.

n cn,

Representative Cooper,
Washington. April 12.—["3 p. m.]—
About the shape of our store; fore the House pension committee
perhaps you recognize it, having yesterday, denied that he had any know- Tho following is the forecast of tno
already been in it.
ledge of the improper use of his name by weather for Maine: Fair till Thursday
It may isot be the ideal shape
Hei-sey, the pension attorney.
warmer; northwest winds
for a drug and paint establishThe House passed the urgency defici- night; slightly
disadvannatural
but
this
ment,
bill yesterday.
It dimishing,
appropriation
ency
tage makes us all the more earn- carries $1,012,636.
Boston, April 21.—Local forecast for
est in our endeavors to make it
When tlie naval appropriation uin was
New England for Wednesday:
Fair;
attractive to you, in Use quality taken
up in the House, yesterday, Mr. slightly warmer; northwest winds, diof goods we offer and prices at
declared
of Kansas
that he did
The Simpson,
force.
which we place them.
Thursday: Continnot believe the United States needed a minishing in
Junction of Middle and Free
is
still
under
bill
considera- ued fair; slowly rising temperature.
The
navy.
a
find
Streets, we think, you will
tion.
central and square dealing Drug
Bocal Weather Report.
of

Tlioro

candidates for mayor, Democratic, Republican, Independent-Democrat, Socialistic-Labor and Prohibitionist. At 10 tonight, the completed precincts for the

ocourred.

Maine Schooner Sent Home

season

WASHINGTON.

AT

City’s

1'iit.torlTr nmifoe+ml

ixrcie

probably make the rush

ORIGINAL

Sarah E. Hill,

ball

Kelly.
Ring Badly Broken—An
Overture in Rahway—Other Political
News—The Big Republican Majority in
the Rhode Island Legislature—Nearly
Two Million Republican
Leaguers—
Some Queer Southern Politics.

Jersey

ceive new recruits.

States Commissioner Shields to be held
for trial.

WIDOWS, ETC.
Octavia S. True,
Emma Jordan,

League base

hi

morning and took Lovett before United

J. S. Maxwell.

Kobert Waterman,

The National

opened yesterday, all the clubs playing,
and Boston, hew York,
Cincinnati,
Brooklyn,. Chicago and Louisville winning the first victories. The scores fol-

church, will immediately connect entire city gave Wanzer, Republican, a
himself with the Episcopal denomina- lead of over 800, but as the “horse shoe”
tion. His reasons are mainly based on district was holding its own in the way
Hr.
difference in church government.
of Democratic majorities, McDermott’s Chicago. 41202060
St, Louis. 10004012
Williams has applied to the Bishop for supportei-s hoped for his election by
Base Hits—St. Louis, 8; Chicago, 14.
—St.
has
been
of
Louis, 5; Chicago, 8.
He
a
confirmation.
minister
800 to 1000 majority. Succeeding returns
Batteries—Gleason. Brietenstein and

tain on deck he fired four shots at him
from a revolver, two of them taking effect on the captain’s arm and two on his
body. The latter was removed to'i hospital, while Eovettwas arrested and just
before the Yucatan sailed was placed
aboard of her. A United States marshal
met the steamer on her arrival this

Carlos D. Lane)
Fairchild J. Holman,
Luke Emery.

American Game Is in Progress

Boston.. 20002202 x—14
Washington. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2—4
ErBase hits—Washington, 9;'Boston, 12.
rors—Washington, 7: Boston, 2.
Batteries—Killen and Milligan; Clarkson and

M. E.

alleged suppression of popular suffrage
New Yoke, April 12.—William Lovin South Carolina, Mississippi and Loucook of the American schooner Marisiana, and the degraded condition of ett,
voters In all the great cities of the Un- tha I. Thomas, of Thomaston, Maine, arion, as arguments against the proposed rived here to-day in irons, on board the
steamship Yucatan from Havana. Lovett
change.
The resolution and amendment were was shipped on board the Thomas before she left this port in February. On
referrecPto the committee on elections.
April 4, while lying at Havana, he refused to obey an order given him by
The Pension List.
Capt. Smith of the schooner and was
Washington, April 12.—The follow- reprimanded. At night he went ashore
have
been granted to people and returned drunk. Meeting the caping pensions
in Maine:

The Great

NOW

Jersey City, K. J., April 12.—The
charter election in Jersey City to-day

CHURCH.

LET THE CRANKS REJOICE.

lotv:

Maine.

He cited the

liable to fraud and abuse.

Charles H. Lancaster,

of Boston

extraquaiity and pleases the majority.
TRY

FOR

in

Kivee, Mass.. April 12.—The
buildings and machinery of the Altham
Motor Company of Swansea, Mass., were
destroyed by fire tonight. The building
was filled with a fine grade of machinists’
tools. The loss was total and will reach
$12,000 or $15,000; insurance, $5000 The
Altham Company was incorporated under Maine laws, with $300,000 capital.

Washington, April 12.—In the Senate
today, the joint resolution proposing a

REISSUE.

40 Exchange Street,

HATE

Pet

ADDITIONAL.

5 Cent ClGAR
MLb

Made,

Several

Daniel Murray.

#™i

Delicious Smoke.

Must Be

with

Schemes.

FLAVORED.

CONRAD
a

Beady

Is

ORIGINAL.

■pjHISl

Is

He

’91.

Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

STERLING DOW.

—However, If Changes

CURED!

old sheet.

or

I

Scrofula in its Worst Stages

nan.

Manner of Electing the President

Which Would Open the Door to Fraud

HATTIE N. HARDY.

Financial and Commercial.
Marine News.
Page 8>
Brief Jottings.
Personals.
The Passion play.
A handsome present.
Portland Provident Association.
The Maine mile track.

Exchange

totally consum-

ished in the flames.
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Republicans Upset Things There
Yesterday’s Election.

fire

Organized

Page 5.
Music and drama.
Deaths and marriages.
The court record.
Mr. Reed at Rutland.
Mrs. Bellows’s reading.
Free exhibition at Fox’s studio.

was

CENTS.

Again.

tonight. The tenement house,
by
Mr.
owned by S. Bickford also burned.
CITIES
Gilbert’s child is supposed to have pered
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[Special to the Press.]
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Maine Town*.

NEW JERSEY WITH IIS.

Bert.ik Falls, X. H., April 12.—The
Gilbert block, occupied on the ground
floor
Stahl Brothers and above by offices and tenements,

Obituary,

PRICE THREE

1892.

Which Destroyed Its Father’s
Troperty.

In the Fire

Page 1.
General telegraph news.
Weather indications.

PRESS.

There

^ere

any
any section of the United States, together witli
the lawful wives of such persons, and also to
provide and furnish to any young man, a native
or citizen of the United States, who may, upon
examination, prove himself competent, of good
character, and worthy free and gratuitous education in the art. science, and profession of
shipbuilding and marine engine building, both
theoretical and practical, together with board,
lodging and necessary implements and materials while obtaining such education.”

delegates. In
It, is believed that Mr. Webb will
The
the convention to order, Judge at least $500,000 to the institution.
will cost $200,000.
Morton called tlio delegates Jefferson building alone
Republicans, in favor of the freedom of
BRIEFLY TOtD.
today.
calling

were

300

all races, with the white man in the lead
Colonel Whitehead, a Demoor on top.
crat, on behalf of the mayor, welcomed

the delegates to Dallas, intimating that
as they proposed to stop associating with
Africans, they were entitled to the respect of white people. Judge Cline
stated the aims and objects sought to be
accomplished by the white Republican
A state league
organization of Texas.
will bo organized, and then the convention

will resolve into

a.

mass

meeting and

perhaps nominate a state ticket and also
send contesting delegates to Minneapolis.
A

South Carolina Contest.

Columbia, S. C., April 12.—The Reform Republicans held a state convention

Suffering

as

in

Russia.

Atlanta, Ga., April 12.—Thfc Evening Journal of yesterday says that pestilence and famine exist in the exposition
factory district as terrible as that in the
Czar’s domain. The 11 ring are starving
The dead are unburied.
by degrees.
of the sufferers will be relieved by
allot Many
The ardeath before tomorrow dawns.

The Venezuelan insurgents are reported to bo marching on Caracas, which is

defenceless.
The engravers of the Pacific mills at
Lawrence, Mass., have struck for shorter*

nf ln.hnr

ns

rtemnnderi

hv tlieir

all over the

on to say that the living are
suffering with pneumonia, fever and
measles, and have neither food, iuel nor
This district is just outside
clothing.
the city limits, and contains 200 roughly

ticle goes

constructed
houses.

one

and two-room frame

Mayor Manning Re-elected.

Albany, N. Y., April 12.—Mayor Jas.
H. Manning and the entire Democratic
ticket were re-elected today by 5000 majority. The Democrats carry 17 of 18
wards, and have probably IS out of 31

country.
It is reported that Mrs. Ethel Osborne,
in prison in England for perjury in conneetion with the Hargraves jewel robbe- supervisors.
ry will be pardoned.
Sidney Smith, ex-president of the
organizations

Western Association of Architects and a
prominent builder, has disappeared from
Omaha. He bad forged notes for $500 or
more.

Henry Abrahams was fined $2 in the
platform adopted
today.
Court in Boston, yesterday. He
Superior
and
administration
Harrison
the
praises
violated the park commission’s rule by
Four deleits vigorous foreign Hplicy.
speaking to labor organizations in Frankgates at large were elected. Others will lin park, July 4. This was a test case.
be chosen by representative districts. A
The Congressional committee investifull contesting' delegation will be sent to
the Minneapolis convention. The regular gating the sweating system met in Bosyesterday and listened to stories of
Republicans will hold their convention ton
the evils of tenement house labor as rehere

on

The

the 29th.

Arnacliists in ihe City of Churches.

Njsw York, April 12.—John C. Steinbremmer is under arrest in Brooklyn
charged with attempting to set fire to
lie
the premises at 29 Meserol street,
lias confessed that Herman Albrecht
who is an anarchist like himself, had
place for $10,
agreed to set tire to the
which was to be paid out tilt insurance
afterwards.
The premimoney collected
ses were set on lire by a volatile compound held in a bladder with a fuse attachment, surrounded by gun powder.
Albrecht said be had a pal and threatened tjteinbremmei* with death if he ex| posed them.

lated by representatives of labor organizations.
A special from Casper, Wyoming, says
regarding a fight between cattlemen and
rustlers: AY man from Riverside, who
arrived last night, reports that 150
deputies under Sheriff Angus attempted
to arrest the invading army and killed 28

of them and lost 18 of their own men.”
A tire which destroyed the Congregational church at Epping, X. II., Monday,
is believed to be incendiary and to have
been prompted by the vigorous crusade
which the pastor, Rev. W. P. Clanccy,
has been waging against liquor saloons.
Xot long ago unsuccessful attempts were
made to bum the ohurch.

Absolutely

Pure.

of tartar baking powder. Highest ol
all in leavening strength.— Latest United Statu
A

cream

Government toed Jteport.
Eoxaj, Baking rowwtit Co., loawai; at-

*.v.

1

atiscsiLT. a> rots.

AS FOREIGNERS SEE US.

Goat
The"and
ing able
thing, but

Remarkable Ideas of the

Some

Plans of

reputation of beto digest everylive

cooked with

IN THE TOKIO FIRE.

Lard.

Men, women, and children
have, however, taken their
lard, and entertained their
for

dyspepsia

Other

Deeming, the Murderer, Said To Be an
Brazilian
"Instinctive
Criminal"-A

was because
acceptable substitute for lard had
It is
not been discovered.

State

an

Brussels, April 12.—The Independence Beige publishes a second article
by Senor Manimillano Ibanez on the
United States and South American republics and Europe. Ho contends that
while the Monroe doctrine in no way
justifies the United States in interfering
with South American affairs, yet the
American government puts the Monroe
doctrine in a new shape in order to bring
Senor
South America under its thumb.
Ibanez admits that the statesmen of the
North American Union are far too clever
to think of annexing any South American
territory, as the incorporation of any of
the Latin republics would bring about a
war of races and shatter the Union itself.
Mr, Blaine, however, sees with equal
clearness that with their enormous industrial and commercial over-productions
the United States are threatened with immense dangers unless they find fresh
Therein'lies
outlets for their products.
the secret of the policy of encroachment
towards South America.
Senor Ibanez also contends that the
Washington Cabinet will never bring the
South American republics to its reciprocity views by mere force of persuasion,
as the American-Latin nations would
have to pay the United States 80 per
cent, more for produce than they pay by
purchasing the same in Europe.
The writer openly accuses Mr. Blaine
of attempting something stronger than

family.

UuTTOLtNt
Is the new, dainty, odorless,
pure, and satisfactory substitute for lard.

Every member of the family can eat and
digest the food into which
it enters. Bright housekeepers see this point and use
Cottolene.
For sale at grocers.
N. K. FAIRBANKS CO.,
Sole Mannlaoturere,
CHICAGO, and

6 Central Wharf, Boston.
TT&S&wl ynrmcT

aepS

Casts oif its Allegiance to the Re-

public.

here now—science’s latest
boon for the kitchen and
the

Foreign News—An English Countess
a Bit by Imitating Carmencita—

Makes

generations.

This

persuasion

No Substitute.

compel compliance

He insinuates that the

if the Democrats do not oust
power; that it will likewise attempt to
combines
coerce Argentina unless it
with Brazil and Chili to resist Yankee
encroachment; and lastly, Senor Ibanez
quotes the figures of English, French and
German trade with South America to
show how deeply these European countries are interested in the failure of the
American policy. He concludes by appealing to the governments of France,

L

Brazil,

Tobaccos,
And Be Sure You
Get It.
It Is the Greatest Chew

oil

Garth.
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WORTH A OPIMEA A BOX.”
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by removing the waste
matter which is clog-,
lng the system, w*ll cur© all Billow*
and Nervou* Disorders, ana will,
a a

■

|! quickly relieve Sick Headache,
JI Covered with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating. < 1
•1

< 1

Price 25 cents a
nAiiftt.. 365 Canal St.

Of all druggists.
Kawt Vnrk

box.
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Cruiser Blake Coming.

The Boston .Journal says:

sending out its largest and fastest
cruiser, Blake, as the flagship of the
North Atlantic squadron, the English
Admiralty pays a tacit compliment to
America.
warships
Superannuated
In

which were too old to show in the Mediterranean, have been considered good
enough for the American station hitherBut now England is anxious to asto.
sure her loyal
subjects at Bermuda and
Halifax that she has some fleet-heeled
ships, as well as the Yankees. It is an
open secret that the Blake, in Spite of
her imposing dimensions and huge cost,
is a flat failure in point of speed, however.
Designed for 22 knots, she has
never done more than 19, and her boilers
In fact,
are notoriously unreliable.
some of the English naval experts have
demanded that they be removed and replaced with new ones, before the ship is
allowed to venture into foreign waters.
American officers believe that our New
York will beat the Blake’s speed by at
least two knots—and do it without ruining her boilers, either.
Fitzsimmons Will Ffglit Hall.

New Yoke, April 12.—Fitzsimmons
and Hall signed articles this afternoon
fight to take place between
November 1 and December 30, before the
club offering the largest purse.
for a finish

Inspector Byrne* Promoted.

Yo.ee, April
Inspector
bean made superintendent
Byrnes
of *• Nenr York police, vice Muiray,
of $3000 a year.
rente'* on a
12.

N*w

ha*

—

The ceremony

was

coronet

conspicuously
her accordeon-plaited

were

also

attired

in fantastic costumes.

If without the grace and refinement of
practiced performers, the ladies had
heaps of assurance and appeared to enjoy the sport as much as did the audience.

They

were

enthusiastically

re-

called three times, and finally left the
stage amid a blaze of limelight and a
perfect bombardment of flowers.
SIX THOUSAND HOUSES BURNED.

Fifty Lives

Lost in

the Great Fire in Toklo.

London, April 12.—A dispatch from
Tokio says that the conflagration that

Sunday last did enordamage. The dispatch is vague as

broke out there
to which
over

on

portion of the city

hnt.

stafeR

that

rtOOO

was

burned

hoiiRpR

were.

of life was heavy.
destroyed.
Up to the present it is known that 50 of
the natives lost their lives, and a number
are still missing.
The loss

Deeming,

the Brnto.

April 12.—M. Marshall
Lyle, solicitor for Deeming, the murderer, has employed a doctor to examine
the prisoner.
The
doctor says that
Deeming is an instinctive criminal. His
head measures only 64 inches in diameter and is exceedingly small compared
with his height. The doctor describes
Deeming’s whole character as one of extreme stupidity and the coarsest animalMelbourne.

ity.

More Trouble for

lature of the Brazilian

Opened a Spring Season With Snch A Flattering Outlook. Itls a Fixed Fact That OUR LOW
Prices Are Lifting Onr Business Monntainward. We Have Thrust Ourselves Into Deserving Popularity
By Offering Only the Best at the LOWEST PRICES.

lever Before Have We

province

of Matto

Senate Passes Pension Bills.

Washington, April 12.—These were
among the bills passed in the Senate to-

day:

For the presentation of badges
to
the officers and men of the Greely expedition; increasing the pension for total
deafness to $40 a month; to amend the
dependent pensions act of March 4, 1890,
by allowing pensions not exceeding $50 a
mouth, proportioned to the degree of
disability; to amend the pension act of
March 3, 1877, by removing the disability
of those who, having participated in the
rebellion, afterwards enlisted in the army of the United States and became dis-

abled.

MEN’S ODD PANT DEPARTMENT.

SPRING OVERCOAT DEPARTMENT.

performed

T?av

W
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[Special
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$10.

Bath, April 12.—Whitehouse, the supposed firebug, was released this afterEvnoon on bail furnished by relatives.
erett Smith, his companion, is also at
liberty. This man was detained until after the preliminary hearing, when he
was examined separately and there being

at

Boys’ Long

MEN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

The

Kennebec

on

200

150

She

time this season.

Boys’

M eLellan*

the
VLicct

.aaiiju

wuuu,

av

hood he married Miss Julian Bond Abercrombie, of Lakeport, N. Y., and settled
in Washington city. He was the youngest paymaster in the volunteer service
and came out of the war with the title of
major. A quarter of a century ago he
went West and located in San Francisco.
Here he connected himself with the
Pacific Mail Company. For five years he
occupied a confidential post in the employment of that corporation. Twenty
years ago he became connected with the
Pacific Coast Steamship Company, and
for many years was stationed at Los
He went to Seattle about
Angeles.
three and a half years ago as Puget
sound superintendent of the company,
and he had occupied that position with
credit to himself and to the satisfaction
of his employers up to the day of his
death. From the moment of his advent
to that city he was regarded as a man of
the finest principles and unsullied integrity. He stood not only high in business,
but he and his entire family were universally esteemed in the best social circles
He leaves a widow and two
of Seattle.
daughters, Juliet May McLellan and
Florence Henry.
Steamer WJnthrop’s New Service.
New Yoke, April 12.—The New York,
Maine and New Brunswick Steamship
Company went into liquidation last winter. Recently one of the steam ers of the
line, the Winthrop, was bought in at an
auction sale by the bondholders of the
An arrangement has been
company.
made with the Mallory Steamship Comthat company will run
which
pany, by
the Winthrop next season over her old
route from New York to Bar Harbor,
Eastport and and St. John, N. B. The
Mallory Company will run the steamer
for a certain percentage of the gross receipts. The Winthrop will start on her
first trip for the season on May 15.

SteubenvillE, O., April

12.

—

The

Pant Snits

All Wool Short
Children’s
Pant Suits $2.50, worth 3.50.

$5

at

N.

Y., April

earthquake

12.—Two

shocks

were

Warren

tenable One Price

*ne
!

482

Combination Suits, extra Pant
and Hat at

$5,

Children’s

worth 6.00.

Suits

Fine

at
10.00

$6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 9.00,
12,00 and 15.00.

worth 50c
“
75c
1.50 and 1.75
$1 to 5.00

pair,
“

75c, $1.00, 1.25,
*
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Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters

f Symptoms.
i
with

High fever, bounding pulse, swelling of the
great tenderness and severe pain, especially if
joints,
the patient attempts to move; and on moving after resting
in one position, lameness, stiffness, and severe pain.
Rheumatism is a blood disease, and must be so
—

a

%
.

treated. There is only
preparation of which it
of a failure to cure
no
instance
can be said that
has ever been
or
disorder
blood
Rheumatism
any
is
that
furnished, not by
recorded; and
preparation
a
harmless
science, but by Nature
vegetable comcalled
and
barks,
pound of herbs, roots,
one

—
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Wraith f°r 1116 Baby,
Pleasure for the Parents,
New Life for the Old Folks.

Princess Kickapoo.
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THE GREAT
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temperance drink
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is

a

ship
Our New

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh Is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make
cure.
Dr. Reed

will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
yon have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Heed's
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. Thera
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sundayfrom 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination byletter stating their name, place or residence and
my22dtf
age and one stamp, $1.00.

family affair—a requisite

of the

a

Dr E. 33. Reed.

a

"

Pure Blood, Perfect Health.”

J-%5

A Family Affair

\
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Worm Killer I

Nature’s remedy forworms. Satisfaction
guaranteed. 25 cents.

THE
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10c., 3 for 25c.

at

one
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Kickapoo Indian

For every

2

not try this Nature’s blessing
to the human race, you are
responsible for what you suffer.
Here is a person who had faith.

FREEMAN STRATTON. Bast Fairfield, ft., declares:
"After being sick many months with Rheumatism.
most of the time confined In bed, I was Induced to
try Kickapoo Indian Sagwa. I took three bottles, and
I
it cured me.
! habe not been troubled since.
haoe no sympathy for any one who suffers with Rheu-

laine.

GrS*,lo3?e I
ONIONS

i

2

are

rtland

ONIONS

5

rheumatic, and do

If you

aim r urmsner

■

Rheumatism.

t

y

Street,

Congress

home.

A 25

cent

package makes 5 gallons of
a
delicious, strengthening,
effervescent beverage.

ns.

Don’t be deceived if a dealer, for
the sake of larger profit, tells you
other kind Is Just as good ’»
—'tls false. No imitation is as good
as the genuine Hikes'.
some

Styles of Ladies’

aprll

SPRINGandSUMMER

GARMENTS
are now

ready.

I

M,W&F4mcd

JAPANESE

PILE
1851.

SPRINGER BROS.,
500 Washington Street,

disfelt

and

throughout Montgomery,
Ossage counties this morning. People
were thoroughly frightened.
No damage is reported.

a

Children’s All Wool Short
Pant Suits at $3.50, worth 4.50.

A

Empire State Trembled.

Albany,

25 cents
“
50

14,
14,

Pants from

Long

STOnB

New York Steam Company is arranging
to grind coal in the Connellsville coke
regions to apowder, which will be mixed
with a sufficient quantity of water to
transform it into a liquid. It is then
proposed to build a pipe line to New
York, where the liquid will be received
in immense tanks, dried, pressed into
bricks and used for fuel.
It will be
forced through the pipes at the rate of
Sve miles per hour.
The company lias
the whole process, on a small scale, in
successful operation in New York.

tinct

Men’s Dress Pants

6.00,

A large line of Men’s ana Boys’ Hats at Low Prices.
We have the largest line of Men’s Clothing, the largest line of Youth’s Clothing, the largest line of Boys’
Clothing, the largest line of Children’s Clothing and the largest line of Gents’ Furnishing Goods to he
found in the city and at LOWER Prices than any other store of the East.

Coast

Pacific

Lot No. 6.
$5, worth

H White Shirts at 37 l-2c each
60 Bozen Seamless Hose at and Drawers at 23c each.
50 Bozen Windsor Ties at 10c!
11c a pair, worth 30c.
3 for 25c.
50 Dozen Laundered C and H worth 50c.
25 Bozen Suspenders at 15c
50 Bozen Shirts and Drawers
each, worth 25c.
White Shirts 48c each worth 75c.
50 Dozen Fast Black Hose
at 25c each.
50 Bozen Cotton Hose at 7c a
60
Dozen
Unlaundered
C
and
12
l-2c a pair.
40 Dozen Balbriggan Shirts
pair, 4 pairs for 25c;

ian, Puget Sound
oi

at

Men’s Dress Pants

worth 5.00.

each,

received with

was

OSSUARY.
Major

Odd

$4,

GENTS’ FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

great rejoicing.

Major Hayd'.-.
superintendent

“

Kennebec.

the

age 4 to
age 4 to
“at

“

“

at

to 15.00.

Odd Knee Pants,
pairs
“
“

500

uress rams

MTS’ AND CHILDREN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

$10.

Prompt Work Saves Serious Loss.
Winthbop, April 12.—Fire caught on
the roof of one of C. M. Baily, Sons &
Co.’s cloth shops yesterday afternoon. A
high wind was blowing and but for
prompt discovery a serious blaze would
have followed. The damage was slight.

$3.50,

men s

worth 4.00.

Lot No. 5.

Men’s all wool j
Lot No. 1. 50 Men’s all Wool
Lot No. 4.
Suits at $6 a Suit, these gar- Sawyer Suits at $10, others ask
Boys’ Black Cheviot Suits, all
ments are strictly all wool and $15 for the same garment.
wool, at $8, worth 10.00.
Men’s all Wool
Lot No. 5.
insufficient evidence to hold him he was are a bargain.
Lot No. 2. Men’s Blue Slater Bark Worsted Suitsat$12, $15,
Boy’s Three Piece Suits from
released.
Wilton’s Town Hall.
Suits at $8, worth $10.
$18, $20, $22 and $25.
$5 to 12.00.
Lot No. 3. Men’s Blue WorLot No. 6.
Young Men’s
Wilton, April 12.—At an adjourned
Children’s Short Pant Suits at
worth Nobby Spring Suitings at $8,
town meeting yesterday it was voted to umbo or Assabet at $10,
at $1.25, worth 2.00.
12.
10. 12. 15. 18 and 20.
erect a town hall to cost $4,000.

Coal by Pipe Line.

Grosso has declared that state independent of the Kepublic of Brazil.

EPIDEMIC.

AN

AS CATCHING AS

men s
Lot No. 3. Men’s fine Spring
iiOi ivo.
i.
Lot No. 6. Young Men’s fine
norKing
Overcoats at $12, 15, Pants at $1.50, worth 2.00.
Overcoats
and
Spring
$15.
at
$12
$10,
Crocker, of Bangor, was bridesmaid and
IS and 20.
Men’s Working
Lot No. 2.
Lot No. 4. Young Men’s Nob*
Mr. Willis Knowlton, of Camden, best
Lot No. 1.
Men’s all Wool Pants at $2, worth 2.50.
this
man.
Master Allie Jones, of
city, by
in
light Putnam Overcoats at $5.98 all
Spring Overcoats
and Miss Helen Holman, of Portland,
Men’s Working
Lot No. 3.
wool and fast colors, others ask
There
colors
at
worth
the
bridal
$6.
procession.
preceded
$4.50,
at $2.50 and 3.00
Pants
for the same thing.
and
$10
$8
were many elegant presents.
Lot No. 5.
Young Men’s
Men’s all wool
Lot No. 2.
The Shipyard City’s Alleged Firebug
at
Spring Overcoats $6, $8 and Spring Overcoats at $8 worth
Kv

Brazil.

Buenos Ayues, April 12.—The legis-

Establishment

Our

—-A.H.E3-

Boynton-Ingraham.
[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, April 12.—The residence
of Henry B. Ingraham, at the South End,
was the scene of a very pretty affair tonight, when Elkanah E. Boynton, of
Camden, and Miss Jennie Ingraham, of
this city, were united in marriage. The
contracting parties are well known and
popular in this vicinity. Mr. Boynton is
One
a prominent Camden
druggist.
hundred and fifty invitations had been
issued.

MISCELLANEOUS.

INDUCEMENTS

IRRESISTIBLE
Throughout

The well known lumberman,
Fred W. Ayer, took three. The five
vary in weight from nineteen to twenty-four pounds. Fishermen say the river is full of salmon and a big season is
expected at the Pool. The fishermen
will soon be here from New York, New
Haven, Boston and other places.

OLCcllilSilxp v^uxxijJcixij',

skirt.
The ladies received an ovation when
they made their appearance. Their contribution to the performance consisted of
a skirt dance, in which they were assisted by Messrs. F. and C. Lambert,who

mous

de21

THE

Press.]

to the

Argentina to thwart the his residence, No. 312 Tenth street,
designs of the government which rules Seattle, Wash. The immediate cause of
the Stars and Stripes.
death was pneumonia, but this disease
had been preceded by an aggravated
DANCEDTHE SKIRT DANCE.
The deceased had
case of the grippe.
The Countess
Russell
Captured the
been confined to his bed but ten days,and
House and Received an Ovation.
his demise was not expected.
London, April .12.—In the Boyalty
The deceased was born in Houghton.
Theatre in this city a performance was
He came of sterling parentage, his father
given this evening for the benefit of the
George McLellan. second assistant
National Lifeboat Institution.
There being
postmaster
general under Abraham Linwas a large crowd of fashionable persons
coln. He was a nephew of Hon. Jacob
and
afforded
the
present,
programme
In early manMcLellan, of this city.
them much amusement.
After W. S. Gilbert’s “Sweethearts”
had been performed the Countess Bus[ sell, wife of Earl Bussell, from whom she
i recently made an unsuccessful attempt
to be divorced, and her sister, Mrs. Dick
Bussell, appeared in a specialty. These
performers were attired in similar coswith whito
tumes of black and silver,
wigs and clinging black lace skirts. The

Sleepy.:;
!
;
;

“v

Chili and

countess had a
to the front of

;

from

reciprocity treaty with Brazil was wrested from Senor Fonseca by illegitimate
means; that the United States openly
supported Bftlinaceda against, the national rising in order to obtain from Chili a
commercial treaty wholly in favor of the
North American Union; that the Republican party will renew it with fresh vigor

ouu

“

[Special

Bangor, April 12.—Salmon fishing has
begun at Bangor Pool most auspiciously.
Today five were taken by expert fly fish-

Bath, April 12.—Steamer Kennebec
it from arrived at Bath Tuesday for the first

Ask for

B

to

South America.

Accept

-

Secretary

Blaine.

THOUSANDS OF HOUSES BURNED

food

on

Hog's

Begun at

Well

Season

ermen.

neither of them

has had to

Salmon Fishing

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

MISCEIXANEOUS.

MIBCEIilAJraOPS-^

TAKEN.

BEAUTIES

Bangor Pool.

The Ostrich
have the

FIVE

BOSTON.

?

Headquarters

for

Fashionable

Cloaks.

apr6eod9S

Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Interna), Blind or
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. This remedy has positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box, 6 boxes for $5.00;
sent by mall prepaid on receipt of price.
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
A

purchaser of 6 boxes, when purchased at one
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by w. w. WHIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
ment So.uare, Portland, Me.
oct28eodtf

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation. Biliousness, Indigestion, Doss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price. 35c., 50c.. and S1.00. At all druqqlsts.
Or of the Proprietors.

Dr. J.

jylS

F- TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.

TT&S&wtlA

~

MAINE TOWNS.

MISCEEEANEOES.
Items

of

Gathered by

Interest

poadents

Correa-

of the Press.

Preparations are being made
Easter Sunday school concert.

Monarch of Health!
AND

King of Blood Purifiers!
BRINGS
Health to Your

Body!

Roses to Your Cheeks!
to Your Flitnd!

Vigor
Strengthto Your

Muscles!

Monday.
parish meeting is called
Monday afternoon, April 18th.

a_*

—

USI

under charge of Maggie Merrill.
The Ladies Social Circle will be held
Thursday afternoon and evening with
Mr. Fred R. Sweetsir.

WEST GRAY.

has

ever

ef-

fected the seemingly miraculous
cures that have followed the use
of this wonderful preparation.
No other medicine ever placed
before the public can show a record of (7) seven years’ sale under
a positive guarantee of no cure, no
pay! and not a single bottle returned.
No other specific has ever had
such complete control of that
/be blood;
fountain of life itself
and hence over the whole physical
—

and mechanism of health,
has King’s Sarsaparilla; but
it’s needless for us to extol its virtues ; let its beneficiaries attest for
themselves. Read the testimonials
that appear from week to week in
these columns, and answer to yourself whether or not they speak in

organism
as

any uncertain

tone.

For sale by all Druggists.

75 coats.

King: Manufacturing Co.,
JDUUglUU)

The masquerade ball which has been
in preparation for the past two weeks
came

oft' last

Friday night

in

good shape.

Vicuii.jfi

uuc

tuc liiuico

>vuu

in dredging the Potomac for some time.
He is suffering from malaria and will remain at home till his health is restored.
While on the passage home he had the
misfortune to lose a wallet containing
$300 in bills. Nothing has been heard
from it thus far.
Mr. Edwin IS. Skillin lias been giving
his buildings a fresh coat of paint which
improves tlicir appearance very much.
Mr. P. L. Bailey has got a new stagedriver Charles McLaughlin by name.
A. Pennell goes to Portland next week,
to serve as juryman at the Superior

Court.

Harpswell.

palm off other preparations, unscrupulously asserting them to be “the
”
“
”
or
same as
equal to Pond’s Extract, indifferent to the deceit practiced upon and disappointment thereby caused to the purchaser, so long
as larger profits accrue to themselves.
Always insist on having Pond’s ExTake no other.
SOLD IN BOTTLES ONLY ; NEVER
BY MEASURE. Quality uniform.

tract.

Kemp died in East Harpswell, April 1st, aged 87 years. She was
a woman of great ability and force of
character, traits which age had not
dimmed in the least. She was respected
by young and old, and will be greatly

son, Mr. William
Kemp, of Naliant, Mass., and two daughters, Mrs. William Arey of Knightville
and Mrs. Frank Snowr of C indy's Harbor, also twenty-five grand-children and
a

twenty-six great grand-children.
The Cundy’s Harbor
people have
bought a fine organ for their chapel. Thirty-two dollars were contributed by the tribute.
Life Boat Lodge of Good Templars.
The advent of the mechanical cotton
Mr. Samuel Trufant is at Brunswick,
suffering from the effects of a surgical picker presents a safe and sure opportuoperation performed some two weeks nity for an investment that will pay very
ago.
and every purchaser of
Miss Ellen Chapman and Miss Emma large dividends,
-fan!
in
of
Sunday
Brunswick,
spent
Brigham
Harpswell.
the fact that he is, while greatly benefitMrs. William Arey of Knightville is
ing himself, also benefiting, not alone the
visiting her old home.
cotton planter, but also every wearer of
Harrison.
cotton on the globe, and can feel that he
since a
A lev/ days
uaui;mci
is actively assisting to furnish the means
Josiah Chute, while playing on the ice,
the cotton growing region out of
suddenly fell forward, forcing a ladle to raise
a terribly depressed financial condition,
handle which she held in her mouth far
down her throat. The roof of her mouth
while making great profits himself. Howand throat, wvx badly-lacerated by the
ever
repugnant people may be to acquir™
e instrument, nearly sevsharp ena^f
ering the palate, which hung by a small ing wealth at the expense of others, there
shred of flesh. Dr. E. A. Wight was can be no objection to acquiring wealth
called, who adjusted the torn and mu- in this manner—and no matter how strong
tilated parts, confining them with a suitable number of stitches. The child is a person’s objections are to taking chancnow about her play as usual, and entirely
es, a thorough investigation of the facts
recovered, except a slight impediment of will convince them that the only chance
speech.
in the Lone Star Cotton
The snow and ice are nearly gone, and taken by investing
Pioker is a chance to get rich. Single
most of the roads are nearly impassable
for the present.
share are sold or blocks of any size, at 31
E. A. Morgan, the liquor agent of
Milk Street
non

HEMORRHAGES OF ALL HINDS.

Prepared only by POND’S EXTRACT CO.,
NEW YORK AND LONDON.
See our name on every wrapper and label.

FOUR'S

EMT110T

o^esmsEM?,

remarkable specific
action upon the affected parts
gives it supreme control over
imJ Piles, however severe,
Also for Bums, Scalds,
!"
t3®™3* Eruptions, Salt Bkcum &c.
Testimonials from all classes
#1
prove it3 efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only by
POND'S EXTRACT CO., 70 Bth Ave., N. Y.

Wit’s

TT&SwcS

life has been lost
the taste of codof
because

Many a

nothing

Emulsion

more

did

than take that

means

of recovery.

It does

more.

It is half-

digested already.
through the stomach
stealth.

strength
would be

unknown,

Oxford.

It

slips

as

if by

It goes to make
when cod-liver oil
a

burden.

Scott & Bowmb, Chemists, 131 South jth Avenue,
Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. ft.
Your druggtst keeps

^

THE TRUE GENUINE

HUNGARIAN BITTER ITER
IS THE

CELEBRATED

o

Oxford village has been the scene
several
burglaries of late. The
fishing house of G. II. & J. G.
Jones, was broken into and a large
quantity of fishing tackle taken.
The blacksmith shop ofChas. Robinson’s
was also invaded and a chest of carpenters tools forced, hut as the owner is

These warm days remind us of the fact that
the hot Summer weathar is coming, and with it
comes the demand for ice, and the demand is

abseut the loss is not known. The store
of Durell and Hawks, was burglarized,
loss unknown. The matter was placed
in the hands of detective Bassett of Norway. who followed traces to the house of
Poa notorious character, one James B.
land who lives in an isolated place called

for the very best ice to be had.
Now. we have cut our ice from one of the best
ice ponds in the State, the Phiney Pond at Lone
Pipe It
This nnnd is fed bv mineral serines and
\V e
makes the best ice on the market today.
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
Our
be
cards
will
circuat a reasonable price.
lated around town this weekand if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
our card and when in want of your ice, place it
in your street window.

VI

lost; goods

was

Herman 13. and

found.

Henry C. Poland were arrested, plead
guilty and were committed for trial.
Joseph Robinson who is in poor health
will shortly go to Jacksonville, Florida,
on a visit to his grandson J. R. Parrott
Esq. who is a lawyer in that city. Mr. R.
will be accompanied by W. R. Farris.

attention to busithe conness and courteous treatment to
sumers, to merit a share of your patronltespectfully Yours,
age.
We

hope by prompt

CUMMINGS BROS. ICE CO.,

Buxton.

Telephone

WEST BUXTON.

apt

Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles free.
Also'agents for the justly celebrated
BET1IESS>A WATER.
Wonderfully efficacious in troubles of the Kidneys and Bladder, as testified by our best
Physicians and many well-known citizens. See
Descriptive pawmhiefc

Thursday evenlargely attended, resulting in the

daily being received,

every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid

on

for the

purchase

of
the two water powers, situated at either
extremity of the village, if succef5§fijJ

dtf

T\\r)c<z
'-neat

N or way.

choice of Dr. C. L. Pike for agent. Voted
to raise $300 for free high school and
§400 for extinguishment of debt.
The newly organized board of trade
apparently mean bnsiness. Subscriptions for the required fund of §311,000 art*

of Park

CONDENSED

gardens, and some have planted peas.
By the indications the marriage of one
of our prominent citizens is in the near

was

Foot

N0132
Sucb

last Thursday.
Lanson Huntvoir and wife, who have
been spending a few weeks with friends
in this vicinity, returned to their home,
Boston, Mass., Tuesday.
Rev. George W. Howe, of Lowell.
Mass., and Hon. Joseph Hobson, of Saco,
have been in town visiting at Mrs. Eben
Adams’s.
Some of ourcitizens are preparing their

ing

No. 543**2.

OFFICE—Deake’s Wharf,
Street.

Hon. John H. Fogg, Esq., of Portland,
is to deliver the address to Came Post,
Buxton Centre. Memorial day evening.
Richard Goodall, Esq., of Limerick,
formerly boss weaver in the Saco River
Woolen Company’s Mill, was in town

The school meeting

Preparations Have

Makes

an

insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.
imitations—and

■

an*

There never was a time when we felt so confident of meeting the demands of the public for
EASTER as this season.
First class made up clothing for Men and Boys
of our own make-in styles and sizes that are exclu-

,!t£

in the

County of

sive.
We intend to so increase our sales by the
special and standard bargains offered that no
week in our history shall equal in size the business
of THIS WEEK.

Greeting:

Cumberland.

tlie name of the State of Maine, you are
hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of said town of Cape Elizabeth, qualified by law to vote in town affairs to assemble
at the'Town Hall in said town on Friday, the
fifteenth day of April, A. D. 1802, at two o’clock in the afternoon, then and there to act
udon the following articles, to wit:
Art 1.—To choose a moderator to preside at
said meeting.
Art. 2.—To hear a proposition of the Standish
Water and Construction Company to supply the
town with Sebago water for domestic purposes
and fire protection.
Art. 3.—To see if the town will vote to instruct the selectmen or a committee to contract
with the Standish Water and Construction Company to supply the town with water in accordance with the proposition dated March 31,
1892. of said Standish AVater and Construction

IN

Company or otherwise.

Given under our hands this 7th day of April,

A. D. 1892.
Selectmen
GEO. C. MOUNTFORT,A
of
E. C. ROBINSON,
1M. B. FULLER,
J Cape Elizabeth.
A true copy: Attest.
THOMAS B. HASKELL.

STYLISH FOOTWEAR.
Your difficult and troublesome
feet properly fitted.

HAT.

made from clay diagonals $15,
$20, $28. Either of these grades
in a Coat and Vest, with a pair
Mothers, take your children to of our tine Eight Trousers at $5,
sign of Gold Boot and have $6.50, $7, or $9 per pair, make iu two pieces and three pieces,
a suit equal to the best.
their feet perfectly fitted.
sizes 4 to 16 years—light, medium

station.

4g1

944 Congress Street,

congress

Young Men’s Double Breasted
Sack Suits at $12, $15, $18,
$20, $22 and $25, in the leading
colors and quality are OEMS of
style and quality tit at trill commade
pare favorably witS> tailor
suits at double the money.
Oenuine Irish Cheviot Suits m
neat brown
pin checks $22;

mar24oodtt

For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal.
For Sale
fcb8

--

,*«(p

._

Unlike fee Dutch Process

an

No Alkalies
—

OB

—

Other Chemicals
used

in

preparation

■
_

22*3

ALWAYS SHAKE THE
BOTTLE BEFORE USING
ANO KEEP WELL CORKED

B3BS8H

Price!5cenhs.

Hal

the
of

W. BAKER & CO.’S

%gga

BreaMastCocoa

o

which is absolutely
pure and soluble.
It has more than three times
| the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or
1
Sugar, and is far more eco-

ZZ!
J63

255 Middle

marleodam

I

I i 9 R

R

CPRIH6CL0THIHQ
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We invite your attention to onr New Spring
Stock, which is now complete, and beg to add a
word with reference to the advantages offered by
The particular care exercised in the selection
us.
and manufacture of all Garments, the perfection
of style, and excellence oi lit, all guarantee the
best value at no higher prices than are frequently
Let us
asked for goods of inferior workmanship.
show you our line before you buy your Spring

dla\v4w'W

*^************* *********

$
|5 A Simple Remedy
Stomach, Nausea,*For Heartburn, Sour
Water Brash, Wind in Stomach, Distress if
Fullness after Eating, Indigestion, J
Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough, J
Offensive Breath and

or

IS INVALUABLE FOR

J

Clothing.

Troubles i
$ For All Stomach
made from
Pepsin

-4c
4C

X

X

X

Troches,
Dr. Bronson’s
Roots. Barks, Gums and Pepsin, are re-)f
liable and effective. 25c. and 50c. a box. jf
Of all druggists or by mail.
yL

BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. 1.

$****+**+¥*¥*¥¥¥**¥¥**++>f
eod2wto

declS

ASSORTMENT

FINE

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

-g
ft
"ft
*

St., Portland, Me.

apr!2__dtt

gold by Grocers everywhere.

mart6

“STAR” and “Mother’s Friend”
entire new stock and

For Stale in all Stores.

nomical, costing less than one cent a cup.
It is delicious, nourishing, and easily
DIGESTED.

boI

imaMartate

greater

STANDARD CLOTHING COMPANY,

mf]

equal amount of water

and apply with a sponge
or soft cloth

offered

patterns.
Boys’ Fine Reefers aud Spring
Young Men’s English Cutaway
Frock Suits, sizes 33 and 34; Overcoats $5,3 JUST HALF and
fair price.
very stylish.

Grease from silk or
woolen goods without
injury to the finest
fabric or the most
delicate colors.

ft™

never

makes,

$25.

At SIO to

r

oc

We

bargains in Tong Pant Suits for
Boys.
Boys’ Shirt Waists in the

SPRING OVERGOATS

Kggg

by

Leading Dealers.
eod3m»

An Elegnnt Line of Young Mon’s

fi)

mwiiw

auddark colors.
CONFIRMATION SUITS, $3.50,
$4, $5. We offer a lot of fine
Clay Worsted Suits for Roys at
only $7 per suit; reduced from

$12.
Roy’s Tight Summer Suits, 2
pieces, sizes 4 to 14, $5, reduced
from $10 and $12.
very stylish.
Roy’s Long Pant Suits for Boys
tn Men’s and
Trousers
Elegant
12 to 18 years, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7,
Young Men's sizes $4 to $9 per $8 ; extra fine values.
pair.
Special vaiues in Boys’ Tong
Pant Suits at $8 and $10.

St.

sign oi Gold Boot.

■

SUITS,

JACKET

BRANCH,BROWN,
union

i__qsmNms&mswm&mwmf

SUITS Double Breasted

DRESS

SPECIALTIES: Eadies $2.00,
$2.50 and $3.00 Boots. Men’s
$2,00, $2,50 and $3.00 Boots.

ap8d7t

Lamsoii & Hubbard

ZOQ3T3’

FEME

in

A Card to the People

future.

Bottled to order at the Famous Spring iu Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents. CUTLER BROS. & CO..

Cape Elizabeth,

of

ii~xx

STANDARD CLOTHING CD.

To Thomas B. Haskell of the Town of

IGE I
ICE!

sickness from which

expected to recover, has suddenly rallied, sold his stock, farming
tools, furniture, &c., and fled to parts

n

taste away, it would save the
lives of some at least of those
that put off too long the

severe

apr4______eofl2m

Been Made for

5 255 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

are

nuisance, and proceedings suspended on
a

Single and Double, Riding and Express Harnesses of the very Best
Custommake. Made expressly for us by PORTLAND’S BEST Mechanics during the dull months of the Winter Season and are unequalled in quality for the price. Our “DIRIGO’’ DRIVING HARNESS is the acknowledged leader at a moderate pi-ice. Also a large
stock of Plush and Wool Robes, Whips, Blankets, Currycombs,
Brushes, Dusters, Hitch Weights, Sponges and all goods needed
for stable use. Prices always the knvest, quality considered.

Grand

apr8

'*

Greenwood who was indicted at the last
term of court as a common seller and
account of
he was not

TTA1R

PRICE.

OYE

STRICTLY

ex

iiLiie

THE WONDER OF HEALING!
CTOES CATARRH, RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA,SORB THROAT,PILES, WOUNDS,
BURNS, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND

We have been considering the hundreds and hundreds
of buyers of Spring Overcoats, and have made unusually
FAST DAY FESTIlarge preparations for the EASTER and
VALS. The Overcoats we are now selling are fresh from
wellour workshops, and for good fitting garments,
cream of the country.”
the
are
nice
styles,
made,
they
Over 350 FOR SELECTION, which means that you can
get most anything you could ask for.
ELEGANT Custom Made TROUSERS for EASTER, $5,
S6.50, $7, $8 and $9 per pair—Perfect Fitting, in fact
the nicest trousers, ready made, ever produced.

—

It is said that three-fifths of the personal
wealth of the country is due to patented
inventions. And riches acquired in such
a manner certainly confers honor on its
possessor. The value of the cotton crop
would be small indeed but for the gin invented by Whitney and the improvements
in spinning made by Arkwright, Hargreaves and others, and it would take the
entire wages of the average worker to keep
himself clothed. Howe, Singer, Wilson
and others acquired colossal fortunes by
manufacturing sewing machines, and
while doing so, emancipated millions of
toiling women from slavery to the needle.
'And while enriching themselves they
conferred unmeasured blessings on others.
Biches may be a blessing or a curse to
its owner, and the methods of acquiring
it meritorious or otherwise.
Selfish greed may actuate a man, and
yet he acquire great wealth and benefit
his fellow men.
The public be
Such a man may say
damned” while piling up his millions,
but if he improves transportation and
makes travelling more comfortable he is
a
benefactor, whatever his motive.
Field, Howe, McComick and hundreds
of others amassed millions, and while doing so benefited every one who paid them

Ealph Leslie, violinist, on the organ.
Capt. Edwin L. Field is at home from
Washington, where he has been engaged

She leaves

Evcrybyody knows that wc arc the largest manufacturers of
and dealers in Carriages inMaine and w c have only to say that we
are now ready with our Spring Stock of SEASONABLE V E2IZCLES
adapted to town or country use.
We also want EVERYBODY TO KNOW that we etirry a large
line of

Sizes 30 to 50, breast measure, a great array of styles
and sizes for young men; sizes for FAT MEN and LARGE

The Cotton Picker.

much time and labor into the affair,
pecially to Mrs. Charles S. Allen and Mrs.
John II. Allen who were the principal
workers in the business. They should
feel much gratified with the successful
outcome of the affair.
Mr. Andrew Johnson and Miss Kate
Leslie from Lewiston were here on Friday and attended the ball in the evening,
MisS Leslie accompanying her brother
es-

missed.

Elm St., Cor. Cumberland..

Georgetown.

Mrs. Almira

Intending purchasers of Pond’s
Extract cannot take too much precaution to prevent substitution. Some
druggists, trading on the popularity of
the great Family Remedy, attempt to

nov7

Heal for flork. Ireland, and from there to
Cardiff, Wales, loading Welch coal for

About 40 couples were in it, most of
them in costume, some of them very
elaborate, and all very tasteful. Much

HID,

TO THE PUBLIC

liver oil.
If Scott’s

parsonage.
Mr. Thomas Beatlie of Boston has
been stopping a few days with his brother James E. Beatlie.
Irving Tibbett* and O. E. Page of
Damariseotta having formed a partnership and will run a nmrble shop on Ferry
street, at Bath, opening business at an
early date.
Captain Andrew Adams, arrived home
Thursday, from Boston, where his vessel
is discharging a cargo of sugar from
Georgetown, British Guiana, He sailed
from St. John in August, with a cargo of

B. H. Blanchard and II. P. Sweetsir
leave next Saturday for St. Johnsbury,
Vt., to attend the academy at that place;
School in district No. 3 began Monday

■

No other remedy, coming as has
it, in the form of a God-send to

suffering humanity,

for

Gray.
bniww

were drawn to
at the April term of the

store, with groceries, grain, confeotionery, tobacco, cigars, etc.
John G. Spinnev will move into G. P.
Hodgdon’s house at the Centre, lately
vacated by Geo, V. Adams, and Mr. Adams lias moved into the Congregational

pn:i«t

~si

jurymen

S. J. Court at Wiscasset: William C.
Pinkham and Albion H. Lewis.
Mrs. Mary Giles, widow of the late
Benjamin M. Giles, has just received a
pension, with some $200 back pay.
Laburton Kimball has leased the store
formerly occupied by Byron Giles at
Boothbay Centre, and is fast filling the

next

The annual

and
W&SlwCr

serve as

1892.

■

CARRIAGES and HARNESSES,
ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO.,

Bootlibay.

Arno S. Chase arrived home from his
Washington trip last Saturday.
Geo. D. Sweetsir, who has been working for J. L. Dunn for several years, has
left his employ, and engaged with E. B.
Osgood, the meat man. W. W. Wilson,
who has been at work for O. S. Tliomes
for two or three years, will take his place,

beginning

IttS.-MWUL6KMC

The following persons

for an

MISCEIXAKEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

kill.

Cumberland.

CUMBERLAND CENTRE.

THE

jIISCEEEANEOITS.

we may look for the erection of large
manufactories at an early date.
Business at the shoe factory is slack
just now, and will probably remains so
till the last of May.
Grass shows signs of severe winter

Agents for ROGERS & DOWLING’S TROY LAUNDRY.
Shirts Made to Order.

35c. and $1 at all Druggists.
£. MORGAN & SONS,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CUSTOM MADE DRESS SUITS TO LOAN.

Prcpc

eort&wly

apl5

CHILDREN S CLOTHING.

“LAWSOA HOUSE,”
South

Harpswell,

Me.

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with ail the
modern improvements, including hot and cold
Scenery unsurpassed; good
sea water baths.
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June 15tli, 1892- Special rates for parties.

HASKELL & JONES,

THIS

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK HJlB JOB PplKTEK,

Manufacturing Clothiers and Men’s Furnishers,
MONUMENT

No. 37 PLUM STREET.

aprS

SQUARE. eocltr

mar24-tf
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Cj,
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,1 OBI A SO A,

A.

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Win. Senter &

<Jo.)
SAWYER,
DEALER
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting Watches, Clacks, Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.

MISS A. L.

BROWN BROCK, 337 CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
juy28eodti
send lor circular.

IN

Fine

|
i

ALL

Watch Repairing

WORK

a

Specialty,

STRICTLY FIRST

Monument Square, Fortlaml,
nuurlii

CLASS.
Me.
cousin

[

NOTICE

!

ASK YOUlt DRUGGIST FOR

!

Scott’s

i1

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Ollier Lameness.
Second to no other Liniment in the United
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Solo
Proprietor in the United States. Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by cook,
ieb22dU
Everett & Pennell, Portland, Me.

I
!

!
j

!

For

<0'0.3.‘B©

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

AND

Dr. JJ. R. L. Gould, of the United
States department of labor, will take
charge of the work in social science and

——

MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates,

(In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.60 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Daily

dent of the American Economic Association and professor of economics in Smith
College, has been secured for Baltimore
Proas lecturer on “Economic Theory.-’
fessor Clark is one of the'strongest living
theoretical economists, his work on the
“Philosophy of Wealth” being recognized
He is a graduate of
as authoritative.
Amherst College. He also studied iu
Heidelberg and Zurich.
Walt Whitman’s late home, a little
frame house worth about $1500 or $2000,
is to be bought and preserved in his

tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Kates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
these
day advertisements, one third less than
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
week; half price each succeeding week.
one third adSpecial notices, on first page,
ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
insertions or less
square each week. Three
$1.50 per square.
Headbir/ notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Heading notices in reading matter type
first

*XXXi^

which, says
late St. (Petersburg letter, means at
least $100,000, and perhaps half as much
The matter is not quite settled.
more.
The great pianist is as capricious as
child, but Ills friends are of the opinion

a

that his visit is settled.

The Chicago directory of the World’s
Fair calculate upon 30,000,000 admissions
at fifty cents each—$16,000,000—from
visitors. This bears the appearance of
being au inflated estimate, as the Paris
Expo ition realized only $6,000,000 from
the sale of tickets.
President Harrison receives over 100,000 letters a year- Their subjects range
from requests for appointments to foreign missions to old neckties for silk
to be rafifiled for at church fairs.

quilts

M. Caubert, who occupied a high position at the last Paris exposition, and

APRIL 13.

who

very much

The Argus appears
distressed over tlie withdrawal of Gov.
Robie—almost as much distressed apparently as the custom house.

is

a

authority on
visited the
exposi-

recognized

fairs,
grounds last week-

world’s

He said that if
tion
the exhibits are prepared on a scale commensurate with their housing the Chicago World’s Fair will far excel the

greatest thing of the kind yet held.
The custom of “drinking healths” had
In the days when
a most curious origin.
the Danes lorded it in England they had
a very common habit of stabbing Englishmen in the throat when drinking.
To avoid this villainy a man when drinking would request some of the sifters-by
to be his pledge or surety while taking

The Democrats of Louisiana are in
the
great tribulation. The fight between
which
factions
and
anti-lottery
lottery
they thought had been healed has broken
out again with more fierceness than ever,
and the leading Democratic organs
are predict ug that if harmony is not re*
stored the State will be turned over to
But the factions are
the Republi ns
so bitter that m*. mony is out of the ques*
tion until one has soundly trounced the

nis cu

cue cus'um.

augut. twaiee
The first daily newspaper in the English language was published by a woman
—Mrs. Elizabeth Mallet. It was issued
other. _________
in London in March, 1702. It was by no
The Florida Times-Union thinks Mr.
means a “woman’s rights” paper, but
rn
T ;_,1..
xhn
PormWinon
ItUUV/lU
■"T---x.-”
was designed for the general relief and
candidate for the Presidency might carry comfort. Elizabeth Mallet frankly anhalf the Southern States if a -‘force bill” nounced that it was published to “spare
were in operation.
By a “force bill” it the public at least half the impertinences
which the ordinary papers contain.”
means a bill like that framed by Mr.
A number of commercial women are
ensure
to
a
Lodge, which was calculated
with their husbands, most of
free ballot and a fair count. Under sueh traveling
firms, althem for Chicago business
be
able
not;
a law the Republicans might
a few represent houses in New
though
but
to carry half the Southern .States,
York and Boston, The lines of goods
they would, certainly carry a number of they carry vary from stationery and
maps to hardware and jewelry. One
them.
couple are traveling through the country
Amongst a multitude of foolish acts with horse and wagon, dealing with seware
the New York legislature appears to have ing machines, while another couple
the same method to carry
employing
to
commend
passed one.which has much
lings of gloves, mittens, etc.
it, namely, a hill submitting to the vote
of the people a constitutional amendment
AUCTION SALES.
transferring contested election cases
Auctioneers.
from the legislature to the courts. Other F. 0. BAILEY &
states would do well to follow suit. Par-

3fop

*-

X4iUVV/»»4.

_

CO.,

Robie’s withdrawal
Grand
“the Grangers and the

paper anent Gov.
that

Army

men

are

highly

indig-

nant.” When Gov. Robie withdrew caucuses had been held in eight country
towns where the grangers reside ancl
where they throw most of the votes. Of
these towns Gov. lloble had carried two
with nine delegates and Mr. Libby six
•with twenty-five delegates. Viewed in
the light of those facts the Herald correspondent's statement that the Grangers
are

highly indignant is

aprO

SKODA’S

The GREAT GERMAN-AMERICAN
REMEDY for HEART, NERVES, KIDLIVER and BLOOD.
Price,
6 bottles for 85.50. If bought at
above price rve GUARANTEE the 6 bottles to benefit or cure. GUARANTEE
CONTRACT with each bottle. Pay only
for the good you- receive.

Sale to be on the premises to close an estate
the farm of the late N. P. Rogers, situated in
Brunswick, on the road leading to Harpswell
Neck. 8 Vt miles from the M. C. E. R. Depot.
The farm contains about 70 acres of good loamy
soil. It has several hundred eords of pulp wood
which finds a ready market at good prices, new
house partly finished, young fruit trees, cuts 15
tons of hay, easy farm to till, borders on salt
water. Must be sold. For further particulars,
T. E. SKOLFIELD, Adm’r,
address,
Brunswick.

Our silly neighbor goes so far as to Impeach
the common sense of Mr. Reed himself and to
belittle one of its directors, the Hon. Charles. F.
l.llibY. by insinuating that the only reason for
the former's opposition to Governor Kobie and
support of Mr. Llbbv, was because an irresponsible penny-a-liner had put into print some silly
twitter of some one as silly as the Press.—Eve-

Certainly tins speech shows that he

amply qualified

for the office.
\

is

Interest allowed

*

if by magic, iff yon follow
tions.
Three ounce tubes in
cartons for 50 cts.

municipal

direc-

coupons

I

i,

SKODA DISCOVERY 00., BELFAST, ME.

D r U gg i StS.

^ ALLEN S

ril

1st

from series C

,»ai Security Company

SARSAPARILLA,
"HUUT

■

of the

•

■

SPECIAL
DISCOUNT

SALE

dt£

The Druggists’ Record,
more, Md., voluntarily and editorially published In May, 1891,

First Consolidated Mortgage 5 per
cent Ronds Due April 1,1931.

This company owns and operates the water
companies in Watervijle ana Fairfield, Bath,
Calais and St. Stephens. Gardiner, Brunswick,
j Dover and Foxcroft, which places have a population of over 60,000.
favor. The writer having used this excellent remedy
The earnings of the companies comprising
with the best possible results in a ease of Rheumatthe Maine Water Company are as follows;
iawi, we recommend it to our readers and the drug
1886 .$ 3,675.18
trade generally. A ll retail druggists who push reli1887
18,339.58
41.317.30
1888
able goods, are advised to carry this popular medicine
67,714.24
1889
in stock. Once introduced, it soon becomes a rapid
1890 .77.. 76,550.96
seller and remains staple.”rn——The Athlophoros
1891
87,699.25
And the Jannury 1,1892 assessCo. doesn’t manufacture or work up testimonials.
ment is. 93,012.94
The above merits attention by rheumatic 6u£Eerers
Outside revenue. 2,000.00
do
the
as well as by the trade.
Ath-lo-pho-ros does
The number of services added each year is
work and does sell.-—mr$l per bottle. All Drug" shown by the following figures:
659
gists. The Athlophoros Co., New Haven, Conn.
1886.
1103
1887.........
Treatise on Rheumatism free. Write for it.
953
1888
985
1889
616
1890
623'
1891
the following: UA tli-lo-pho-ros
is increasing the well merited, favor it has gained.
Reliability has intrenched it unaesailably in public

EASTER!!!
We Display

a

Total number of services Jan. 1,1802...4839
The nature of this property is such that there
will be a constant annual increase in revenue.
Tbe compauy is earning.$95,000
The expenses and interest on $1,200,000 Of bonds... 85,000

Choice line of

PIANOS.
A. SUM i Sis Cl

after paying interest and expenses of.$10,000
bonds
have
been
soid to Savings Banks
These
and Trust Funds and recommend this security
a
home
those
investment.
to
wishing
Price par and interest.

4§lKTS

HARDMAN,

CABLER,

WOODBURY

Stevens ilones Co.,
UNDER THE FALMOUTH.eodtf
apr6

T

MOULTON,

Estate

NO,

DOTEN,

and Loans.
Loan

to

Portland Branch
T. O.

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

PAPER.

EXCHANGE

STBEET

eodly

jul

was a

burden.

I had

Sarsaparilla.

by all

540^Congress Street,

and

eodtf

Manager.

C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Woodfords. Me.

concerts

WE ARE READY TO SHOW

commended
in the

as

a

FIRST, by such great

host of others.

FIRST

EASTER
—

4T

FOR SALE OR

The

general agency

CLASS

RENT; ALSO

GIFTS,
W.

--

dec 17

P. HASTINGS’.
___dS

"CARO,

Congress St.d?w

1

dtf

POPULAR.

12#li

Friday Evening, April 15th, Suppe’a Charming Opera,

“Trip to Africa.”
Use No. 12 tickets in both courses iu
of “Bostonians."

place

April iUtli,

Saturday Evening;,

The new and beautiful opera by the
author of “Ermlnie,”

“Paolo."
MATINEIEi.
Afternoon, April 16th*

“The Queen’s Mate.”
Ail presented by

OPERA

DUFF’S

COMPANY

Artists 60.

60

Grand Chorus and Orchestra, Great
Elegant Costumes, and Special

Cast,

Scenery.

Miss Minnie E. Stone

long: in
the employ of Miss E. M. Owen,
so

takes this method to inform her

friends and customers that she
has accepted a position in the
store of'Eastman Bros. & Ban-

largest

croft, where she hopes to have
the pleasure of serving: them.

sale ot
any mixed
Paints in
the World.

apiT2(llw

Kbl¥gU¥AL.

oUAncc
ollRIICO.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

About May 1st, we shall remove from our
present location to store No. 538 CON*
GUESS STREET (opposite Bines Bros.),
formerly occupied by E. M. Owen £ Co.,
and until removal shall offer our stock of
second hand Pianos and Organs at low
prices to close them out.
Also some special prices in upright
Pianos.

GO.,

21 Monument Sq.

mar2Sdtf

CRESSEY & JONES,

FREE EXHIBITION

394

OF

Together with the

apr21eodlvr

Open Day and Evenings, and Sunday
afternoons, from April XX to May 1,
inclusive, at

Congress

iv

rva\ I

n kn

Lessee and

G. E. LOTHROP,

MONDAY,

Manager

APRIL 18th.

ONE NIGHT

ONKY.

Cleveland’s Minstrels
THE

BIG CITY SHOW.

TUESDAYrAPRIE

Street.

CHASE & SONS

teodt30

&

19th.

Wednesday and Thursday, April 20th and
21st, Thursday Matinee.

FRANK CURTIS IN SAM’L OF POSEN.
Friday and Saturday, April 23d

and

33d,

Saturday Matiuee.

New

Vorls.,

Tank. Steamboats, Sail Boats
and Tugs.
Tickets for all attractions on sale one week
lu advance.
aprlldtf
With its large

EASTER MONDAY BALL
BY THE

irisliAmerjcan Relief Association
at

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.

holding bills against the City of

persons
requested to present them at
ALL
Deering
once toL. F. JONES, Treasurer, room 4, Lewis

Ball

With the New York Cast.

TWENTY-NINTH

CO.,

NOTICE.

Cliarlty

Lost in

OPPOSITE CITY HALL*

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best
quality, lowest prices.

ALL ARE WELCOME.
aplldlw

Congress St.,

Those!

Fifth Year's Work of the

C. Xj. pox studio.

478 1*2

Evening Tickets, 60, 75 and $1.00. Matinee
35, 50 and 75 cts. On sale at Stockbridge’s,
Music store. Half fare on the M. C. R. R., G.
T. R’y and P. & R. R. R. to all holding opera
tickets. Late trains.
aprlldlw

FKOHMAN’S CO., IN

City Hall

are

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

aprTdlw*

in our

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day °f each month.

“THE QUEEN’S MATE,”

NO. 114 1*2 EXCHANGE ST, Saturday

janlO

SAYINGS DEPARTMENT

Matinee tickets 35, 60 and 75 cts., now ob
sale.
Course tickets for the three, $1 and $1.50.
On sale at Stockbridge’s. Half fare on the railroads to all holding any of the above tickets.

Ei^lCTJrCA.S>-

Very Fancy

Loriig, Short k Haw’s,
474

Ppera Co.,
Cilmore’s Jubilee,
Primrose & West.

Thursday evening. April 14th, Lecocq'a Beautiful Opera.

PIAN OS

for

Evening tickets to all above, 50. 75 cts., and
Course tickets for 3 of
$1.00, now on sale.
the above (your choice) $1.50 and $2.25, on
sale Monday morning for one week.

12th STOCKBRIDGE.

Fancy Goods OIO-Gt-AlNriS
or Plain at

and many

Call At Onoe.

Duff Opera Co.,
Gilmore's Jubilee,
Primrose & West,
and Herrmann.

musical firmament as

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
S. THURSTON.
dtf
aprll

Easter Cards,
Easter Books,
Easter Booklets

Building, Woodfords, Me.

Deposits

by

THURSTON'S PIANO HOUSE,

PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS

FEED E. EICHABDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,

all

EUGEN D’ALBERT,

x

poiioiiorBM;

a

^ NuTT

dealers—128 Doses, 50 c.
The Allen Sarsaparilla Co.,

City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899,
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 6’s due
l906St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central B. B. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Bailway First
Mort 6’s due 1909.
Denver
Cable Bailway First Mort.

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dtt
dec2«

not faith that cured me, beIt was Alcause I had no faith.

Sold

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.

BAAKEBS,

was

•

to

Sale,

SWAN SBARRETT,

Before 1 had taken it a week 1
began to feel better. Now I have
taken three bottles and can say that
I am cured—entirely cured.

len’s

Offer, Subject

Cit^

terrible cough all of the time, and my
friends thought 1 was going to
die. 1 had tried many kinds of
medicines without benefit, and was
about discouraged when 1 began

it

We

at

Mo&OU&DniO,

dee 2

apr6

used

DR. HANS VON HULUW,

Polishing

and

Have the

_

or

08

and is

lights
Catalogues mailed free.
Repairing
Tuning,
promptly attended to.

is

EXTRA AND MATINEE COURSE.

Duff’s

NISS NEALLY STEVENS,

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

ASBESTOS PAINTS

BONDS.

dtf

Real

Tbi* piano

STOCKBRIDGE

illATOEES.

KNABE.

—

CARDS.

A. R. & E. A.

CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE CO.,
BURNHAM & CO.,
LIBBY & CO.,
C. S. BATES,
CUMMINGS BROS,
eod2m
aprll

The largest Piano House in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

leaving a surplus

—

Customers can commence taking Ice
at any time they desire, and delivery
will be continued until Notice to Stop
is received at the OFFICE.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at the OFFICE, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report any neglect of onr drivers
in leaving Ice: complaints for carelessness, or any other cause, if made at the
Office, will be attended to promptly.

STEINWAY,
WEBER,

MAINE MB COMPANY

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

taking Allen’s Sarsaparilla.

l Had no Faith In Medicine, but
I
Was Cured Just the Same
V
by that Marvel of
£■
Healing,

1

|

v

WEEK

“

“

•

—

Company.

Security
due

iiou at the office of
paid upon pro,.
Woodbury & Moulton oil and after that date.
FREDERIC F. TALBOT, Secretary.
tf
mch29

For Headache and Liver Trouble.
With the DISCOVERY they cure Rheumatism. Mild, Safe, Efficient. Far superior to any pill. Once used you will have
no other.
50 in a box for 35 cts.

to

dtf

bonds of tbe J!
ALL
will be

elegant

SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS.

Suggestive

President.

febU

The Great Skin Cure, also for
wounds, abrasions, burns, etc. Asa
cosmetic, makes the skin like velvet.
Removes black-beads, pimples, etc.

life

•»

“

“

time

R. Goding,
Stephen R. Small, Marshall
Cashier.

SKODA’S GERMAN OINTMENT.

as

on

deposjts.

Rockport, Me., Aug. 3, ’ox.
1 have been brought back to health
from the very verge of the
grave by Allen’s Sarsaparilla, and 1 rejoice at the privilege
of telling others of its wonderful
merits. For two or three years 1
have suffered from a complication of diseases peculiar to my
sex, and became so run down that

RnrtcpnRT ME.,
mf
KOCKPORT,

2,00
2.50
20
.15
50 Ibs.
.25
100 Ibs.
BY THE CAKE, per 100 Ibs., .20

UNDERWEAR
•-AT

LAST

15.-

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

FEMALE TROUBLES.

of
OF

THE

-$1.50

10 ibs. Daily, per month,

dtf

of the

Became so Run Down that Life
was a Burden.
Allen’s Sarsaparilla Makes Life
Worth Living.

This is to be a Democratic year, and let me
assure the Young Men’s club of Biddeford, that
do not
we of Portland Intend to be inlt, and
propose to rest upon the laurels already won,
Cumto
rescue
for next September we aie going
berland county irom the doctrinaires and
make
grass
cranks who are doing theii best to
grow in the streets of Portland; then shoulder
to shoulder with the Democracy of York county
we will redeem the First district, and joining
hands with the iriumphant Democracy of Lewiston. Waterviile anti Bangor, we, will raise the
Republican embargo of Prohibition which stultifies the motto and paralvzes the development
of the old Pine Tree State, and make Maine
what nature intended it to be, the summer resort and playground of the wealth and culture
of the natioii.

AT GILERT S.

Stockbridge’s,

at

Prices for Families and Offices:

apll

The Great German-American Specific for diseases peculiar to the female
sex.
We will give 81,000 for any case
we cannot cure that does not require
surgical interference. One month’s
treatment, 83.00.

1

organization:

sale

THURSDAY EVENING.

J. B. LIBBY’S.

r

Some time ago it was announced that
the young Democrats of Portland were
about to form an anti-prohibition club to
promote the business and social interests
of the State. We should judge from the
following speech made by Mr. E. C.
Swett before the Biddeford Young Men’s
Democratic club that that gentleman
aspired to be President of the Portland

apll-3t*

aprli

-4J5TD-

MB.,

Price

Booms 3 and 4, Jose Building,

C. W. ALLEN,
dtf

Subject:

13.

Admission.

Success; How Won.
Tickets at the door.

ASSEMBLY

PLEDGETS.

SKODA’S

BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants COMMERCIAL
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

now on

HOSIERY

Incorporated 1824.

“Soft as Velvet.” “1’nre as Gold.”
That tells tlje whole story, The most highly medicated soap ever made. Try just
one cake.
For toilet, bath, or nursery.
Price, 25 ots.

In large

F. O BAILEY.
marl!

Wednesday Even’g April

Of Lynn, Mass., at the Chestnut Street
M. E. Church Vestry*

SKODA’S GERMAN SOAP.

$50,000

F. O,

MIKADO!

-

CERE

with the DISCOVERY cures Piles.
81.00.

0. T. DESPEAU, Auctioneer.
apria
_dlw&ivly3w

ning Express.
The “irresponsible penny-a-liner” alluded to must be noue other than the editor of Col. Dow’s organ, the Evening
Express, and the “silly twitter” referred
to must be the despatch he sent to the
Boston Herald insinuating that Mr, Libby
could not go to Minneapolis because he
Is
was heartily seconded by Mr. Keed.
Dow to characit fair for Col.
terise the editor of his newspaper as an
“irresponsible penny-a-liner” in order to
pull himself out Of a hole?

PILE

SKODA’S

BV REV. N. T. WHITAKER, D. D„

-OF-

PORTLAKTI),

aplld4t

P. S.—Afternoon free.

SPECIAL SALE

-OF-

NEYS,
$1.00,

tainment.

Tickets 35 cents, or 3 for $1.00. Can be obtains at Stoclcbridge’s and at the door.
dlt
aprl3

Tickets

CONSIST OF

DISCOVERY.

at Williams’ Hall

Course tickets 25 cents; single tickets 10
cents. Supper served from 6 to 8 o’clock; tickets 15 cents.
Tuesday. April 12th, Musical Entertainment;
13th, Turnverein Club; 14th, Mesmeric Enter-

25 cents.

—

DB-A-SSTMEEmiS,
Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.

Saturday, Apr. 30, at 10 A. M,

very amusing.

TZEXXEJ

April 12th, 13th, 14th,

TfcUets 50 and 75 cts.

CascoNalionalBank

REMEDIES

SKODA’S

_dtd

AUCTION.

_<itt

api-13

—

Wednesday Evening of Passion Week,
April 13th, at 8 o’clock.

98 Exchange Street,

a,,

—

ON

The Portland correspondent of the
that
Herald
telegraphs
Boston

CONGRESS SQUARE CHURCH,

And Various other investment securities.

toy

SrXo

MMli

Bankrupt Stock of Hardware, Nails. Ac.
THURSDAY, April 14tl>, at 10 A. M., at
salesroom, Exchange St., we shall sejl the
Osmond Emery stock of Hardware, consisting
Of ffenera.l line of Hardware; 40 Kegs Nails,
Tools, Locks, about 350 Gross screws. Hinges,
Draw Pulls. Butts, Wrenches, Twist Drills,
Bitts, Castors, Cartridges, Chisels, Spoke and
Draw Shaves, Screw Drivers, Bevels, Dividers,
Squares, Hasps, Flies. Plane Irons, Hatchets,
Gun Shells, Thermometers, Hooks and Staples,
Brackets. Curry Combs and Brushes, Window
Locks, Door Knobs, Blind Fastenings, Tacks,
Rivets, Crayons. Playing Cards, Rules, Pencils,
Scissors, Knives, Hot Weather Strips, Sheath,
ing Paper, &e., &c.

tisanship in a legislative body, especially
when the body is ojose, is apt to be so
bitter that claimants to' seat gets scant
justice when they belong to the minority.

STOCK,

& OGDENSBURG

PORTLAND

FRED E. RICHARDS & GO.,

5’8

*

COMPANY
s.

H.H.PAYSON&CO.,

vs

a

Supoly Co.
Water Co.

Mortgage 3

will give a

Fair and Entertainment

Who witnessed the performance at Oberammergau last summer, win deliver his celebrated lecture, illustrated by over
one hundred finest steroptlcou views, in

Also, several issues of Water Co,5-?f££iSRt
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There is very little doubt that Rubinstein will visit America very soon, perhaps in the spring. He has had an offer
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would be kept as it is. The interior will,
however, be somewhat repaired and re-
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similar adWant, To Let, For Sale and
In advance,
vertisements, 23 cents per week,
adfor 40 words or less, no display. Displayed
all advertisements under these headlines, and
be charged
tisements not paid in advance, will
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—Sl-00 per square
for
•or flrst'insertion, and 50 cents per square
each subsequent Insertion.
subAddress all communications relating to
Portland
scriptions and advertisements to
Street.
Publishing Co-, ‘Fi Exchange
Portland, Me.

THE

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Centra] Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Bath Water
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Toronto, Ohio,

memory, if Mr. Traubel, one of the executors of the poet’s will, can raise the
Already circulars askinsr H*"
money.
subscriptions have been sent out to WliitJ
man’s admirers. Mr. Traubel says tli^.
the two bedrooms, where Whitman did

rates.
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John Hopkins University,
and Professor John B. Clark, vice Presi-

Woodfords without
charge.
Daily (Not in advance), tovariably at the
a
rate of $7 year.
Ma»e State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six mouths;
60 cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscrip-
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City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, iowa,

statistics at

extra

INVESTMENTS."

^BONPS.

AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAL.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Low rates, liberal features, incontestability and prompt payment of
claims are some of the characteristics
ot the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Co. It offers the best there is in life
insurance. The best is none too good
for you. so write to the Home Office
at Portland, stating your age, and
get, without cost, details ana terms
applicable to your own age.

d6m

WILLIAM A. COODWIN,
(Eate City Engineer.)

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
|

57
apll

Exchange

Street.
eodtf

Monday Evnning, April 18th.
Grand

Concert by Chandler’s
Band from 8 to 9.

Grand March at 9 p. m., sharp.
Tickets Admitting gents and ladies $1.00
Tickets admitting single lady 25 cents. Foi
sale by the members, at usual places and at th<
door.
aprl2dlw

OUT OF THE DARKNESS.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
Republican voters

The

istered

as

caucus, are

can

The Last in Mrs. Bellows’s JXeadiugs from

Republi-

a

hereby notified

meet

to

in their respective ward rooms,

of

Spread

Sat-

on

in Far Dis-

Christianity
tant Lands.

urday evening, April 23rd, 1892, at 7.30
o’clock, for the purpose of selecting sev-

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LEW IN FOOTWFAR!

Shakespeare.

of Portland reg-

entitled to vote in

ADVEKTISEMENTg.

NEW

HAMLET, PRINCE OF DENMARK.

“It has been truly said that only one
who feels Hamlet's strength should venture to speak of Hamlet’s weakness. For
that in spite of difficulties he still clings
to his terrible duty—letting it go for a
time, but returning to it again, and in

-V.

FOUR styles for gentlemen.

end
delegates from each ward to attend WORK OF THE MISSIONS TOLD AT the
accomplishing it—implies
the State Republican Convention to he
strength.”
FREE STREET CHURCH.
Such an understanding of the characheld 3t Bangor, Wednesday, April 27th,
Mrs. Bellows showed in her reading
ter,
Elecfor
two
candidates
1892, to select
yesterday.
Going back of the “sea of
and Vice President of

en

tors of President

also tor select four

the United States, and

delegates and

four alteraabae at

large

Mabie

Secretary

Calls

Attention to the

Remarkable Progress

to

in

Civilization

in Japan and India—Rev. Dr. Clough’s

attend the republican National Convention, to be held at Minneapolis, Minn.,

Success

in

His

Mission to America-

aa

~

at

the

Young People’s Movement

The two separate delegations will be
voted for on one ballot under their re-

spective heads.
In all

cases at

The

nate.

plurality

vote will

nomiuntil

polls will remain open

the

choice,
8.30 p. m., and in
caucus will adjourn to Monday evening,
of no

case

April 26, 1892,

at 7.30 o’clock.

The chairman and clerk of each ward
of the

caucus will make make a record

of all persons for whom ballots
cast for each respective delegation,

names

and certify and deliver the same to the
Republican City Committee at Republican Headquarters immediately after the

Si
adjournment of the caucus.
The delegates chosen to attend the
State Convention will meet at Republican Headquarters, Room 6, Brown Memorial Block, 637 Congress street, on
Tuesday, April 26, 1892, at 4 o’clock p.
at large.
m. to choose three delegates
The delegates chosen to the First District Convention will meet at the same
place, at 5 o’clock p. m. on the the same
at

large.
day to choose three delegates
The Republican City Committee will
fee in session at Republican Headquarters, April 20, 21 and 22 at 8 o’clock p. m.
to revise the check lists, and enter the
name ol any voter, omitted therefrom,
who is entitled to vote in a Republican
caucus.

Per order

REPUBLICAN CITY COM.
Geo. M- Senders, Chairman.
Ernest True, Secretary.
Portland, April 12, 1892.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
before judge wafton.
Tuesday—The April term of the Supreme
Court was opened yesterday morning with
prayer hv Rev. Mr. Ayres of the First Baptist
church. The traverse jury will not come in until
next Tuesday. In the meantime the court will
hear such divorce cases and other matters as
are in order to be heard The docket was called
and a number of cases assigned for trial by the

jury.

___

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

TUESDAY'—In the case of Erastus B. Bennett
against George H. True, trespass, involving the
true line between their respective places in
Freeport, reported yesterday, the jury gave
the plaintiff a verdict for one dollar damages.
The plaintiff only claimed nominal damages the
real contest being over a strip of ground about
14 rods long and 6 feet wide, which the jury
have determined belongs to toe plaintiff.
H. W. Swasey, Samuel Clark for pllf.

S. I,. Larrabes for dft.
The two other cases arraigned for trial this
week having been disposed of the jury was excused until May 12th.

Associated Press of Maine.
The annual meeting of the Associated
Press of Maine was held at the Preble

House yesterday afternoon. Besides representatives from the Press, Argus and
Advertiser, there were present Mr. E. P.
Boutelle, of the Bangor Whig; Mr. W. A.
Pidgin, of the Lewiston Journal; and
Mr. C. F. Flynt, of the Kennebec JourThe
following officers were
nal.
elected:

president—Hon.

C.

A.

Boutelle,

Bangor

Portland Press.
^Treasurer—L. H. Cobb,
S. Rowell, Portland Ad-

Secretary—George

vertiser.
Executive Committee—Frank
Lewiston Journal.

The

L.

Dingley.
1

only pure

cream

of tartaf

baking powder

market is

in this

•

Cleveland’s
of

pure
only
cream of tartar, (refined in
our own factory), soda and
flour, nothing else.

it is made

Wholesome ingredients—
wholesome baking powder—

wholesome food.

__

Meet-

lia, “best,

word;

the

weight

of

despair without

the softest and most comfortawarm
made
for
ble
shoe
were
weather.These
bought under price and are worth $3.50.

^

For

a

S5d«UUBslioe,
v

An Important Event to be Cel*
ebrated by Giving

sewed

hand

straight

calf,
made off selected
perfect in tit, style and service.
This is the only hand sewed
shoe in Portland at the price.

All Cash Purchases Made on
That Day.

on

I

a

REMEMBER,
the

|

THE ATKINSON C0MPANV
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10 PER CENT DISCOUNT

shoe it will do you good
All styles and they are
%4aUUBtosee.
^
beauties. This is the hind appreciated by a lover off elegant
footwear.

For

aa

a j
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in the Christian Endeavor movement is was the more deceivedthe hollow head
shown in the development of missionary tone betraying the vacant mind,the wavinterest in Christian Endeavor circles, ering mournful voicing of her aimless
lie gave an interesting address speaking
'lictle speeches, the low, crooning of minor
chiefly of recent events in the foreign
snatches of ballads and sougs.
also
some
and
making
missionary field,
The queen was in dull contrast with
suggestions in regard to the carrying on
of Young People’s missionary meetings. this modest violet, but in the scene where
Mrs. Jf. M. XVaterbury of Boston spoke
she strews flowers on Ophelia’s grave
of the work done
by the Baptist
The soci- there was a touch of true womanliness.
Woman’s Missionary Society.
ety is auxiliary to the Missionary Union The king’s concealment and betrayal of
and is doing an immense work among
hyprocrisy was most cleverly done, one
the women of India.
The speaker relatin his feigned sincerity
ed many personal experiences among almost believing
both high and low caste women that in drinking to Hamlet, and the “swoonj
were very interesting to the hearers.
ing” of the queen till Laertes’ groan,
Rev. B. L. XVhitman delivered a very “the
king, the king’s to blame.”
able address upon “Personal Responsilthe most impressing scene
Perhaps
ity.” which was listened to with deep attention. He said that in his younger was that between Laertes and Hamlet
days the prayer of the churches used to over Ophelia’s grave, when the brother
be that God would
robbed by the Dane of both father and
Open New Fields of labor.
beloved sister grapples with him, and
The prayer of the church now is that each reveals the true devotion of his
we may occupy the fields already open.
heart.
He hoped that Free Street church would
A most delightful course of readings
always have in preparation candidates brought to a too early close, leaves quickfor missionary work.
The kingdom is ened interest and pleasing anticipation
God’s and upon us rests the responsibilifor another winter.
ty of the work of its extension. Following this address a hymn was sung, prayMUSIC AND DRAMA.
er was offered by Rev. Mr. Chipman of
dismissed
the
and
Alfred
congregation
Buff Opera Company.
with the benediction.
At 5.30 o’clock, a supper, provided by
The performances by the Duff Opera
the ladies of the narish was served in the
Company to bo given Thursday, Friday,
vestry to people from out of town ancl
and Saturday matinee, at City
those residing at a distance from the Saturday
Hall, under Mr. Stockbridge’s auspices,
church.
These
should draw crowded houses.
Evening Meeting.
in every
The evening meeting began at 7 o’clock performances will be first class
It was presided over by Hon. George F.
particular. There will be artists of reattendpute, a first rate chorus and capital orEmery. There was a very large
chestra, besides rich costumes. “Queenscrowded.
house
the
being
ance,
of
D.
mate,” “A Trip to Africa” and “Paolo”
H.
C.
Rev.
D., secretary
Mabie,
and the
the Missionary Union, was the first will be the operas presented,
In beginning his address, he Boston
SDeaker.
audiences enjoyed them imbrought a greeting from the Pacific coast mensely. The Thursday night opera
from which he has just come, and said
will be tile twelfth Stockbridge, the Frithat the missionary spirit burns there
day night the twelfth Popular and the
with fervor and activity.
The countries which comprise the Saturday matinee and evening performAsiatic missionary fields have experi- ances will be extras. Good seats are on
enced a great change.
Japan, which sale at Stockbridge’s now. There will
within the memory of this generation be half fare and late trains on the railroads to those holding opera tickets.
was opened to civilizing influences, is
The tickets for operas in the Stocknow reckoned almost a first rate power
In Tokio, a city of col- bridge courses can be exchanged for the
of the world.
leges, there are 35,000 students learning matinee or Saturday evening.
The city of
the arts of modern life.
Cleveland’s Minstrels.
Singapore is like a modern European
Portland
The
Theatre will be occupied
a
the
is
of
Back
European quarter
city.
native quarter built upon European Monday evening by Cleveland’s Consolimodels, inhabited by native merchants, dated Minstrels. Everybody and everyspeaking English almost perfectly and thing are promised to be absolutely new,
dealing in native goods made from EuroThe harbor of Hong and not only to possess novelty, but genpean patterns.
Kong is the third largest port in the uine artistic ability. This season comworld.
mences in a glow of unusual brightness
In India there are today 30,000 miles
with a great congregation of mirth prois
called
is
what
of railway. In Bombay
a host of foreign
the finest railway station in the world, vokers, singers and
with trains rolling out every 15 minutes specialists. The stage settings and efin the day. The parcels post delivered fects will be fully up to Mr. Cleveland’s
300,000,000 packages by native carriers standard of sumptuous stagings.
A
lush wfli'.
special feature has been made of the
the
The speaker enumerated
vocal corps, which, it is promised, will
eclipse any of Mr. Cleveland’s former efBaptist Churches in Japau
forts.
where they have been established a comThe Charity Ball.
to the
referred
aud
time
short
paratively
“The Charity Ball,” the second after
bodmission results of other Protestant
Easter attraction at the theatre, will be
ies that have been longer established.
same company as was
He then described a boat trip up the given by about the
Of
seen here last seasou in the piece.
country for several days.
Right in the heart of China, in an inte- the old favorites in the cast Boyd Putrior city, a Congregational missionary
the popular young leading man, and
has gathered a church of thousands. nam,
From this mission a million and a half of Ethel G reybrooke, whose Mrs. De PeyHe ster was so artistic an impersonation, are
tracts were distributed last year.
spoke at some length of the condition oi' again to be seen by our playgoers.
the Karen mission district which is very
Tlie Last Week.
promising, and speaking of the caste
be
will
the
Brahmins
coming
said
the last week of the specbe
will
This
people
some day to Christianity in a crowd.
sale
of the Stockbridge exial
discount
A nation will be born in a day.
In the extra
At the close of a very glowing descrip- tra and matinee course.
tion of the missionary work, the speaker course there will be the Duff Opera Comelectrified his hearers with the question,
pany, Gilmore’s Jubilee, Primrose and
“Does it pay?” and answered his own
West and Hermann, at wonderfully low
felt
as
that
he
though
question by saying
the prices. For the matinee course there
he brought back from India to
churches dividends upon their invest- will be the Duff Opera Company, Gilment
more and Primrose and West.
Kev. Dr. Clough
The Mikado.
who has occupied a missionary station
The tickets for the “Mikado,” now on
in the Telegu geld for 26 years was the
sale at Stoekbridge’s are meeting with a
next speaker.
He mado an effective
good demand. The opera will be preaddress presenting in a plain and lucid sented as never before in Portland. Such
manner the condition of the missionary
heard
a chorus has never before been
work there and the chase which brought
The principals aro all strong and the
him on this visit to his native country. here.
He left India last September promising orchestra is composed of skilled musiHis errand here is cians.
to return in a year.
Owen, Moore & Co. arc making
to raise $100,000 and enlist, the services
costumes, and Mr. J. A. Montelegant
field.
for
the
He
an25 missionaries
will be stage manager.
of
the
that
$8000
gomery
last
nounced
only
night
Mr. Stockbridge requests the presence
sum remained to be raised and that the
25 missionaries would be ready for the of every member of the company at toi field before he returned in September
rehearsal.
t night’s
I next

serviceable.

makes and

For a tine Kangaroo Balmoral,

aa

part it has in missionary work. touch of rebuke with which she anThe speaker said that the power of God swered his “I did not love you” by “I
and the

and

We have several

styles.

of most

~

list.

are

Addresses

or

Boot, reliable, perfect fit-

ting, stylish

from whom a self-sufficient .father asked
no active service, when he loved Ophe-

Calf Congress

genuine

a

®AiUUBFacc
^

troubles” in which he first appears, to
the witty, intellectual, meditative youth

best,” and attested it
Day’s
with “almost all the holy vows of heavings.
on Tuesday, June 7th, ISffi.
en,” and before his father’s spirit revisThe first of a series of missionary meetited the earth to rouse him, she found a
Also at the same time and places to
ings in celebration of the centennial of Hamlet worthy of love and sympathy,
choose seven delegates from each ward
Baptist missions in India, was held in and
developed him bewildered and peraL n.nl.
to attend the First Congressional Dis- 4-K W'
plexed, lost in thought where he should
held
be
to
afternoon and evening.
trict Republican Converttion,
have taken decisive action, showing all
The afternoon meeting began at 2
in Congress Hall, in thto City of Portland
the inconsistencies of an over sensitive
to the number
1892, at 2 o’clock. A congregation
on Wednesday, May tine 4th,
conscience, excitable, overstrained, but
of about 400 was present.
Rev. George
not mad; loving Ophelia “more than forchoosof
the
for
o’clock p. m.,
purpose
S. Chase, of Springvale, presided.
ty thousand brothers” (though setting
to
alternates
two
and
two
delegates
Rev. Mr. Moore, of Kennebunk, led the
ing
aside that love for his higher duty) yet
attend the National Convention, to be singing of a hymn, and Rev. Mr. Spear,of
stabbing her wicked father, finally strikafter
held at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on Tues- Sanford, read a scripture selection,
in down the false king, snatching the
which Rev. Mr. Ventres, of Lebanon
poison from his friend while faint in
day, June 7th, 1892.
offered prayer.
death
himself, and giving his “dying
The check list in each ward will be
After a brief opening address by the breath
for Fortenbras” as savior of his
used, and the name of the Republicans chairman and the singing of a hymn, Dr.
country.
■voting will be checked by the members Pepper, of Saco, was introduced and
To the purity and delicacy of Ophelia’s
an
of the City Committee with such assist- spoke for about forty minutes, giving
character, Mrs. Bellows’s rendering gave
address upon the text, I. Peter,
an irresistible charm; the revelation of
No ballot will exegetical
ance as may be cjhosen.
iv, 10.
her love for Hamlet through her confessof
the
name
the
until
be received
person
Rev. XV. S. Ayres, of the First Baptist
ion of his love for her, shown in the
offering it shall have been checked on the church, spoke of the
heart—tones in which she breathed every
Other

rtfl. For

Discount

includes

eyery*

thing in the house, even the
goods we arc selling: at 50c on
the $1.00, and for one day only,

|

Thursday, April 14th.

■

Middle, Pearl, Vine Sts.
ISAAC C. ATKIWSOA, Gen. Man.

J. R.

>prl3____dtf

apl3

LIBBY,

Congress

St.
<12t,

The weather today
is likely to be
>
fair.
Portland, April 13, 1892.

FRYE’S

AMANDINE

garment

SPRING
sales

-WITH-

brisk

are

because

have

we

what

you want
little
and sell for
enough

exactly

quicken your want.
Every new style is
here, yet nothing is overto

Nutrient not a Cosmetic.

The stock repre-

done.

the brightest ideas
of the best makers who

sents
SOLD BY

ha up thp

BINES BROS.

to

eotftf

aprii

of

The

Ex-Speaker

Will

Delight

the

Repub-

EKSillii5®

We’re

shape.

wearable

REED AT RUTLAND.

skill

put their ideas into

talking
,

and

tasf-p

garments for

Children, little and big.
You should see our show
of them.

licans of That Place With Eloquence.
—

Arrangements were completed Mondayevening for the reception to bo given
ex-Speaker Keed Thursday by citizens of
Rutland, Vt. He will arrive in the city
in the morning from the State Republican convention at Montpelier, and will
address the district convention in the
Mr. Reed
Town Hall in the afternoon.
will be shown about town by a committee. In the evening there will be a banquet at the Bates House, and covers will
be laid for 150.
Ex-Congressman Joyce
will act as toastmaster. Governor Page,
Lieutenant-Governor Fletcher and 30 representative business men in Vermont
were

sent invitations.

Free

Exhibition at Fox’s Studio.

The school exhibition of this year by
the pupils of Mr. C. L. Fox will be open
n4- ax*.

TJVw’e ct.iirlin

until May 4th, all day and evening. The
work4 are by C. L. Wilson, F. F. O’Neil,
M- F. Gould, W. E. Beman, Mrs. J. E.
Biadstreet, Miss H. A. Jordan, C. E.
Clapp, J. C.. Barrett, F. G. Sanford, Miss
L. F. Luques, Carrie Eastman, Clara >S.
Tash, Elizabeth T. Steveus, Helen W.
Brown, Elizabeth W. Brown, Mary G.
Merrill, Alice G. Farrar, Winona N.

Moody, Harry Dyer.
A descriptive catalogue has been added

to the

exhibition.__

■

It is

tion.

effective
out

to tell of.

thing

example, a lot of
split maple Wood Baskets
at 87 cents.
Pretty
stand
to
by the
enough
room
of
best
the
fireplace
For

substantial

only 87

1°In'Bathil
April 11, Asa
months.

P.

Hodgkins, aged 74

In Brownfield, March 31, Mrs. Franceua
Brooks.
„„
In Sumner, March 2o, Koswell Briggs, aged
73 years._

we

enough

Of

help you.

selection of such a piece of furniture rea good deal of care aud taste, and it
is necessary to get the desired result to have
We have the
a large stock to select from.
stock and will give you the benefit of a<SZ
Tou must do the rest.

you

are not

Among the articles

that there are
days to Easter ;
more

to

and

means

have put
the last.

mention

TEA TABLES,

CENTRE TABLES,
WALL TABLES,

FANCY CHAIRS,
DIYANS.

CHINA CLOSETS,
If you will call and examine our stock you will probably find
which has been
that looks as if it were made for that “bare spot”

to

g

Florif^JTQ

eyesore

__

never
been
There’s
line of
such a
good
the town as
in
Gloves
our glove section is show-
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Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets,
ISAAC C. ATKIISOI, General Hanager.
<U

ing today.

apr!3

«

I
Congress Street.

something
an

S0l0ng'

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
DENNETT the

few of the

HALL TABLES,

_

I FLOWERS

a

CHIFFONIERS,

BOOK CASES,

and

buying

we

LADIES’ DESKS,

HALL STANDS,

wasted time for you who
off

stock under this heat!

SIDEBOARDS,

buy

have

delay

ill1 our

many:

them
It is much easier
come
to
earlier, the fitters
are more at leisure and
the last day always finds a
the counter
crowd at
which

we can

experience.

course

Gloves
fitted.

think

quires

for

cents.

days

years 6

WHEN
THE

years of hard use—and

four

In this city, April 12. tVilliam, son of Willtam
and Delia Mclsaac, aged 6; years.
[Notice of funeral hereatter.]
In West Parsonsiield, April lo, Sally C.. widG. Downs, aged 82 years
ow of the late Benj.

it comes to odd pieces of furniture,
those articles which just fill a niche in
the finishing
your hall or room, "just put
touch to the artistic effect of the whole,

strong and

in the house,

only

DEATHS.

it

a

At Long Island. April 10. by Kev. J. Wright,
Henry J. Clark and Miss Phebe A. Doughty,
both of Long Island.
In Gray, April 11, hy Itev. E. Kean, John M.
Hamilton and Miss Annie P. Stinson, both of

In this city, April 12, Edward F„ only son of
Freeman and Mary A. Gord*^ aged 14 years
..'v
7 months 15 days.
[Funeral on Thursday aftel^oou at. 2 o'clock,
at his late residence, No.'6 G.een street.
In tills city. April 13. Grace G., infant daughter of Edwin H. and Ada O. Marrmcr, agetl 3
months 12 days._
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
o'clock, at parent’s residence, No. 877 Congress

more

when

bargain, and a
basement bargain is some-

puts

four

In Jay. March 27, Charles A. Daiii of Livermore Falls and Miss Georgia B. French of Jay.
In Clinton. March 24, Alphonzo H. Coro and
Miss Levy Flagg, both of I nity.

never

than

forgetting

^JnEast

—

basemen
The
big
salesroom is always reaching out for your atten-

marriages.

Machine, April 6, Louis Thurlow of
Cutler aud Miss Elia M. fierce of East Machias
In Watervllle, March 26, Joseph M. Barker
and Mrs. Agnes Merrill.
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Notice.

Assessors’

\

mHE Assessors of the City of Portland here
JL by give notice to ail'persons liable to taxation in'said city, that they .viil lie in session
'or ciav from the first to tlie fifteenth
every se
day of Api ,i. inclusive, at their room in City
from
nine to twelve, o’clock in the foreHail,
noon and from two to five o’clock in I lie afterfor
tlie
noon,
purpose of receiving lists of the
polls and estates taxable ip said city. notified to
And a!! simh persons are hereby
make and bring'to said Assessors, true and perfect lists of all tiitdr Polls and Estates, real and
personal, or bold by them as guardian, executor. administrator, trustee or otherwise, on tlie
first, davof April, 1882,and be preparedto make
oath to'tiie truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or have
changed hands from any cause, tlie executor,
Administrator, or other person interested, is
hereby warned to give notice of stick change,
and in default of such notice will be held under
the law to pay the tax assessed although such
estate has been wholly distributed and paid
over.

The Assistant Assessors will be required to

return information on the following points:
1.
Name of head of family.
2. Names of sons, or other male relatives
residing in
over twenty-one years of age,
tlie family.
2. Names ot persons absent at sea, or who
are out of (own for any cause, belonging
citizens.
to the family, who are
i. Names of al! boarders (excepting those
Who have wives or families elsewhere residing) who were residents nere Apia j.,

legally

18927

The full first name, as .well as the surof each person, with the initials 01
middle name, should always be given.
When there, are persons who are aged
and infirm, and have no means of support the facts should be stated.
5. A full list of all children that were born
between January 1, 1891, and January 1.
1892, giving their names, sex, date of
birth and the names of their parents.
6. Household furniture exceeding two hundred dollars in value.
7. Musical instruments exceeding fifteen dollars in value.
8. Number of horses and tlieir value.
9. Number of carriages and their value.
10. Number of cows and their value.
And any person .who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to
the laws of the state, and be barred of the right
to make application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of Ins taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer
such lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished the assistname

_

lor delivery where satisfactory
information is not obtained; and persons receiving the same will be expected to return
them, properly tilled out, to the assessors’ office
Persons not receiving the blanks will be furnished at the office ot the assessors on applicaant

assessors

tion.

•ggr-In

no

case

where the assessors have been

put to the disagreeable necessity of making a
uoom will the possession of government bonds
or deposits in the savings hanks he allowed as
a plea in mitigation of sueh doom.
.JOHN W. YORK.
WILLIAM O. FOX,
ARTHUR L. FARNSWORTH,
Assessors.

apldtf

ANY

Manson

Causeless Warning,

will give one case
Liquid Food free of
Our

offer

are

that

never

paralysis that

very much
consumptive that

have not cured

helped,

above

have

we

known a case of
we

cost.

for the

reasons

three

no

or a

or

has not been either cured or a
strong testimony that life has
been

its

prolonged by

very much

use.

In all cases of Disease beneficial results are sure to be obtained by the use of Murdock’s
Liquid Food. This statement is
attested by the crucial test of
over THREE THOUSAND oper-

prominent hospital
in this country, and by its use
ations in

a

the unprecedented record was
reported of a loss by death of

only five patients in a thousand,
and many of these difficult cases
of

to

give

any

f acts, hut

inquirer the fttilhec

the above is convin-

proof
cing
Liquid Food
stimulant

though
sraoss

that

Murdock's

is not an

to

the

it can

be

extreme cases of

exhaus-

tion with perfect safety, its inlucncc is permanent and without a

reactionary

influence dele-

•.ertoHS to the system.
We would remind the public that nr
substitute (and there are many co-ealleci
Foods and Food Extracts in the market]
lias a record in any way approaching
Murdock Liquid
the results of the
Food in the past 12 years.
eodtf
aprS

^OOCOOCOOOCO
g A Small
o
Quantity of

cccococooooo

a. m.

and 13 m. and 1 and 5 p.

send
WANTED—Newspaper
reporters
needed bv

SALE—Choice breed of Brown

at
terms.

v

His mother had warned him particularly against making any allusions to
25 pieces all wool India Twills,
Uncle Philip's hair.
striped off with white, in greens,
At the dinner table he looked long brown and blue, 40 inches wide, cost
and searchingly at his avuncular rela- the jobber 52 l-2e, to be sold today
tive and then remarked plaintively, “I
don't see why you didn’t want me to say
anything about uncle’s hair, mamma—
lie ain’t got any, anyway.”—Once a

for

IVOR
ini: nine

I71

correspondents and

package,

Congress Si.__
soil SALK—House containing 18 rooms, fitted

_13-1

I

three families;
for
rear of same with a
per

to be like that.

Margaret—How can I help it, Gerty? I
writing a popular novel.—Punch.

25c

yard.

a

in

For 39c

Judge of Probate—I Dresume von allege that
the testator was not of sound mind when he
made his will?
Objecting Lawyer—No, your Honor. We believe it can he established that he was sound
is the
enough of mind. What we question
soundness of Ins judgment.—New York Press.

Why wear out with coughing, at night, when
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral will relieve and cure?
Tutor—Raymond, how do you pronounce the
word r-e-f-u-s-e?
Raymond—Do you mean to decline something?
Tutor—No; the noun. Suppose at the conclusion of my dinner, 1 should leave a lot of
stuff on iny plate; what would that be called?
Ravmond—I should call it a miracle.”—Chestnut Recorder.

keeps from me.”

59c

a

Visitor to Editorial Sanctum—“Here is an
article I have prepared on the political situation.
Editor—Really, my dear sir, we have so many
articles oil hand that—”
Visitor—1 know it. Haif the jackasses of the
country are writing on the subject, and 1
thought it was time for me to say something.—
jduiicwu.

Fair Notes.

Secy Twitchell is still adding to the
the
long list of specials to be awarded at
8 & 9.

1.39

It al-

ready surpasses anything ever secured
and there is promise of others yet to
Mr. II. Wesley Hutchins of Auburn
offers, in addition to the large sums already named by him for the fastest record
obtained bv a foal of 1891, by “The Seer
350; and 8100 for any one getting a
record faster than the present State
record for yearlings.For the fastest record by a foal of 1890
$50; and 8100 for any and every colt or
filly by “The Seer,” that shall obtain a
record faster than the present State

record.
$250 for any and every colt or filly by
“The Seer.” of 1896 or 1891 that shall obThese
tain a record of 2.00 or better.
trials to be made at the Maine State I air
this year, in the colt stakes or as the Somay direct.
Entries for the Maine Colt stakes which
close Monday, May 2. are already being
received and the promise is that the total
will exceed any previous year. Surely
these attractions should not be neglected.

(From

‘t'ar

a

Holler.

Common Roads,” by Isaac B. Tot-

tor

Every day

in tho A

it is

nril fttTit.lll'V.}

becoming

more

firmly

established that a good road-roller is the
most valuable piece of machinery emart; and. inployed in the road-maker’s
deed, without it, neither can the foundation nor subsoil of the roadway bo made
uniformly hard and reliable, nor the
surface-layer be given that uniform comexcelpactness and solidity which gives
lence to the road and insures a perpetual
economy in the cost of maintenance and
repairs. To one who has seen a heavy
road-roller used in compacting the soil of
a new roadway these facts will be very
evident. If a length of one^ thousand
yards in an ordinary earth road be cut to
an exact and uniform grade one foot below the

original

surface

of the

will bo found in most
surface thus

road,

rjj1
'I

1

at

Faille? Francaise,
this sale,

yard,

new

colorings.

Scrims from 5 to 12 l-2c.
China Silks in plain colors,

y

73 Cents,

33c per

right person.
dle St., Portland. Me.__3

2-1_

r'Olt SALE—One light sty-

dress, giving price,
Office.li-l

cushion,
has been but little used, one side bar top
buggy and one cheap Concord wagon. FRANK
W. SPARROW, 4 Arlington St., Wood fords.

■SiST'ANTED—More cash trade.
V V you $1.00 a week if you will
Pure home-made jelly, large tumblers, 12V2c.
New castanas uuis, 10c; home.made pickles,
10c qt or 25c gallon: fine mixed pickles, 12c
qt: fine Eastport sardines, 8c; new Persian dates,
Oc; new Turkish prunes, tie; new buckwheat,
15c; new maple syrup, 26c qt; good cooking
raisins, 8c; round steak, 10 to I2y2c; nice
corned beef. 2c and lie per pound; 8 pounds
fine sweet potatoes for 25e. Orders called for
and delivered to any part of the city at JOHN8-1
SON & LAMBERT’S, 2-1 Wiimot st.
We can save
trade with r.s.

SALE—A % seat piano box speed
lork
wagon; built by Brewster, of New
City; black body and carmine running gear.

I’OR

The best

pieces white ground prints 3 3-4c

per yard.
10c quality

12-1

SALE—A six horse power marine boiler
in excellent order. Sold for no fault, but
Address HERBERT
to replace with larger.
11-2
KNOX. Brunswick. Me._

FOR

SALE—Second hand furniture wagon

will be sold at
bargain, Inquire of
FOR
FRANK P. TIBBETTS & CO., 4 and 6 Free St.
a

house

WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
bottles, metals of all kinds. If
iron, rubbers,

of

the above please drop

it

wagon

Can be

I

Sis.__janl 8tt
or

speeding

or

examined at FERNALD «
12-1
SAWYER'S stable. Congress street.
NOR SALE—A farm, including stock and
tools at Spurwiiik, Cape Elizabeth. Me.,
opposite Higgins Beach. Fine sea view. Eighty
acres of land, one-half tillage; about 500 cords
of wood; will pasture 15 cows—ready sale for
milk at creamery; cuts 80 tons of English and
House of 10 rooms, buildings
10 of salt hay.
and fences in good repair.
Spring water in
Near church, school and new
house and barn.
Grange hall. For terms apply on premises or
address, EDWARD P. CARMAN, Portland.Me.

VtrANTED—The public to know that we do
Y v fine gold, silver and nickel plating, polishing. buffing, etc, Silver plated ware repaired
reflnished and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing ana
for price
plating establishment in Maine. Send cor.
l ore
fist. Stevens, woodman & co.,
call at your store

road

gentleman’s

in the city.

ANTED—The public to know that I make
a specialtv of dress suits and overcoats.
I guarantee every fit and only the best of
*
trimmings used in making garments.
$10.00 you can save on a suit, M. M. Nansen
2o-4
tailor, 502 Congress st„ Portland, Me.

Union

new

lisli end spring top buggy, spring back and
CARKIAGES
full leather top, is newly painted and

C., Press

B.

A.

*>1 ocean; both

unit fine view

and rent for ¥912 per year, win De som so as ui
make a choice investment, N. S. GARDENER,
t-*'1
185 Middle street.___

to

W

every
Can tie

&

SALE—On Munjoy Hill a two tenehouse, very desirable and sunny;
improvements; a three tenement house;

lafpQt

class machine

new

in

was

way;
at

FORment
modern

WANTED—Immediately
hand, good pay and steady employment
‘CONISH BROS, 249 Midthe

and

WASHABLE DRESS FABRICS.
100

Black Surah Silk,

_

YARD.

Cretonne draperies from S to 25c per

Black Japanese Silk,

50c quality, all wool, wide wale
Suitings in tans and drabs, 80 inches
wide,

seen

Yv

98 Cents.

me

NOR

a

SALE—A substantial

brick house in
frescoed

I upper portion of the city;
Outing Fannel, 6 l-4c.
postal. Address C. B. WISH 58 Hanover
H-m
in oil; dining room black walnut finish, steam
in cream ground Chal- street, city.
$
and
Elegant
designs
$1-00SO, 730,
apparatus most approved; sunny exposure
BENJAlies, 4c per yard.
good neighborhood; good plumbing.
ivr ox ICE—Wanted to buy from S1000I to $15,9-1
St.
the
51
Vs
Exchange
in
delicate
shades
and
castmtf
MIME
Black China Silk,
pay
SHAW,
Llama Cloth,
clothing;
!Y| 000 worth of
Today 25c a
gents’
choice designs, the best quality, 10c yard. highest cash price for ladies’ dresses,
SALE—A jump seat carriage in good
aud children’s clothing, and gents’ winter over:
narrower
c
750.
cfc
2
inches
width,
per
yard. coats: call, or address letter or postal to o. FOR
condition 38 HIGH ST.3-1
33, SO
l-2c
12
7c
Seersucker,
auglOtf
per yard,
Crinkly
LEVI, 07 Middle street.
59c quality Bedford Cords,
SALE—At Oakdale, two-story house,
In the purchase of Colored Dress
12 l-2c Cumberland Suitii g, 36 inch
bay
bath room, steam heat,
FOR10 rooms,
i Goods these were about 10 pieces of 6 l-4c.
and piazzas, one of the best locations,
windows
MISCELLANEOUS.
50 cts.
Free
black 40 inch Henrietta,
one mile from City Building, Portland.
59c a
70 cts.
mail delivery twice a day, near electric cars,
40 inch Henrietta,
soldiers of scarboro
stable. N.S. GARDiNER, 185 Middle St.
These are actually 33 per cent, from
—All
Attention
soldiers, sailors, and Sons of good
8-1
Veterans, of Scarboro are requested to meet at
Where did you
50 pieces Wool Plaids, 38 inches the importer’s prices.
7.80
at
the Town Hall. Saturday, April 16th,
of clothes
suit
wool
all
inches
ale—A
S
all
wool
Black
wide,
good
Serge,46
!
get your Linwide,
in good manner for
p. m., to make arrangements to form an assoFormade to your measure
50 cts. worth
75 cent quality,
Hose?
ciation for tiie purpose of decorating the soldiers’
*12, $14, *lti. *18. $20 and upwards at
75 cts. At
$1.00 quality for
graves.I--!
Larrabee’s,
SAMUEL WATERHOUSE & SONS, 367 S
48 cts. the
62 1 -2 cent quality for
369 Fore street.
15c a
only
place
_6-1
Those in want of a
PICTURES!
30 cts. in the
40 inch Black Henrietta,
city of
PICTURES!
good picture, for a small amount of money, TNOR SALE—Bicycles Pneumatic tire, ’91
would do well to call on us. Pictures framed,
Columbia Light
but little used.
Portland, at
r
pattern;
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
soo yards spool Cotton,
Koauster saiety; goou cuuuiuuu.
Cotton Underwear Sale in Base- present, where
E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con
streotstraps.
Middle
149-51
at
can
buy
you
ment.
gress streets.__ la~l
Linworth
the
SARK—On Peaks Island, one of the
you

have any

rooms

yard.

i

yard.

yard-

—

a

Spool.

Garments

English Silesia,

12 l-2c

a

l

yard.

Hose for
Women

C1AUTION—Ladies

Children.

fund in state treasury, relatively larges!
association in tile State; responsible
management; only 26 single assessments tota
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited. 2t>-8

SALE—In western part of city, near
French roof cottage
a
containing'eleven rooms; nice location for a
physician, large lot of land, sun all day. Apply
to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block. 7-1
SARE—The two story brick house, with
French roof, situated No. 207 Cumberland
14 rooms, besides bath and closets;
has
street,
is one of the most desirable houses on tho
street, and is finely located for a down town
residence. Is offered for sale at a great bargain to close an estate. Immediate possession.
ApDly to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial
7-1
Block.

ITIOR

Congres?

carriage probably
Lost—From
street, black and white soft wool shawl
The finder will be rewarded by leaving it at 5<
a

246 MIDDLE STREET.
ANNUAL

MEETING.

LET—Two tenements in rear of 108 Newone four in the other.
$7
$10 respectively. Quiet, neat, sunny.
Quiet, neat tenants desired. Inquire on

TOand
bury St.; six rooms in

The Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
the Phillips and Hangeley Railroad Company,
will he held at ihe office of the Maine Central
RrailroadCompany, Portland, Me., on Wednesact upon
day, April 20th, at 10 o’clock a. m., to
the following articles:
To hear the report of the Treasurer and act

premises.___13-1

LET—or will be leased for a term of
years. The valuable residence No. 113
Franklin St.; parties desiring to see it will apply by mail to WM. \Y. MITCHELL, P. O. box

TO

thereon.

meeting

LET—At Peaks Island, a nice cottage of
Address
rooms; newly furnished.
No. 30 PITT street. Oakdale, Peering. 12-1

TO eight

(law

tenement of 7 rooms, pleaInquire at 311
ST.12-1
SPRING
LET—Upper tenement of live rooms plea-

_

LET—A lower

TO sant and sunny location.

CO-F ART N ERSHIP NOTICES-

Announcement of Copartnership.

TO sant
SPRUCE

THE LAW FTRM OF

occupied by Hon.

Me.

(Offices lately

}'“HV"^NDS>
DAVID IV. SNOW.

residence. Modern
Inquire of GEO. W. VF.ERILL,
a

3-1

Middle St.

TO

apldtf

nill

LET—On

Mvrnjoy
TO
rooms, fine bath room,
fine
lar, furnace,

s. S. RICH & SON,

location,
once.

1Jn<BeE°tssBi crs,

a

house of ten

nice

cemented eel-

view and pleasant
ail dav. easy terms if taken at
8-1
GARDINER, 186 Middle.

good yard,

sun

N. S.

LET—A pleasant, sunny, lower rent with
Close to Conbath room, furnace, etc.
gress St., uptown, house nearly new, fine view.
«-7w vumuuiimm
loa smauiiumiy,
8-1
St, CHARLES S. NORCRCSS.

IlO

-HAVE REMOVED TO-

Park street, contain86 EXCHANGE STREET, TO EET-HouseallNo.in nice
repair and fully
ing
furnished. Immediate possession. Apply to
Masonic Hail,
89

11 rooms,

Opposite

And with entire new stock arc
answer calls as before.

JOHN E. PROCTOR, Centennial block.

ready to

cars;

Wells’ Hair Balsam.
If gray, gradually restores the hair to original natural color; elegant tonic dressing.
5€c., $1.00, Druggists, or $1.00 size prepaid by
express for $1.00. E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
Corns.

would

make

pleasant

summer

Possession as soon as desired.
SHAW, 51% Exchange st.

RANTED—A

home.

BENJAMIN
8-1

RENT-Store No. 13 Temple street.
near Middle street, adapted for an apothecary store: possession given at once. BENJA8-1
MIN SHAW, 5iy2 Exchange st.

GRAY STREET.

take care of child of three years. Good pay
and a pleasant home. Address with age and
references, 271 Western 1’romedade, Portland,
to

Me._13-1

"VSTANTED—A girl for general housework.
TT
Apply at 118 STATE ST.12-1
Mr anted—A capable lady with son or
TV
daughter old enough to be of assistance;
to tho right person a good pleasant home can be
secured; also fair compensation. Family of
two, mother and son, good reference requested. and best given. Address, W., PRESS
0FF1GE, Portland Me.12-2

1VANTED-A caoable
TV
ences

giri

for

general

Liquid, 15c. Salve & Piaster, 10c,

nine
rilO T.ET—Brick house 125 Free St,,
_B. rooms with bath room and pantry, hot and
cold water and furnace. Possesiong Wen May
CHARLES B.
J.
land St.

MITCHELL,

Cumber7-1

294

TO LET.

Fly, Flies, Ants,
annihilated by mixing a teaspoonful of Rouge
on Rats witli a saucer of sweetened water ;
place on high shelves or suspend in the
room, or dip pieces of paper or muslin in thif
mixture and hang them up in the room. Oi

Floor space with

heat

and

GIANT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25
and 2? Commercial Street.
power. Apply

to

mar7dtf

TO LET.
The

spacious

second

steam

store, with
central
heat,

location,

very

floor over our

‘

LOgme.

light.

SHORT & HARMON,

9Sc;

blevs 3,4, 5 and 6c
524 Congress St.

a.

m.3-1

ALT'ANT ED—A lady to do
TV
work for a few weeks.

writing and office
Appiy to S. F.

8-1
PEARSON, Gospel Mission. 3 to r> p. m.
one
willing to
good cook,
WANTED—A
wash and iron for a family of three at 2

_8-1

Storer street.

wanted—One who is accustomed to repairing children's clothes
and who is willing to assist in the care of them.
Apply to J. HENRY RINES at Rines Brothers’

Seamstress

___8-1

store.

Mr ANTED—Situation
tv

n

4

a Danish girl in a
byTa
iIa irnnorol nnnen.

I'mtiHi!

Is very
would like to be second girl.
willing and obliging; only small salary expected.
7-1
Please address J. in., tins office.

work

or

girl for general house-

work in family of two.
WANTED—Capable
St.
at 204

evening

Call In forenoon
7-1

Spring

ROOMS.
LET—Pleasant rooms, single

RICE._

or in suites,
MRS. II. M.
28-tf

FARM

Johnson &Lambert’s,24 Wilmo
street, the largest stock, the best good;
and the lowest prices to be found in Portland
Good yellow peaches 12V2C., fancy Trophj
tomatoes 10c., best blueberries 12Mac., bes’
Arctic salmon 12 l^c., best sand soap 5c., Bab
bifct’s 1776 washing powder 9c., 100 cracker;
25c., choice Porto llico molasses 3oc. gallon
Calumet 2 pound can beef only 15 c.. best rasp
foi
berry jam 10c., a regular 50c. mixed teaJavj
35c., choice Formosa tea for 25c., good
coffee 30c., Fancy Rio 25c. Read our prices ii
8-1
another ad.

FOUND—At

Balsam
One of the Best Medicines Evct
invented for

PERFECT MU IHHEDMTE RELIEF
IN CASES or PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound Is achieving iho mosi
Signal triumphs, astonishing many who haveocca
Sion to use It by the certainty with which it relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and inf>erarlly. It is sale and certain in its actios*las. Inflammation
Jfbr Burns, Poisoning. Erys
of the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, deafness, Eheumatlam, Ihiins in Side, Back ox Shoulders, Piles.
Sore Throat, Croup or Eronchitx

Price 25c. and

$I

at al

PROVMSMOE. H. J.

Exchange street, city. Room
as

re
an<

5'
12-1

28.

travelling salesmai

for groceries, cigars and
WANTED—Situation
furnishing
and

tobacco, boot;

goods, twelvt
shoes, or gents’
years experience in one of the largest stores 11
Address
references.
iirst-class
Maine;
12-1
SALESMAN, this Office.
All ANTED—AT.

once,

small

active

mai

dollars to taki
TT
with a few hundred
charge of a good safe money making business
11-1
1879
box
"II.
A.
It.”
city.
Address

with

WANTED—Man

smal

FARMER
family, who understands farm work,
care of stock. Address BOX 1095 Portland

ant

a-tf

Me.

FOR
A. L. RICHARDSON, Peering Centre.

5-8

of

SARE—At Decring Centre, stock of
Goods, Fixtures and team. Only store in
DAI IS
the place. Good reasons for selling.
& CLARK.
_5-tf

FOR

FOR

SALE—In Windham; contain-

of excellent land; good
FARM
ing fortv
two miles from Maine Central Depot.

;

buildings;
Inquire of C. G. IRISH, 52 Market street,
Portland, Me., or GEO. SPEAR, near Duck

Pond.4-2
SARE OR TO RET—A nice Cottage
1
of 5 rooms at Trefethen’s Lauding. Best

ITtOR

location on the Island. A bargain for some one.
Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season. Address, 203
FRANKLIN STREET, Portland Me. marlOtf
SARE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
on Cumberland street; one
and West End; known as
farm.
Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Hussey
Cumberland Mills, Me.14-8

17101!Westbrook,
from East

mile

fine residence, No. 41
Modern and first class in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
No. 243 Commercial street-_jan!2-tf
SARE—The

FORThomas

Passenger

street.

and

Steamboats for

Freight
Sale.

in an office, as so
Must have liat
references
first-class
experience and furnish

N. L. Wagner. 99 tons net; M. E. Dickerman,
127 tons net. For description and price apply to
M. K. KING, General Manager.
febl9eod2mNorfolk, Ya.

IMMEDIATELY—A malt t<
Must he stead;
take charge of a farm.
able to furnish good refer
and
and competent
ences. A single man or a man and wife can ap
8-1
ply. Address Box 1716, Portland.

MAINE SEASHORE.

ATT ANTED—A young man
T v
iicitor and collector.

Address, OFFICE,

care

Daily

Press.

11-1 w*

three American boys ti
learn the wholesale drygoods business
with
their
parents preferred. P. 0
those living
8-*
box 1391.
or

situation by

young colorct

a

to do simi
to take care of horses
WANTED—A
work. Good references furnished. Appl;
or

man

lar
at 54

7-1

Lafayette St.

_

agent for Androscoggii

OR TO LET, furnished,

Judge Goddard,
Bay, five miles

out of Portland, Me.; largo
house with broad pizzas, 16 large rooms, 11 open
fire places and modern conveniences. House
stands on high land close to the water, commands beautiful views on every side, good boating and bathing; two miles lrom steam cars,
eight minutes from boat. House and one acre
of land §8,000, more land can be purchased if
desired. Kent for the season S350. Apply to
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 Vs Exchange St.
deod6t
aprll

WANTED—General
County; position worth $2000 per anunn
Also ttvo local agents at $10 pe

right man.
week and commission. Call on or after Tue
day, March 22d. at office of MUTUAI
RESERVE. Boom 1.176>/a Middle street, cor
ll-tf
Exchange, Portland.

“The

SALE
the sunny residence of the lato
FORBrambles,”
at Falmouth Foreside, Casco

FOB

SALE.

to

Wanted.
to travel and solicit orders for shrub?
roses, fruit and ornamental trees, vine?
An extensive variety.
etc.
Salary on com
mission. No experience needed, liberal terms
State your age and references.
S. T. CANNON,
29 State St.. Augusta, Me.

MEN

W&S&w0w.l2

W A NT

.EO

■

RELIABLE MEN,
TO ACT AS AGENTS.

Address

auburn

Mention this paper.

house No. 1 Peering,

BrickFor

particulars apply

the hours of 3 and 5

High street.
HOUSE between

cor.

at

p.m._ap9dtf

HORSES.
HORSES.
HORSES.
OH Blocky Horses and Mares for sale at the
Empire Brewery Co. stables. WeightlOOO
to 1400 lbs. Prices §40 to §125. Also, 1 pair,
weight 2000 lbs.; price for pair §100. Also,
Caravan. Call at Empire Brewery Co.'s office.
11 Iiampden street, eor. Albany street. Take
Hampshire street electrie cars, pass the door.
These horses are better than green horses for
farmers to work; will work single or double in
any spot or place. Take el*tric ear on Washington street. Boston. Mass, If you don't like
these horses your expenses will be paid.

apr5_3w*

AGENTS.

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner. HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Nurserymen
me.
Order Slate at Chandler’* Music Store 431
feboeodtf
Congress Street.

_

SARE—Dry and desirable house lots;
also gravel and loams for filling. Inquire

acres

Iruggls ts

E. MORGAN A SONS, Prop's.

for

5-4

MALE HELP.

WANTED—Two

<y< HAYNES
ARABIAN,

7-1

SARE—In Cape Elizabeth,
three miles from Portland; contains thirtyfive or more acres, about twenty under high
state of cultivation. Good orchard of about ona
hundred trees, all in beariug; the best in town
of its size. Also a plenty of other small fruits.
For particulars address C. G. R., Portland P. O.

8_1

WANTED

TO with board at 110 PARK ST.

horse power

made by J. IV. Penney
bargain by HASKELL &

JONES 470 Congresst St., Portland.

each PAGE'S BAZAAI

for general

and 12

SARE—A 6

as new
a

,y son.

Page’s
ment of new patterns in Jardinieres at 24i
FOUND—At
also fine line table glass sets and tun
to

competent girl
to collect and solicit,
WANTED—A
housework in .7 small family.
Apply at
ference and bond required; salary
22 WOODFORDS STREET, Deering, between WANTED—Man
commission. CHARLES STANSFIELI).
the hours of i)

FOR

ITiNGINE
U engine good
For sale at

^l.

a

FOR

Suicides and Correct l.iving.
Injudicious habits produce disordered livers,
stomachs, and despondent minds. The best
remedy is Rough on Bile Pills, most
prompt and ever reliable cathartic, antibilious little liver pill. 25c., Druggists.

70

address.

Referfamily of four.
9-1
111 CLARK STRF.KT.

housework in

required.

No.

Bazaar, the nicest assort-

woman wanted—wanted, beYoung
fore May 1st. a competent young woman

or

FOR

■

on

8-1

RENT—The well-known and attractive
“Silas Broad” house with garden and orchard at. Stroudwatier close to terminus of horse

TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
tmayCcod
maro

Rough

up-town house, well located

desirable for

LET—Good tenements of three and six
rooms; prices $8 and $12 per month; also
for sale houses in all parts of the city. By .J. C.
9-1
WOODMAN, 1061/a Exchange street.

CHAS. SUMNER COOK,

April 1st, 1802.

NO.

ST.__3-1

improvements.
191

Call in afternoon 69

and convient.

LET—An

AND COOK TO and
SYMONDS, SNOWOffices
KxNo.

is this dav announced.
chansre Street, Portland,

] 3-1

1406.___

To elect Directors for the ensuing year.
To act upon anv other business that may
come before the
y>, yQHK c,„rk.

hp5

LOST—Front

TO LET.

cook at 13

Gray

street, a smai
Terrier dog; had on collar and blue ribbor
when lost ; answers to the name of Dandy
Finder will be rewarded on returning to above

help.

FEMALE

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

12-1

DECKING street.

summer

IaOR
Congress street,

DOST AND FOUND.
on

a

mwh

of one half acre of land, a 1 Vi
story house, situated directly opposite Diamond
Island landing, property runs to low water mark,
nice beach for bathing, fruit trees in bearing.
This property must be sold at once and is offered
PROCTOR,
at a bargain. Apply to JOHN F.
Centennial Block.
_7-1

reserve
of any

a

desirable locations for

uc

place, consisting

DRUGGIST.11-1
TJROVIDENT Ajd Society of Portland, Me

Larrabee,

Q.

Manson

FORmost

beware of the many
)
worthless substitutes of Flora A. Jones
famous Blush of Roses. Get the genuine article
YOU I
Take lio substitute.
Price 25 cents.

Men,
and

A©W ©A SALE,

come.

The Vse of

quality

yard.

_

Fair, Sept. 6, 7,

,,

for

Dimes not Dollars.
Beautiful
designs in Silkaline, 30 inch
tilde.

$1.39!

stripes, $1.00 quality,

“I have taken Ath-lo-pho-ros for rheumatism,
and it has been the means of selling more than
50 bottles.”—E. C. A. Pingree, Norway, Maine,
Aug. 1,1391.

next State

daintily

and

PER

Best

Castoria!

lias been up for hours.

State

f;

ty furnishing
stuif3, not costly
are in much demand.
You can
decorate
deftly

price,

54 ineli all wool novelties in blue,
Hair
gray and brown, also Camel’s

2c

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,

cosioii commercial

yard.

yard.

a

i-

One of the prettiest weaves of Black
Silk today is the Nachang Cord, double
warp. This quality is 20 inches w ide
Introduction
made to sell for $1.50.

40 inch, all wool DeBeiges, in light
and dark mixtnres of gray, blue and
brown, on sale today at

33c

..

IJ-i

as

van

Freemason.”—Yarmouth Register.

prescribed :

a

When Spring is
Ji-< here anil summer
coming fast,, pret-

f<ir
of A. C.

at

or

first

75 cts.
90 cent quality
Silk
J Guinet
“
“
“
Diets.
$1.25
“
“
“
$1.13
$1.50
Every yard warranted pure silk, and
the greatest bargains we ever offered.

Novelties in Camel’s Hair Stripes,
worth 50c a yard, 3t> inches wide,

For prurigo senilis, that eruptive affliction of
old age, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, is the best spe.
eific.

a

small house ill

also

St.

to

_•12-1

Values.

Gr^eat

Fiction—Present Style.
Gertrude—You never do anything notv, Margaret, but go to all sorts of churches and read
those old books of theology. You never used

“lie is

Leg-

,7. s.
13-1

SALE—House No. 14 Avon St. containrooms ail in good order, nice lot,
fine location and sunny exposure. Will be sold
on easy terms of payment ami immediate possession given. Apply to JOHN 1‘. 1ROCTOR,
Centennial Bloch._
OR SALK—At Page’s Bazaar, at a bargain,
1
3 piece set, large cup. saucer and plate m
3 colors, 15c. the set. New CDina. glatcs LO<-.,
12c. and 15c.,2 for25c. i'AGE S BAZAAR,J5-4
lu~l

m._13-1

or
persons in want of
556
to
at E. L).
we
as
of
corner
Oak;
and 558 Congress street,
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
evenings until 9.

mu SILKS

_

Keep gray hairs from forming by using Hall’s
Vegetable Sicilian Hair Kenewer.

“Not wholly perfect?”
“No: lie has secrets that he
“Gracious! How terrible!”

for

horn

to cents for our reeveryone in the busiNo humbug. Money refunded if not as
ness.
Box
REPOltTEliS’BUREAU,
represented.
to

porter

on

cases that the new
exposed will present an appearance which, to the ordinary observer, is of a uniform materia' and even
hardness from end to end; but the pas- I for Ants mix a teaspoonful of Rough ok
o
Liebig Company’s
to Rats with a quarter pound of brown sugai
;
sage of a toller weighing from ten
fifteen tons over this new surface will : and sprinkle on high, out of reach shelves,
Beef
o
of
Extract
or on rear border of lower shelves. 15 & 25c,
lo-.*
—T—
soon disclose defects and soft spots
O
cated at irregular intervals throughout
The Bed Bug.
o Added to any Soup,
the length of the work; and as the proIn hot weather he’s about. To quickly and
cess of rolling continues, the uniformity
or Gravy gives
Sauce
a
g
permanently rid your bods of bugs, put
of the grade will disappear and what at
o Strength
and Fine Flavor.
small box of Rough on Rats in a pint bottle
first appeared to be a tolerably satisof benzine, shako well when using. Douchs
factory surface will develop into a suc- the mixture into the cracks, crevices, holes
2 Invaluable in Improved and Economic
undulations
ami
Makes
of
holes,
purest
cession
cheapest,
Cookery.
and openings of the bedstead. It will tun
humps,
2
and best fleet Tea.
i Jn the using of the roller in scuta! work their toes up rapidly. Then mix anotbei
«p>dlm
marks
g
j these depressions and soft spots are care- small box of Rough on Rats thorough!.;
Oooooc-ooooooooooocoovoco j fully filled and brought to the line of the with a quarter pound of lard, with this mix
fill all holes, openings, cracks and crev
| required grade, while the successive ture
x7obsters.
in the bed. These t wo methods are war
f passing of'the heavy roller over the fill; ices
ranted to never fail; to be effective auc
JOHNSON. No, ti Custom Hons i ing gives to the entire road that-form and
lasting. Cut this out.
tc
Wharf. will deliver Lobsters to any par
so
essential
are
which
| consistency
of the city fresh boiled each morning am j
ROUGH ON TOOTHACHE. Instant relief. 15c.
apbdlv ; every good highway.
through the day. Telephone kli-k

AI„

work

to
and very

Rooms

Wep.lr.

13-1

done
do;
hatching purposes.
Ivor. eggs
reasonable
short notice
WANTED-Copying
KNOYVLES, Ocean street, East Peering.
Middle
between
Kt..
1.
170%
city,
Call at

or

artificial

system, bul
given in the

office._13-1

take boarders by the day
good sized lot, .rent?
Over One Hundred Pieces of Imported Spring Dress Goods WANTED—To
week.
Dinners 25c. BLANCHARD $34
Inquire
month; price $2,200.
Free
G. C. Davis..
Prop. LIBBY’, 42% Exchange street.
HOUSE,
j-■-various
week
let
the
by
day
in
SALE-Phaeton, good
purchased by us at about 50 cents on the Dollar and will be put prices.12-1
October last.
Ixor
bought
Street
Preble
trunks
BRADLEY
SMALL,
TriTANTED—Ail
REYNOLDS’,
on sale today at a small margin above the cost.
call
W bags

ciety-

hn

■Hx,» in care tiiis

street.

13

further

men

1534, Portland, Me.

Johnny—Yes, hut the sun is warm when it
gets up, while I am always cold when I get up.
There are different kinds of sons, and you have
got them mixed up.—Texas Siftings.

relief, we
of Murdock’s

months has had

two

_13GL_

------o—----

sun

for

treatment

under

one or

wanted—A Ccntiemen and bis
wife, without children, wish to Hire a
Address
whole house west of High St.
■‘HOUSE” P. O. box 1381, stating location and
rent. Possession to be given at once.

STREET.

MBDLE

246

Astronomical Item.
Mother—Johnny, you ought to he ashamed of
yourself. Here you are in bed yet, while the

Paralytic

of

HOUSE

Doctor

IET

SALE.—Beaeli wagon, with two seats.
at FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

private family, ten minutes’
reliable FOR
inquire
walk east
City Hall,
WANTED—In
Preble
iuformation address
boarders. For

room

Not Ferfect Confidence.
“Is there a perfect confidence between you
and your husband?”
“As perfect as there can be.”

■ n

Larrabee,

G.

FOR SALE.

WANTED.

9

Pond’s Extract, the household remedy for
cuts, burns, bruises, etc., cures Pain and Inflammation like a charm. Avoid any spurious
imitations.

That Bias been under medicaB
treatment tBiree months without relief, we will send one case
of Murdock's Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MIBCEIXAHEOES._

MISCELLANEOUS.

WIT AND WISDOM.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

mar28eod&\v4w

FOR

SAL.EI

The schooner Sarali E. Babsou
46.61 tons burden well found in

cables, anchor, etc.; also seine
For terms apand seine boat.
BENJ.fi. 1IA4IS.
ply to
4 Ferry Wharf
Newbury port, Mass.
Mar 28

dlmo»

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Closing.

79%

80

CORN.

Mav.
40%
40%

July.

Opening. 38.%
Closing. 38Vs

of Staple Products in the

Quotations

Leading Markets.
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling
Exchange Quiet
Bonds

Government

Weak

and

Dull and Easier—Kailroads Quiet

Steady—Stocks Closed Quiet

and

>'ew York, yesterday, money was easy,
from 1
<§2 per cent- last Ioan at 2’
Prime mercantile paclosing at 2 percent.
per Iwas quoted at 3Vs@5 percent. Sterling
Exchange was iquiet and steady with actual
business in bankers’ bills at 4 86 fop 60-day
bills and 4 87Vs for demand; posted rates at
4 86%®4 88. Commercial bills were 4 85V2@
At

ranging

**04.

v

UUUVia

UUVCIUiUCMU

uui.

quiet and stead)-.
Trading in the stock market after 12 o'clock
was enlivened by considerable pressure upon
Grangers, which resulted in more activity and
fractional declines in St Paul and Burlington.
The rest of the market failed to sympathize
with this movement and the pressure was soon
followed by a full recovery in St Paul, with no
apparent influence upon the. rest of the list.
Toward 2 Reading displayed increased animaManhattan lost 2per cent.,
tion and strength.
the market closing quiet and steady.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggreRailroads

were

gated 203,700

shares.

Freigths
The following are recent charters:
Bark John J. Marsh, Philadelphia to Cardenas, coal $1 90.
Brig Mary C. Marrlner,Windsor to New York,
plaster $1 60.
Schr Cumberland, New York to Portland, coal
p. t,
Schr Fmma, New York to Portland, coal p. t.
Schr Minnie Ray, Baltimore to Portland, coal
i
p. t.
Schr Henry Sutton,Kennebec to Philadelphia,
ice 60c.
Schr Ruth Robinson, Kennebec to Philadel60c.
Schr C. J. Willard, Windsor to Philadelphia,
plaster SI 60.
Schr Theresa Wolf, Kennebec to Wilmington,
Del., ice 60c and towage.
Schr Frank P. Lee, Clarks Cove to Norfolk,ice
60c.
Schr Eva May, Somes’ Sound to New York,
paving p. t.
Schr J. Nickerson, Clarks Island to New

phia,

ice

Vnrk. na.vine'- SI R.

Schr Franklin, Sullivan to New York, paving

$16.
Schr J.S. Winslow,Philadelphia to St Thomas,
coal $1 65.
Brig Chas. A. Sparks, Guantanamo to New
York or Philadelphia, sugar 13c, Boston 14c,
Delaware Breakwater f. o. one cent extra.
Rates.

Retail
Sugar
Portland market—cut loaf 5V4c ;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Grocers*

Boston Stock Market.

New York

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

YORK. Apr. 12. 1892.—The following
are to-day's closing quotations or mining stocks:
Col. Coal..7.. 82%
Hooking Coal.13
Homestake.14 00
Ontario.
..38 00
Quicksilver. 3 V2
NEW

do

pfd.17

00

Mexican...
New York Stock and

Money Market.
(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Apr. 12. 1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations

of Government securities:

New 4's
New 4’s couo.lib
United States"2s reg.100
Central Paci'ie lsts.lOOVs
Denver & R. G. J St.118
xa».iuo-;4

Kansas Pacific C'onsois.112%
Oregon Nav. lsts...Ill
Kansas Pacific lsls..
107
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express..........145
American Express.117
Central Pacific..
31
Cites. & Ohio. 23%
Chicago & Alton.148
Chicago & Alton preferred... 160
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy.i 08%
Delaware A Hudson Canal Co.. 147
Delaware. Lackawana Hi West,.160%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17%
Erie. 31
Erie preferred. 72
Illinois Central.105
Ind., Bioom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 25 54
Lake Shore.133

116
100
106
1 isy»
,iu7

112%
110
107

145
117
31
24
148
160

109%
146%
159%
18Vs
31-7
73%

firm; middling GYsC.
MOBILE, April 12.1892.—TheCotton market
is firm;middling 6V2C.
MEMPHIS,April 12. 1S92.—The Cotton market is steady; middlings 6-Vsc.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. April 12. 1892—Consols 96 5-16d

[or money and 96%d tor the account.
LIVERPOOL. Anril 12, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull: middling at 314 d: sales 7,000
bales: speculation and export 600 0 ,.es.
LIVERPOOL. April 12. l892.-Quotatiu.i9Winter Wheat at 7s 4Vad®7s 6d;Mixed American. Cora 4s 3d.
Cheese 65s 6d.
OCEAN STEAMER

MOVEMENTS.
TIME

FOR

FROM

Apl 13
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool
Venezula.New York. .Laguayra .Apl 13
Citv of Berlin .New York.. Liverpool .Apl 13
New York.. Rio Janeiro Apl 13
Enchantress
Apl 13
Noordland-New York.. Antwerp.
Elbe.New York.. Bremen
Apl 13
.Apl 13
City Alexandria New York. .Havana.
Parisian.Portland.
Liverpool. .Apl 14
Apl 14
Rhaetea..New York.. Hamburg
New York.. Liverpool .Apl 16
Servia
Apl 16
Circassia.New York.. Glasgow
Spaarndam... New York.. Rotterdam.. Apl 16
Havre
La Gascogne.. New York
Apl 16
Fulda....-New York. .Genoa.Apl 16
Hav & Mex.. Apl 16
Kjnffutan.New York..
gjizona .New York. Liverpool. .Apl 19
Spree..New York. Bremen.... Apl 19
Adlianea.New York.. Rio Janeiro. Apl 20
Sarnia.Portland.. .Liverpool
Apl21
Santiago.New York.. Hav & Mex Apl 21
Marcia.New York.. Rio Janero. Apl 23
Philadelphia .New York. .Laguayra .Apl 23
.New York. .Rio Janeiro. Apl 27
Vigilancia
28
Mongolian.. .Portland.. .Liverpool .Apl 30
Saratoga.New York.. Hav&Card’sMch
..

..

..

..

25%

Michigan Central.109%
10 Vi
Minn. & St. Louts.
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 22%
Missouri Pacific. 60%
New Jersey Central.138%
Northern Pacific common. 21%
Northern Pacific pfu.. 61s,s
Northwestern.119%
Northwestern Dfd.142
New- York Central.114%;
New Y'ork. Chicago & St-Louis. 18%

110
3 0%

pfd.

22%
59%
3 38%
21%
01%
120 Vi
142
115

18%
73

75

Ohio & Miss. 22%
Ont. & Western. 19%
North American. 14 Vs
Pacific Mail. 35%
Pullman Palace.194
Reading. 56%
Rock Island. 8(5%
St. Louis & San Frau.
St. Paul. 78%
donfd.123%
St, PauI.'Mirin. & Mann.112%
St. Paul & Omaha. 47%

pfd...112

Texas Pacific, new..... 10%
Union Pacific... 45%
U. S. Express. 45
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
12%
do pfd. 27Vi
WesternUnion. 90%
Sugar Trust. 95%
do pfd.
Richmond (te West Point.3 0%
do Dfd. 66

...

....

...

M1JN1AT UKE.

ALB1A1'AC,

Arnu.

Sun rises .6 06 Hj,h watel i
1
Sun sets.6 24 H,gh

w.

....
....

11 48
11 53

Vloontris0ef3daY3::1?59 Heighttide};; |gf}g
]STEWS

MARINE

22%
19%
3 4Va
35%
194

66Vs
86%
79%
123%
112
48

114
10%
46%
45

12%
28%
90%
94%

..

10%
57

POUT OP

Ill port sells Clara E Rogers, St John. NB,
for New York; Mattie J ATies, New Xork for
Portland Lamartine, Boothbay for New York;
FL Lock'
Bertha E CHove^
New Vo,k
wood, from Boothbay tm sch M E
Ar at Bass River iOtli.
Eldrldge, fm

Ro<*l“?^'York'

PB&LY-0Arrf0lltbWsch

JPLYMOUTH-Ar llth,
^SALEM—Ar

Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Apr. 12.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R For Portand. 74 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 160 cars.
—

(By Telegraph!
CHICAGO.April 12.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 5,000; shipments 3,000; slow and
steady: good to choice steers 3 70®4 20; common and fair at 3 00V3 50; Texans 3 00@4 50;
cows

Imports.
LIVERPOOL.ENG. Steamship Sarnia—2060
txs tin plates to Phelps Dodge & Co 500 bxs tin
plates to Holder & Herrick.
Foreign Exports.

SHELBOONE, NS. Sclu* Ella Maude—515

bbls clam bait.

1

90@2 80.

Hogs—receipts 17.000; shipments

rough and

packing

steady;

8000 ;shipments 2500 ;steadv,
ewes 4 00@4 50 infixed 5 00@5 75; wethers and
yearlings 5 7026 00; 'Westerns at 5 2026 25.
Lambs 5 25@6 87%.

__

Domestic Marktes.

PORTLAND. Apr. 12, 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions. Produce, etc.:
am,

■

Superfine &
low grades.$414@4%
X Spring &
XX Spring S4«/a@4yg
Patent Snrng
Wheat... 5 25@5 50
Mich, str’ght
roller... .$4%®5 10
clear do... $4%®4*4
StLouis st’gt
rooler.$5®5 12%
clear do.. .$4%@4%
Wnt’r wheat
patents... 5 25@5 60

I Corn, ear lots. 54(5)55
(Corn, Dag lots. .57(5)68
(Mean bag lots. .55@56
I Oats, car lots.. .41@42
! Oats, bag lots.. 44@46
Cotton Seed,
ear lots.24 50@24 75

bag lots.. $25@2b 00

Sacked Br'n
car ots.
S20@21 00
bag lots.. Sal @22 00
l Middlings.. $22@2*> 00

bag lots.. $23@3i

00

Provisions.

Pork. Bks.15 0OS1R 50
clear... 14 75@15 00
Cod—Large
.6 75®7 00
short ctslo 00@15 25
Shore
Small do.. 4 50®5 00 Beef,extra
mess... ’8 00@8 25
Pollock-3 50®4 50
Haddock... 2 50®3 00
plate. .lOOOfsilO 50
Hake.1 75(22 25
ex-plate.10 50(311 oo
(Lard. tubs. 5%@ 714
Herring, box
13217c
tierces... 53/< @ 7VI
Seated....
Mackerel, bl
pails.... 6% @11
! pure leaf.io
Shore is..$
(glOVi
Shore 2s..S
IHams-10% @10%
Med. 3S...13 00SS14 I do cov’rd. 11
@11 ya
Ei&h.

...

Large

at 4

Sheep—receipts

Portland Wholesale Market.

JL 1UUJ

—:

00@4 50; mixed and
at 4 60@4 70; prime, heavy and butchcommon

ou.

3s..

Produce.
! Kerosene. Portland ret. pet... 6si
Cne Cran’s. busli.: 2 25
Pea Beans. .195®2 10
Vigoma.6 Vs
Centennial.6 Vi
Medium do.
Pratt’s Astral.. s%
Ger. med... 1 75ffi:2 10
Devoe’s brilliant 8%
Yellow liyes.l 75®2 00
Raisins.
OaLPea-2 50.22 00
Irisn Potat’s
36;s 40c Muscatel... .1 50@2 00
Sweets
3 75(24 25 London Iav’r2 00t®3 50
Onions—NaOnpiira lay’r.8 @9%
tives.2 7S®3 00 Valencia... 6ya@7
Geese.
14®15c
Sugar.
15217 tb Ex-anal’ty fine
Chickens...
Fowls. 13® 14c
granulated_413-16
4%
Turkeys.... 17® 19c Standard do.
Extra C... 4ys
ApplCS,
Seed.
Ho 1 Baldwins.1 75®2 25 I Red Top. ,.175@185
ating.2 25®2 50 |Timothy.. .1 5531 65
S® 10c (Clover... .12 @16
vap 1* lb
....

Lemons.

Butter.

.3 00@3 75 Creamery.26® 28
Palermo
Messina.... 3 50®4 00 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.22@25

Oranges.

Valencia—6 00®7 25
.3 50;24 50
Florida
...

Choice.20@21
Good.19@20
Store.18@19

OO
Cheese.
N. T. fct’ry... 13,®13V2
Eggs.
Pastern ext.... 14215 Vermont. .13 @13Va
Sage.14 @14 yj
Held.

Sicily.3 75®4

T.impfl.

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULLBjST, CROCKER & CO.

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

92%
94%
99 Vs
90%

Opening.

Highest.
lowest...
Closing.

May.
94%
9o%
91%
91%

CORN.

July.

45 va
46
4o%
45 Vi

Opening...,.

Highest.

Lowest.....

Closing.
Tuesday’s quotations.

May.

«7%
48%
47

47ys

WHEAT.

July.
91%

Opening..

Highest.

91-

89%
89%

Lowest.
Closing.

May.
92%
92%
90%
90*4

CORN.

July.

45%

Opening.
Highest.

45%
44%
45V4

Lowest.
Closing.

May.

47
47

46%
46%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Monday's quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Opening. 84%

Closing.

May.

84%

80%

(By Telegraph.)
NEWYORK. April 12.1892.—The Flour market-receipts 22,804 pekgs; exports 2930 bbls
and 6730 sacks;dull, unsettled and heavy; sales
18,900 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 7523 40;
city mills extra 4 7524 85; eitv mills patents
4 65@5 00; winter wheat low grades at 2 75@
5 40; fair to fancy at 3 45@4 45;patents at 4 10
@4 90; Minnesota clear 3 65@4 45; straights
do at 4 00@4 60; do patents 4 102,5 00: do rve
mixtures 3 65@4 25; superfine at 2 3523 15:
fine at 1 90@2 86. Suothern flour is dull and
wealc. Rye flour quiet and unchanged. Buckwheat quiet and unsettled; sales at 5Pe delivered to arrive. Cornmeal quiet; Y'ellow Western
a tv 2 75 a,3 00. Wheat—receipts 62,250 hush;
exports 8379 bush; sales 116,000 bush; quiet,
lower and unsettled; No 2 Red 95¥2@95%c in
store and elev, 98%c afloat; 98c@l 05% fob;
No 3 Red 91c; No 1 Northern 96@97vc;No 2
Northern 91%c. Rye lower; Western at88@
90c. Barley nominal.
Corn—receipts 56.576
bush; exports 60.652 bush; sales 44.000 bush;
dull, lower and heavy; No 2 at 49@51¥2C elev,
60@60V2C afloat;No 3 at 50c; steamer mixed at
49@51%c. Oats—receipts 111.725 bush; exports 1743 bush; sales 95,000 bush; lower,
irregular and less active; No 3 at 35%@35%c;
do White at 37@37¥ac; No 2 at 36@37Vs c; do
White at 37% @38Vac; No 1 —c; do White —c;
Mixed Western at 35,2,38c; White do at 38@41;
White State at 36246c. Coffee—Rio dull and
nominal; No 7 atl3%c. Sugar—raw materially active and steady; market for refined quiet
and steady—the outside quotations are those
posted by trust inside figures cover rehate;No 6 at 37/s@4c;No 7 at’3 13-16@3 15-16;
No 8 at 3%@3%c; No 9 at 3 11-16@3 15-6c;
No. 10 at 3%@3% c ;No 11 at 3 9-16,23 13-16C:
No 12 at 3%@8%c: Nol3 —. olf A 11-115
-16@4%c; Mould A 4 7-16@4 9-16c; standard
at,A 4>4@4 c-,Confectioners’ at A4Vs@414c;
c: powdercut loaf at 6@5VsC ;crushed at 6@5
ed 4%@4%c; granulated 4%@4%c: Cubes at
4%@4S4 c. Petroleum quiet and steady; united at 59c.*Provislons—Pork is in moderate demand demand ana steady; Beef inactive; beef
hams in light, demand; tierced beef dull: cut
meats dull and steady; middles are dull. Lard
scarce and dull; Western steam closed at 6 50
asked; city steam at 5 95@6 00; refined quiet;
Continentat 6 502 6 82%.; S A at 7 55. Butter
ill fair demand and firm; State dairy 17@22c;
Penn erm 22@23c; Western dairy 14@17c; do
crni at 16224c; do fctory 13,217c; Elgin 23(3)
24'. Cheese in moderate demand ana weak;
State at9@ll%c; fancy ll%@ll%c.
Freights to Liverpool in moderate demand
and weak: grain per steam Id.
CHICAGO, April 12.1892.—The Flour market is demoralized; bid within reasonable limits
generally accepted. Wheat closed lower; No 2
Spring at 79%c; No 2 Red 84%e. Corn quiet
and lower; No 2 at 40c. Oats lower; No 2 at
287/s@29. No 2 Rye at 75c. No 2 Barley 55@
60c. No 1 Flaxseed at 97Vsc. Provisions are
Lard at
weak—mess pork at 10 00@10 02%.
p. 1

Closing. 38%
Tuesday's quotations.

Opening..

81 Vi

rih aides

60.

Drv

OOS10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 4.000 bbls: wheat, 18.000
bush; corn, 16.000 bush: oats. 35,000 bush;
rye. 0,000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8.000 bbls; wheat, 38,000
bush; com. 198,000 bush; oats, 18,000 bush;
rye, 2,000 bush; barley, 1,000 bush.
DETROIT. Apr 12.1892—Wheat closed quiet
and lower: No 1 White at 88%c;No 2 Red 89c;
Corn quiet ;No 2 at 42c. Oats quiet—No 2 White
at 33%c; No 2 at 81c.
Rye, nothing doing;
No 2 —c.
bbls; wheat. 19,000 bush:
Receipts—Flour,
corn, 2,000 bush; oats, 2000 bush.
Cotton Markets.

May.
41%
40Vi

WHEAT.

July.

Sherri;

0 50.
Hams 9

CORN.

July
Opening. 38%

nx'n

salt meats—shoulders 4 50@5 00; short clear
sides at 8 17% @6 30.
Receipts—Flour, 22,000 bbls; wheat, 36,000
bush: corn 177,000 bush: oats, 233,000 hush;
rye, 10,000; barley. 61.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 8.000 bills; wheat. 64,
000 bush; corn, 99,000 bush; oats, 109,000
hush; rye. 6.000 bsh: barley, 42,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. April 12,1892.—The Flour market is dull and unchanged. Wheat unsettled and
weak; closed Ic lower for options; cash firm;
No 2 at 85@85%c. Corn firm and fraction higher; No 2 at 36%. Oats quiet and slow; No 2 at
29%o. Rye scarce and higher 82c. Barley.is
quiet/; Minn 48c.Provisions steady; pork, standard mess in lob lots 8 70 for old and 10 62% for
new.
Lard 6 00. Dry salt meats—loose shoulders at 4 60: longs and ribs 5 60; .shorts 5 75;
boxed lots 15 more. Bacon—shoulders at 5 25;
longs and ribs at 6 30@6 35; shorts at 6 45@

May.
80*4

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. April 12. 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull and unchanged; sales 78 bales;
good ordinary uplands 4%e; do Gulf at 4% o;
good ordinary stained at 4%c; middling uplands at 7c: do Gulf at 7s,sc; do stained at
6 9-16c.

Swallow, from St
Lucy Wentworth,

Delaware, Eodkland
sell John F RanctolLHall, Baltimore
llth. sell Atlanta, from
PORTSMOUTH—Ar Calms.

PORTLAND.

TUESDAY, April 12.

■

_

..

Nettie Champion, Kendall, for
lasSin'lth! sclisFlora
Condon, Osborn, NYork;

Philadelphia;
Unison, Barter, Boston.

Foreign Forte.
Ar at Dunedin, NZ, 4th inst, brig Motley, Harper, New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos prior to Jd mst, barque
Shawmntt, Allen, Philadelphia.
Ar at Turks Island Mch 25. brig Mary Gibbs,
Moore. Bermuda (and sld. .list for New Haven.)
Ar at Havana 4tll inst, brig H C Sibley, Hich..

born, Philadelphia.

Matanzas llth

Ar at

Thomas, Smith, Havana.

inst, sch Martha

Ar at Matanzas 7th mst, sch
Glasgow.
port, McLeod, AT.....!
11 Wf»9 VAl*
A

rn.

George

1

P Daven-

At. Matanzas 5tli inst, barque Vilora H Hopkins, for North of Hatteras; brig David Bugbee
do; seiis Martha T Thomas, A B Weeks, Isaiah
Hart, Augustus Welt, Ella M Watts, Eleazer W
Clark. S M Bird, Bertha Warner, T W Dunn,
Carrie E Woodbury, and Helen G Moseley, for
North oj Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 3d inst, sch Ariadne, Colby,

Philadelphia.
Ar at Digby, NS. 9th inst. brig Edltli, Foster,
Bear River for Havre de Grace.
Cld at, Windsor. NS, 7th, sch A F

Crocket,
Thorndike. New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 11th, sch A Gibson, Stevens, Rockland.
Cld 9th, sehs John T Snow, Hinkley, Nuevitas; 11th, E C Gates, Norwood, New York.
Spoken.
March IS. lat 41. Ion 39. ship Arabia, Day,
from Antwerp for New York.
March 19, lat 27 N, Ion 34 W, ship Belle of
Bath, Curtis, from New York for Hong Kong.
April 8, off Tybee Bar. sch Ebenezer Haggett,
Poole, from Boston for Brunswick.

Policeman's

nan, PiiiRHam, Barbadoes.
Arat Hong Kong 11th inst, ship Iceberg,
treat, New tone.
Ar at Havre lltli inst, ship Indiana, Colby,

Portland, O.
Arat Marseilles lltli mst, barque Hudson,
3urtis, Manila.
Ar at Falmouth 11th inst, ship Baring Broilers, Murphy. Tacoma for Havre.
Ar at Monrovia, WCA, 6th inst, barque Libe■ia, Rogers, New York, 25 days.
Ar at Plymouth 10th inst, ship St Paul, Bruce,
San Francisco.
Memoranda.

Bangor, April 11—Sch Mary Stewart, from
Sew York, arrived here to-day with loss of forexipmast and head of foremast, in a heavy blow
ill Boon Islahd.

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, steamer Lampassas,
Crowell, Colon; sch Mina Belle, Thompson, fm
Nuevitas 10 days.
Cld 11th, sell F'iheman, Kimball, Governor’s
Harbor.
Sid lltli. barque Bonny Doon; sch Fiheman.
Passed Hell Gate 11th, schs Clara. Eddyville
'or Boston: Abby L Walker, do for dq; Emu-ess, do for do ; Geo A Lawry. do for Vinaliaven; Anna Lord, Hoboken for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 11th, schs Geo S Tarbell. Higzius. Amboy; Clement, Beal. Machias; Millie
Washburn,'Coffin, Wiscasset; Harvest Home,
Hodgkins. Lamoine; Frolic. Smith. Machias;
Twilight, Bennett, Damariscotta; Sarah Hill.
Heather. Rockport; WO Norcross, Robinson,
Rockport; Lucy Belle, Wass. Columbia Fall*;
3 W Dexter, Hamilton. Calais; J C Harraden,
3trout, Millbridge.
Cld 11th. sells Anita, Dennison.Surinam; schs
Spartan, Coombs, Baltimore; Mary Augusta,
Bowden, Somes Sound and New York.
Ar 12th, schs Emma W Day, and Minetta, fm
Winterport; Sadie Corey, do; Brunette, Searsport; Walter M Young. Lamoine; E P Newcomb, Deer Isle; Onward, Orland; Niger, Wiscasset; Mary Sands, and Areola, Kennebec;
Katie Hall, Deer Isle; Charleston, Orland;
Victory, Damariscotta; Jas A Webster. Brooksville; May Queen, Franklin; W H Archer, Ellsworth; Exchange, and Matilda, from Rockport;
Ariosto, Rockland.
SACO, April ll—Ar, schs Herald of the morning, and Thomas Borden, from New York.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 8th, ship Wachusett,
Mosher, Nanaimo.
Sid 10th, ship Reuce, Adams, Manila.
Ar lltli, ship Florence. Duncan, New York.
Cld lltli, sch Jennie
APALACHICOLA

lot is

not

a

happy

one.”
“Consideration”

stant exposure, natural
are

is that of

J

i/uxioo.

GALVESTON—Sid 7th. sch RFC Hartley,
Chase. Pensacola; Helen Keller, Hayes, for
Frontera.
NEW ORLEANS—Old 11th, sch WmJLermond. Hupper, Dunkirk.
FERNANDINA—Ar 11th, sch Jos Souther,
Hatch. Moorehead City, NC.
.JACKSONVILLE—Sid 11th, sch J B Holden,
Haskell. New York.
SATILLA RIVER—Sid 7th, sch GL Drake,
Goldtliwaite. Portland.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 10th, sch Ebenezer Hagget, Poole. New York.
DARIEN—Ar 11th, sch MVBChase, Pinkham, Portland.
NEWPOPT NEWS— Sid 9th, sell Marion F

SlBA‘'LTIMOEE-C?d\’lth,
Portland.

sch Laura C Ander-

son,

PHILADELPHIA —Ar 10th, sch Johu S
Deering, Arev, Fernandina.
Old 11 th, sells City of Augusta, Adams, Gardiner; Georgie L Dickson. Harding, Boston; Oli-

Barrett, Wallace, Portland.
Old 9th, sch Luis G Rabcl, Henley, for C-ien-

ver S

"pRRTIT AMBOY—Ar

8th, sch Cumberland,

Jewett, New York.
Sid Utb, sells Julia S Bailey. Jordan, Gardiner: Empress. Pinkham, Boston.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 11th, sch Harry S Lord,
Millville. N.T.
FALL RIVER—Ar 11th, sch George & Albert
from New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 10th, sell Charlie Bucki,
St John.

NB,

for New York.

VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 9tli, sells Mail, fill
New York for Ilallowell; Ada Ames, do for
Portland.
Ar loth, schs Appliia & Amelia. Rondout for
Boston; Addle Schaffer, South Amboy for Saco;
Bramhall, Portland for Providence.
Ar 11th, schs Lawrence Haines, Weekawken
for Boston; A W Ellis, Rondout for do.
In port 1 i th,. sells John Somes, Kffle J Simmons. S J Lindsay, .Jas A Brown, Cora Green,
Ella F Crowell, Mail, Ada Ames, Orlzimho. Jno
Douglass, Win H Jones. Lottie, Izetla, Henry
T Wood, B L Eaton. Appliia & Amelia, E Areularius, Zeila, Ellen Maria. Addie Schaffer, Hattie E King, Ella Pressey, J R Bodwell, Brainhall', Seth W Smith, Lawrence Haines, Mary
Brewer, Lady Ellen, Eliza Levenseller, Ellen
Brown, A AV

Ellis,

East

Wind, Hortcnsia,

Nellie

Doe. Rattler, and others.
HYANNIS—Ar 11th, schs Sea Bird, Clark’s
Island for New York; M B Wellington, Rockport for Suffolk.

Monday, Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will

leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and

Every Wednesday, leave
Boothbay Harbor.
Franklin Wharf. Portland, at 8 a. m.. for Round
at
Pond, touching
Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
at
Portland, touching
Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothbay,
East
So. Bristol.
Boothbay and Pemaquid.
Weather permitting. No freight received after
a.
on
of
7.45
m.,
day A leaving.
fD L’Ti D 1 f’P

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Boston every

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Bound Trip 818.00.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long whan, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Genera!
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building. Boston.
Mass.oct22df

Line

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
1

From

From

From
Halifax.

Steamships I Portland.
‘Mongolian I 17th Mar.

Liverpool

196h Mar
25th Feb.
2nd Apr
10th Mar. ‘Numidian, I 31st
24th
Parisian,
|14th Apr. 10th
30th
7th Apr. | ‘Mongolian I 28th
*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cap
tie and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
§60. according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
°* A
ljina Steam-

ST ATE I ME {®ervice

![pU

Glasgow, via Londonderry,
Cabin $35 and upwards. Re-

New York and

every fortnight.
turn $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Deny and
Galway. Prepaid steerage .$19; Intermediate
§30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.

dee24

dfcf

con-

results of which

Rheumatism and Neuralgia.

A

CHICAGO

POLICE

SERGEANT
GOT EVEN WITH RHEMv

mTi'ii

tiyt

X XURi XJ X

U UAXI 'J

ATH-LO-FjtO-ROS,
And Here's What He says of It:

Department of Police, City of Chicago,)
27th Precinct, Milwaukee and North Avcs., >
Chicago, III., July 25,1891.
)
The Atblophoros Co., New Haven, Conu.:
Gentlemen:—I take great pleasure in dropping you these few lines to let you know that I
have suffered with rheumatism for years, and
I have tried almost all remedies and I have
found none to equal yours. I have been laid up
with rheumastism for the past:months, when a
friend of mine advised me to try your Ath-Io"
pho-ros, which I did, and it gave me great and
instant relief after using a few bottles, and I am
sure after the use of two or three bottles more
I will be a happy man in the future, and I will
cheerfully recommend it to all in need of the

Royal Mail Steamships.

Remembering

rememdy forever,
WILLIAM K. STAHL,
Sergeant of Police.

your

Ath-lo-pho-ros is just as good for others subject to rheumatism as it has proved for Sergeant Stahl.
Sold by all druggists.
$1 per bottle: six for
$5. Beautiful picture free to any one who will
write for it.

The

Athlophoros Company,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

at Halifax

Calling

Outwards and

From
Steamer.
Liverpool.
Mar. 17. OREGON,
31.
SARNIA,
Apr, 14, LABRADOR,

Homewards

I From
From
Portland. I Halifax.
Apr. 7. I Apr. 9.

May

21.
5.

I

;May

23.
7.

ended for season.
Cabin, $40 to .$60; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.
Bristol service

_

■■•■air

oTnuniim

nnuniuu

iviniiib

(jiLHmanir

uumrnm.

and

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.

International
—

feb4dtf

Steamship Co.
FOR

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick. Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. 2. and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. Jgy Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.

je20dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
LINK FOR

—

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for Sau Francisco via The Isthmus

of Panama,

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT sails Monday, April II, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA sails Thursday April 28 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS A CO.,
113 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.

JelOdtf
PROPOSALS.

ind

gtivu

per«morbymail.EiperttrecrtSECRECV and CER-

Consultation In
ment. INVIOLABLE

?bA/SaCTed«tu2tre,
Boston,
Macs.

The

_

...

Peabody Medical institute has many ImiHerald.
no equal.
Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is a

tators, but

The
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
learn to
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and
be STRONG •— Medical Icemeio, (Copyrighted.)

decs

Office, of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. April 5, A.
D. 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 4III day
of April, A. D. 3*92. a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County ol Cumberland, against
the estate of
THOMAS B. RICHARDS and CHARLES K.
RICH ARDS, copartners under the firm name
CO.. Falmouth,
of T. B. RICH A BUS

THIS

adjudged

to be an

Insolvent Debtor,

on

petition

of said debtor, which petition was tiled on tile
thirtieth day of March. A. D. 1802. to
which date interest on claims is to lie computed
the
That
payment ot any debts t.o or
by said deotor, anu the transfer and
delivery of any property by him arc forbidden by law. That a meeting of the creditors
of said debtor, to prove their debts and choose
ms estate, will he held
one or more assignees of
at a Court of Insolvency tfl oe lioldeu a t Probate
Courtroom in said Portland, in said Countv of
Cumberland, on the eighteenth day of April, A.
I>. 18U2,-at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my l1 and the date first above
SAMUEI, D. PLUMMER,
w ritten.
Deputy Sheriff as Mossenyer of the Court of InCounty of Cumberland.
said
solvencyjor

ap6&13

MAINE MILE TRACK ASSOCIATION.
will be received by Edward Fletcher,
263 Commercial St, Portland, Me., for
draining the Maine Mile Track, on and aftor
April 11,1392. Bids to be closed Thursday,
April 34,1802, at two o’clock p. in.
Call at G. M. Stanwood & Co., 263 Commercial St., Portland, Me., for plans and specificaPer Order,
tions.
EDWARD FLETCHER, Chairman.
aprl2-3t*

BIDS

PROPOSALS FOR GRANITE PAVING BLOCKS
AND GRANITE GROUTING.

__eod&wly
Messenger’s Notice.

New

will

be

Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington

York,

IV ':

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET,

RAILROAD OF
j CENTRAL
PHILADELPHIA READING

NEW JERSEY,
R. R.,
R.
R.
BALTIMORE & OHIO
&

On and alter Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passen- j
trains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
rn. hud 12.30 p". m.
TIMS TABLE April II, 1892.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
WaterNorth
Biver.
For K ©Chester, Spring vale, Alfred,
horoand Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and For Philadelphia at 4.00., 7.45. 9.00, 10.00,
5.30 p. ill.
11.30 a. mi, 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00. 5.00, 6.00,
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12 30,
12.16 night. Sundays-9.00,
7.30 p. m.,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00 p.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westra., 12.15 night.
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30 I For Baltimore and
1
Washington daily at 9.00,
and 10.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and
(11.30 with dining carj a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, din11.16 p. m.
car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
ing
For Forest Avenue (Deerinz), 6.20 p. m.
Parlor cars on day trains-Bleepers on night
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
trains.
Tunnel
“Hoosac
at Ayer Junction with
Tickets via this line are on sale at prlncipa,
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Kailroail
offices throughout New York and New
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
England.
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
Boston
office, 211 Washington street.
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
dtf
dec22
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New Y'ork All Rail via “Springfield.”

§er

or

Trains arrive at Portland

nct,5
THE

RE-OPENING OF«THE

Mountains and

White

Portland,

Quebec Line

Will be celebrated by a.

Grand Easter

MONTREAL

Boston & Maine R. R.

from Worcester

at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. ill.,
1.30 ana 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to ail polnts West and
et
South, ap
Agent, Po:
J. W. P]

Holiday Excursion

IS QUEBEC,

To take place

Thursday, April 14tli,l 892.
Tickets good to return until May 4th.
Montreal via White Mountains. Rt. Johnsbury, Newport and Canadian Pacific railway.
To Quebec via White Mountains, Colebrook,
Oudswell Jo., and Queboc Central railway.
Passengers east of Portland should take regular morning or forenoon trains to that place,
connecting with trains leaving Portland for
Montreal at 8.45 a. in. and G.15 p. m, and for
Quebec at 1.45 p. m. Arriving at Montreal at
8.35 p. m. and 7.55 a. m, respectively, and at
To

In Effect October

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

at 6.45 a. m.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
Portland and all stations to Bartlett, inclusive,
rh. tOonneets with Rail Lines lor New York.
$6.00.
and West.
South
Fares to either city and return from most
SSConnects with Sound Lines for Npw A ork.Sunpoints lower than ever before.
V Western Division from North Berwiek
LewCumberland Mills $6.00, Auburn $6.00.
only.
iston $6.00. Brunswick $7.00, Bath $7.50, Au- days
•Western Division front Dover.
gusta $8.00. Waterville $8.00.
tickets to ail points South and West
Through
Portland
Rocheson
&
on
points
Passengers
tor sale at Union Station, Congress street.
ter R. R. can buy regular tickets to Cumberland ;
JOHN YV. SANBORN.
Mills, and procure Maine Central excursion
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
tickets there, and through tickets will be on
D. W. SANBORN, Genl. Supt.
sale at Springvale for $8.30, and at Rochester
D. J. FLANDKKS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
at $8.75, the round trip.
GEt ). E. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt,. at Portland.
Tickets from Portland will also be on sale at
dtf
oct3
Biddeford by John B. Morrin, and regular round
trip tickets of the Boston & Maine R. R. can be
purchased for Portland and return in connection
therewith.
Children from all stations at half rates.
In Effect November 16, 1SD1.
Further information, if desired, may be obtained by addressing the General Passenger Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7 10 a. m.
Agent at Portland, or Rev. Fr. Charlaud at
and 1.30 p. m.
waterville.
Leave Canton 4.30 anti 0.30 a.
RETURNINGF. E. EOOTHBY. Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agent.
m.
PAYSON TUCKER. Vice-Pres. & Gen. Manager. STAGE CONNECTIONS DAILY—From W.
api'9 htd_
Portland, April 5, 1892.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dixfleld and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.
__

Portland & Rank’d Falls Railway.

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AID MEXICO.

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullman sleeping cars. Call on or address E. K.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Vdr
eifie Co, 192 Washington St, Boston, Mass.

je27__dtf

Grand Trunk

Railway

On

^The

Montreal and Levis
(Opposite Quebec.)

THURSDAY, APRIL II.

For Auburn and I-etwiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
ni., and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. in. .For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buck-

Portland, April

o,

18112.

Chairman.

__aprtitd

iawn Mowers.
mowers

sharpened and repaired J. P.
Locksmith, 10 Plum St.

GABEIELSOH,
Lawn
aprB

Plw«

i.iu

Cl.

in.

uuu

*.vu

!’•

....

ARRIVALS.
From LevWston anfl Auburn, 8.25 a. DA,
12.10, 3.10. 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H.. 8.25 a. hi.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
50

TICKET OFFICE
Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

This is your opportunity: Excursion tickets
will be sold, good going on any regular trains !
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Juncon THURSDAY,
APRIL 14, and good re- | tion and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiturning until MAY 4, 1893, at the following | cago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75 and
rates:
$12.50; Kansas Citv $30 and 825.75; St. Paul
$81.50 and $27.25; St. Louis v ia Detroit $23.75
Portland and all Stations to and Inand
$19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
cluding- Lewiston to Montreal
$21.50; Sail Francisco. California, $90 and
and Levis, and Return
$60.23. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEAKGKAXT, General Manager,
Leave Portland 7.10 a. m., and 1.30 p. m., and
decsdrf_
arrive in Montreal at 6.15 p. m and 6.00 a, m.
Leave Portland at 1.30 p. in., arrive in Levis,
(opp. Quebec) 7.05 a. m. Leave Lewiston at
7.55 a. m., and 2.30 p. m., and arrive at MonFor Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
treal at 6.15 p. m. and 6.00 a. m. Leave LewisWhite Mountains, AJnebeo, Montreal
ton at 2.30 p. m. and arrive at Levis, (opp. Queand the West.
bec) at 7.0o a. m.
and after April 11. 1802, passenger
who
can
secure ! On
desire
Passengers
trains
leave
as follows:
Portland
through Pullman accommodation to Mon- For Danville
Junction, Auburn and Lewistreal.
8.30
a.
5.05
l.lO,
ton,
m.,
j>. m.
For tickets or further information, call on
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and til.30 p. m.
or
Rockland and Knox ‘and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. in., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
N. J. GRACE,
W. EDGAR,
p. m.
N. E. Pass. Agt.
(Jen. Pass. Agt.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Kallowell and
I-. J. SEARGEANT, Gen’l. Manage!'.
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.13, 5.00 and til.30
c!5t
apr9
i>. m.
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. in.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p.
In.;
ISLAND STEAMERS.
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Oakand
Bead
field
Monmouth, Winthrop
land, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO. Wa^erville
via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. ni., *1.15, $11.30 p. rn.
will
Portland
leave
PHANTOM
.via Lewiston. J.10 p. nt.; via
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth Skowhegan7.15 a.
in.. 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Augusta,
Foreside, Cousens’, Great Chebeague and Little1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Belfast,
I'MIII
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
wilt
RETURNING.
leave
(Sundays excepted).
p. ni.
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landBangor via Lewiston. 1.10 p. m. via Angusings, commencing March 16th. 1892.
ta, 7; 15 a. ni„ *1.15 and $11.30 p. m,r and on
marlSdtfH. B. SOULE,
■

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Grand Trunk Agents Portland

Lewiston.

STEAMER
XOiULIU

IlltU

IT UII.I

J

villi,

Manager.

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.
On and after Monday April 4. 1892 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing, Falmouth for Portland daily at 6.00 and 8.6ft »..ni.
1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Returning leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.16 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can he made on hoard the
steamer with B. M. SEABURY, Captain.
apr2
__if
__

Casco

Bay Steamboat Company,

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

TIME TABLE, commencing
WINTER
day, November 1, 1891:

Mon-

Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island. 5. 46. 6.46, 8.00 a. in., 2.15,6.10 p. m.;
Little
and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
lor
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 3.15.j>.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf
Leave

a. m..

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 3.on p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
oetldtf

WM.

1. MARKS7

3

granite grouting to be delivered at the
stone crusher on St. .lohn street. The quantity
of granite grouting to be bid for is six thousand
tons, more or less. The right is reserved to reieCt ally or all bids. AII proposals should be directed to tile Chairman of Committee on Streets
Sidewalks and Bridges, and left at the Conunlseioncr ci

1891,

DEPARTURES.

mm TRIM RAILWAY.

the

hundred and fifty thousand, or ten thousand
square yards, more or less, of granite paving
hlocks, of the following dimensions, viz.;
Length. 10 to 14 inches; width, 4 to 5inches;
depth, 7 to 9 inches; said hlocks to be delivered in the City of Portland at the Portland &
Rochester railroad yard, or at the Union Station on St. .John street, or on Commercial street
as may be required by the Commissioner of

of Canada.

and After MONDAY, Dec. 7,
Trains will ran as follows:

CUUDU

proposals
by
and after Nov. 2, 1391, steamer MERRYSEALED
undersigned until April 13th, 1802. at 3 p. ON CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
for furnishing the City of Portland with two
for Portland and intermediate landings.

m..

1891.

4,

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Stations for
Bearboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30. 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45. 10.15 a. m.. 12.40,
3.30, 5.15. 0.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00. 8.45
m.; Well*
a. in.. 12.40, 3.30. 5.15, 6.15 p.
Beach, 7.00. 8.45 a. in., 3.30, 5.15 p. ill.;North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover. 7.00, 8.45 a.
mi, 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. ill.,
12.40, 3.30 p. in.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. n.; Manchester
and Concdrd (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. ni., 3.30 p. m.; (Via Lawrence) 8.45 a
in.; So. Newmarket .Junction, Exeter, HavBoston, 17.00.
erhill, Rrtwrence, Rowell,
18.45 a. m,. $12.40; 3.30 p. ni.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. ni.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations. 12.55. 4.15 p. ni.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For t apo Elizabeth,
9.00 a. 111.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. ill.. 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem, Lyun, Boston. (t2.00 a. ill. daily) 19.00 a.
m.. (§1.00 p. m; daily) t6.00 p. ni.
Boston ter Portland, 7.30 a. ni.. ($9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. ni.. (*7.00 p. in. daily. >

Quebec

HARPSWELL STEAMB0AT CD,

received

World

BETWEEN—

uviu auu v auiuu,

Manhattan

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,

mow THYSELF.

PORTLMD & ROCHESTER R. R.

Excursions to

Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at <3 p. m. Returning. leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesday: and SatFare, $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
S7.00.
Steamers

—

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL 'DEBILITY,
VITALITY, PREYOUTH,EXHAUSTED and
all
DISEASES
DECLINE,
MATURE
WEAKNESSES of MAN. SCO pages, cloth,
32®
invaluable
gilt;
prescriptions. Only $1.00
By maU, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements PQrpj
SEND
ot tho Press and voluntary bULL g
testimonials of the cniea.. Illkbl NUVV.

Finest and Safest Trains in the
—

DIRECT LINETO NEW YORK.

same.

—

JjUUKWUWU.

& BOOTHBAY
STEAMWinter Arrangements. On

BOAT CO.
PORTLAND
and after

DOMINION LINE.
One

Boston.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Moville 11th inst, steamer Numediau.
sailed for Liverpool.)
(and
Portland,
Sid fm Bio Janeiro 17th inst,. barque S R Ly-

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &e.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening. Sundays excepted, at 7 o’eloek.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB.
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf
seplS

Royal Mail Steamships.

other,
The

STEAMERS,

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY

Allan

_

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, April 11-Ar. schs
Merrill C Hart, from St George for New York,
leaking; Laura T Chester, Beal. Kockport for
Boston; Nil Desperandum, Hutchins, Boston;
Wm Demine, Plymouth.
Sid, sch Emily F Staples, (from Boston) for
Penobscot.
Sch Lucv Mav, from Calais for Westport, be:ore reported, 'w-iil have new foremast put in
iere and proceed.
Sch Nil Desperandum, from Boston, lost jib
md foresail.
PORT CLYDE, Apil 9—Ar, sch Break of Day,
Lewis, Perth Amboy.
Sailed, sch E B Phillips, Brown, Philadelphia.
April 11—Ar, schs Win Keen, Jouesport, to
bail for Boston; Mary Lee Newton, Rowe, from

STAUNCH AND ELEGANT

LINE.

BLUE

ROYAL

—VIA—

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

>
.•

Steamship Sarnia, (Br) Couch, Liverpool— Kiowa,
Colo.)
passengers and mdse to D Torrance & Co.
Kiowa, Colo., July 15,1S91.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hilliard, StJonn,
II.
C.
Graves
&
Sons, Boston, Moss.:
STB, via Eastport for Boston.
Gen+s.—I want to add my testimony to
Sch Maneta, (Br) Berry, Barbadoes, (and was j
ordered to Boston.)
the efficacy of your preparation, called
Sch Sarah C Bopes. Kregor, Philadelphia— Dr. Woodbury’s
Antidote, as a rem:oal to Randall & McAllister.
j
Sch .Jennie Lippett. Pierce, Philadelphia— edy for indigestion. I have been greatly
;oal to Me Cent HR.
| benefitted by using it, and as an appetizSch Geo M Adams, Standish, Philadelphia— ing tonic, I can freely say if is all
you
:oal to Portland Stoneware Co.
recommend it to be. You are at liberty
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, Boothbay.
to
refer
in
this
to
me, as
anyone
vicinity
Cleared.
to its value as a medicine, for which you
Sch Ella Maud, (Br) Hayden, Shelburne, NS— recommend it, (Signed,)
tV C Rich.
Geo. A. Wood.
SAILED—Sells John K Souther, and Mary E
Morse.
“Talcing one consideration with anFROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Boston Jteamers.
FAKE OILY $1.00.

Portland & Worcester Line.

.-1.

Office of Geo. A. Wood,
Treas. of Elbert Co.,

Arrived.

RAILROADS.

THE

RAILROADS.

I

STEAMERS.

llth, sell

Rockland; A Hooper.
Karae MitcholL
Percy,
BATH—Sid 9th, sens &
Vineyard-Haven; Annie Reuben, Oliver, for
New York.
,r .....
Ar 10th sells Annie 1 Bailety, Otis, New York
Sami Dillaway, Smith, Boston; Allen Green,
Nickerson, do.
,,
Ar Uth schs Mary E OIyss, Moore, N York
for Hallowell; Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Port-

...

Chicago Cattle Market.

soli

toC'-W?Uh.'

Foreign Markets.

133

7oVb
123%

uo

1892.—The Cotton

105%

Louis & Nash. 74 lw
Manhattan Elevated.122%

do

SAVANNAH. April

6°/s c.

12.

.......

April! 2. Arp. 11.
116
leg.115%

tn«

quiet; middling

market Is
market is

The following were to-day's quotations of
stocks nBoston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe It. 86
C. B. & (?...'.
108%
Mexican Central. 18%
Union Pacific. 45 Vs
Boston & Maine R.109Vs
do pfd..
Bell Telephone.198
New York and New England It. 89
do pfd. 90

and

Steady.

NEW ORLEANS. April 12.1892—The Cotton
steady; middling 6% c.
CHARLESTON. Awil 12, 1892,-The Cotton

market is

Book,

Card

-AND-—

JOB

Sundays only

at 7.20

a. m.

Bangor life Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, LI5
ana 11.30 p. ni.; via OLdtown, at 11.30 p.
m.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11-30
p. in.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
V.13 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock. St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and ll.flO p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. in.

*Runs daily. Suridays included.' tNight exwith sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, hut not to Skowhcgan
press

Mnn/ihv

mAi'iiirnf

jond Bangor,

on

tw

tn liMfaaC

Ilovtor

or

Sunday mornings.

White Mountains and Quebec line.
For Ciimberlaud Mills, fSebago Lake, Brldgton. Fryeburp, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, .0.45 a. m., 1.45 and
6.15
Newport
p. in.; St. .lohusbury,
and 51 out real. 8.46 a. ill.. 6.15 p. m.; North
Stratford. Colebrook and Quebec at 1.45
p. 111.; .Tefferson and Lancaster, 8.4o a. m.

and 1.45 p.m.
Xlie 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 6.15 p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via “boo”
Lino for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN’ PORTLAND.
From Walerville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.: Montreal, Bridgton. etc.. 8.20 a.
ill.,and 8 p.m.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. m.; Farmington, skownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m.: St. .lolni, Bangor Rockland. etc. 12.30 p. m.; Watorville. Bath. AugusStand Rockland. 5.35p.m.; Farmington. Skowhegah. Waterville and Lewiston. 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster. Fahyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman »J .40 a. m.
•Sundays included.

Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland,

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly attended to.
uovlleodtl

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, (weather
Street
Portland—State
leaves
anil Fridays at 11.15 p. m..
IVhart—Tuesdays
w on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.
or Rockland. Bar Harbor and Maehiasport.
Returning will leave Maehiasport Mondays and
rhursdays at 4. a. m.. arriving at Portland
ibout midnight same davs.
PAYSON TUCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
L\ E. BOOTHY. Gen’I. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
dtt
Portland, April 1, 1892.

permitting),

1

peess.

TIJjE

Fu-

Some Tilings Contained In an Old Cumberland Gazette.

Some $2000 is already subscribed for
the Maine Mile Track and the management feel confident that the the remaining $5000 will be pledged before the
track is completed. All should forward
Entheir subscriptions to F. O. Bailey.
gineer Jordan has surveyed and staked
out the track and made drawings of
drains and fences. A contract to clean
and drain the land will be let Thursday.
The outer fence will be 8877 feet in
length by eight feet high and some ten
carloads of joist and cedar posts will be
used in the construction.
Thursday a
committee will be appointed to secure
plans and bids for the stables and grand
stand. President Burnham is to have a
conference with the management of the
railroad in regard to side tracks, station

We have in our possession a copy of
the Cumberland Gazette of Monday, Oct.

Work

What
M; W

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

FINANCIAL,
Fred E. Richards & Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
The Passion Plav.
FIFTH PAGE.
J. E. I.ibhy.
Owen. Moore & Co.
The Atkinson Company; 2.
Frye’s amandine.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Farrington & Blekierd.
Frye’s Amandine -2.
Eastman Eros. & Bancroft.
The Atkinson Company; 2.
Onmberland Coiateral Loan Co.
Notice; Richard Duddy.
Notice is hereby given; 2.
New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.
and

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
•Then she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clnng to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria

tebSUW&F&Wlr

see

Page.__

Woodbine and Ivy lodges, Daughters
of Rebecca, visited Fidelity at Auburn
last night.
The Deering Library Circle will meet
this afternoon and evening with Mrs. H.
H. Nevens, Spring street.

typographical

a

lie Odd Fellows’ celebration yesterday
made April 15th, instead of 25th.
Last evening the Great Council degr ee
team of the Red Men went to Cumberland Mills, and had a fine reception.
The committee from the Board of
Trade have fixed upon Tuesday evening
next, 19th inst., as the date for a banquet
at the Preble House.
There will be a picuic supper of the
Martha Washington Society with Mrs.
61 Sherman

street, Thursday

af-

ternoon.

Welch, arrested

suspi
cion of being concerned in the burglary
at Mechanic Falls, was discharged yesterday, as he proved an alibi.
A football game will probably be
played on the base balls grounds Fast
Day morning. The contestants will be
James F.

on

the Westbrooks and a crew from one of

the steamers.
Four

boys

were

arrested

on

the arrival

train, yesterday, on request of J. H. Joyce of Great Falls. They
had brought with them some $40 in money, and were going to see the town. They
of the afternoon

will be sent home.
The brig Ernestine of Portland, 400
tons, DUUt at armourn in 1.500, nas ueeu
sold by Chase, Leavitt & Co., to G. A.
Gilchrist of Rockland, on private terms.
She is to undergo extensive repairs.
The monthly meeting of the Associated Charities will be held at tlieir room

City Building, Thursday, at 4 p. m.
As this will be the last meeting of the
season a full attendance is requested.
in

The Overseers of the Poor would like
$29,000 this year, which is $2000 over
last year. Mr. Baker says the appropriation fell short $1480 last year, so that
this is only an actual increase of about
$500.
The pleasure yacht Winona, belonging
to Mr. Benjamin Thompson, is beiDg
overhauled and repaired at Merchants’
wharf. The deck is being newly sheathed
and the pilot house has been raised 20
inches and extended.

PERSONAL.
John E. Dow, the veteran insurance agent, will be 81 years of age today.
Mr. C. F. Flynt, of the Kennebec Journal, was in the city yesterday.
Mr. E. P. Boutelle, junior proprietor
of the Bangor Whig, was in the city yesMr.

terday.
Colonel Haines, United States Enginappointed Charles E. Atwood
inspector of government works on the
eers, has

Saco river.
Frank H. Lowell of Saco,who for nearly two years has been employed in the
ticket office of the Union Station in
T>

4-1
V*.

J
~

tn+s TJ.vefAn
J--J----

he has secured a position in the ticke t
office of the Eastern division station.
Harry Wilson has been appointed
clerk to the street commissioner and
Thomas M. Johns a driver. John H.
Steele has been elected engineer of the
high school at a salary of $60 per month,
and W. H. Burnham, janitor at Chesnut
street school.
Miss Bedlow, of the high school, Miss
Parks of the McLellan school, and Miss
Berry, of the Chestnut street school, propose to take a course at Cornell University in the fall, continuing for one or two
years.

_

Gray
The Republicans
caucus

Caucus.

of

Gray held their

Monday evening before

the with-

drawal of Governor Eobie had been announced. The caucus resulted in the
choice of a Libby delegation to the district convention, composed as follows:
Messrs. M. C. Morrill, R. A. Allen, J. M.
Libby. For the State convention the following delegates were chosen: Chas. E.
Allen, B. F. Skillings and Samuel Weymouth. The delegates are empowered
to fill vacancies.
Parker

Plllsbni-y’a Lecture.

Everybody should go and bear the vet*
eran Parker Pillsbnry this evening at Y.
M. C. A. Hall on the “Eights, Wrongs
and Responsibilities of Woman.*' Hon.
Wm. H. Looney has kindly consented to

preside.

rebate

upon

It

tickets.

17th, 1791. It is in excellent condition.
It was published by Thomas B. Waitt,
opposite the Haymarket. A great deal
of the space is taken up with foreign
news of dates of July and August preceding. Under the head of Madrid, July
29th, is a description of the character,
person and dress of the Empress of Russia, and of August 13th, a manifesto
of the King of Spain to the supreme
council giving thanks for the renewal of
the old treaty between Spain and Tunis
for free navigation and commerce on the
nil__li_i__

outer

given.

The schooner Hardys, Capt. Green,
from Cape Francois, reports full particulars of the West Indies insurrection.
Gov. John Hancock's proclamation for
Thanksgiving is an able document.
A good farm near the head of Duck
Pond is advertised by Duncan McIntosh.
Bristol salt of the best quality is offered
for sale at Mr. Deering's wharf by Jos-

has been instructed to call in the
subscriptions, and while a part
were made with the understanding that
they should be paid in quarterly payments Aimmancing April 1, and ending
July 1, it is hoped that a 1 who can will
waive the condition and forward their
full subscription so that the directors may
have funds sufficient to employ a large
crew so that they may complete the work
urer

the

give

The selectmen of the town of Portland. Samuel Freeman, Woodbury Storer
and John Thrasher, announce the laws
regulating the licensing of inn holders,
which stats that “Innholders shall not

a

keep any dice, cards, bowles, billiards,
quoits or any other implements used in
gaming. They shall not let any guest
drink to drunkenness, nor any minor nor

Present.

A Handsome

servant sit and drink strong drink.”

This is told of a wealthy old Portland
who is interested in state lands.
One of the attaohes of the state department at Augusta had assisted the old
gentlemen on numerous occasions and
gone out of his way to accommodate
him. These favors the real estate dealer

appreciated and,

told his friend that he intended to make
him a present.
“But,” said the attache,
“I have only done my duty and want no
present.” “1 insist, sir, I insist,” said
the possessor of much land and cash,
The next day he
who then went away.
appeared in the office with a smiling face
and walking up to the desk of his friend
thereon a

placed

he

red

big

apple.

Fair at Williams Hall.

/

The fair in Williams Hall, under the
auspices of Mt. Vernon Lodge, Ho. 169,
H. E.O. P., opened very auspiciously yesThe hall was very
terday afternoon.
handsomely draped by the Atkinson
House Furnishing Company, and the
booths of the various wards were also
"‘

F*

TWJ

"l'

1

-o

—u

A very large and beautiful display of fancy and useful articles was
made. In the evening the hall was filled
effect.

with a very appreciative
A musical and literary entertainment was given during the evening.
The fair will continue this afternoon and
to

The Electrical

day

one

overflowing

•

The electrical committee had another

sentatioiiK regarding tlielr systems ana
the matter was laid over till another
meeting. The committee decided to buy

to 8.

Men’s and Young Men’s Suits.
All the Latest Novelties in
prices from $7, $8, $9,

our

$20,

up.

We want your trade and
if

any

help to

meeting, Monday afternoon, was
dentally omitted from our report:

Ordered—That the following additional role
respecting competitive examinations for the
police force he and the same hereby is adopted
by this hoard:
“Any member of the police force may| be
ordered before the examining board by the
Mavor for examination under such rules approved by the Mayor and Aldermen as said examining board may adopt.
-*

J. B.

that end.

kinds, new styles. This Department is well
worthy of your inspection. It is stocked with both
Two and Three Piece Suits for Boys from 4 to 16
years of age; also Spring Overcoats, Reefers,
Odd Pants, etc.

that it has
business in his
history, Mr. Libby is to celebrate the
event, by giving a complimentary benefit
In

recognition

of the

fact

been the largest year's

to bis

patrons

on

Thursday, Afcril 14th,
purchases

of 10 per cent discount on all

that day.

on

l»f>or.

tonight will be highly delighted. The
was present at the performance
His
at Oberammergau last summer.
stereopticon views are magnificent. The
musi c by the Choir of the church will
add to the pleasure of the occasion.
ers

town ;

come

and look them over;
_

Success How Won.

Arrival of the

Sarnia.

Steamer Sarnia, of the Dominion Line,
arrived here yesterday morning, having
2000 tons of freight and 204 passengers.
One of the interesting sights of the day
was a party of these immigrants taking a
horse car at the head of India street to go
to the Union station, for the purpose of
making connection with the Canadian
Pacific. They were in charge of an official and there were enough of them to
fill the street car.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the

registry

of deeds:

Portland—George T. Lovett to George E.

Sawyer.

Brunswick—Albert T. Riues to Alexis Thl-

,J<Nortlf‘,\%rmoUth—Persls
E. Raston. $20.

E.
Sweetsir to
George
E.
Spiller et al to P.
Westbrook—Malvina
Howard iliil. *3,100.
to George P.
E.
Sawyer
Leering—George
Lovett.
F. Howard Hill to Malvina E. Spiller.
Cape Elizabeth—Samuel Doughty lo James
[ L. Drown. $1,5j-JO,

we are

wa.—nuiivwm

»

Esq.

of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
In the famous “Fighting Jersey
Brigade” under Gen. Fhil Kearney, ha3
used Hood’s Sarsaparilla with great benefit

A

prominent lawyer

who was

PurifyYourBlood

general tonic to cleanse the blood and
sharpen the appetite. “It is the best antimaiarla, remedy,” he says, "that I know
of.” Certainly the cordial endorsement of
so prominent a man should convince you that
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is worthy your confidence.
Mr. Charles F. Drexel, a woll known former
as a

Spring
Medicine
resident of Baltimore, Md., now Deputy City
Treasurer of Omaha, Neb., writes that Hood's
Sarsaparilla has effected a Phenomenal
Cnre in the ease of his son, who when two
years old became afflicted with Malignant
Eczema. It first developed in his right
R eye, and the discharge from the same
Fnaiii nnn caused the whole face on
I ECliynit that side to break out
in a nasty, running sore. The
Trt
t poor little fellow was indeed
I w>| Sr pitiable to look at. Physicians
A
nfcr gave him only temporary relief.
He almost lost file sight of one eye,
Inf ** and the best oculists in Baltimore
IP failed to benefit him. Finally Mrs. Drexel
9 insisted upon trying Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and before he had taken half a bottle lie
looked like another child. The humor entirely disappeared, and MU Eyesight was
fully Restored. In fact, says Mr. Drexel,
"he is the healthiest of our three children.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

and

we

feel that too much praise cannot be

given Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
Try Ho od’s Tills for Biliousness this spring

pair.

These JOBS will be shown on our SILK COUNTER,
the elevator, and in consequence of the EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, and the rush of Easter trade, we cannot
attempt to lit them.

selling

_

Middle, Pearl, Vine Streets,
CEN’L MANAGER.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
a

QTI

pi 3

____—-—-

THE MAILS.
Us® the brush
and soap freely,
the
then soften
nails with Frye’s
AMANDINE with
Quince; and whatever
you do to
abuse the hands,
this
preparation
them
will keep
soft and beautiful.

ML

eodtf

Meulolial Loan-Co.

$75

A full Dinner Service, HaviOxford shape,
French China,
decoration, former price $75,

IN’O- 2J.
land’s

unique

price to close,
3XTo. 3. A full Dinner Service, Havi-----

$35

Abyssinia.
King Theodore had mastered 300 prisoners four days
previously, and, fearing prompt

land’s French China, ozier shape, fes-

/engeance, he killed himself as
the enemy took possession of his
stronghold. NAPIER, who was
made. a peer, took the title of
Lord Napier of Magdala.

-<3-. a lull umner service, naviland’s French China, square shape, tasty
decoration, former price $65, price to
close
..$35

We cannot confer peerages but we have something peerless to offer that
will interest every young
advanoe money on watches, diamonds, jewe.ry,
man who has got to buy a
stocks, bonds, goods in bond and warehouse receipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries spring suit. We have all the
by mall promptly attended to. Office, Boom 1,
No. 478% Congress Street, (up stairs directly
popular styles and at prices
opposite the Preble House) Portland, Me.
to suit everybody from S7.50
to S25.00.
In our line of Furnishing
april 13MW&Ftf
goods you can find everything that is usually kept in
class
for
a
first
furnishing
store.
Examine our 50 cent unlaundered shirt.
Negotiates mortgages on household furniture. pianos, organs, horses and carnages,
up furfarming stock and machinery; also pays
niture leases, allowing the property to remain
be
installrepaid by
with owner. All loans may
ments reducing principle and interest. Also

GEO. L. FISH,

In this department we have a number of choice
odd Dinner Services which we are going to sacrifice
in order to make room for our importation of sets
which are to arrive very soon. When we say sacrifice, we mean just that and nothing less. There are
only a half dozen of these sets, as follows:
A full Dinner Service of Haviland’s French China, new pompadour
shape, festoon plates, beautiful decoration, former price, $125, price to close,

April 13TH, 1868, the
English, under General NAPIER,
captured Magdala, the capital of

by

Crockery Department!

2XTO. 1.

On

MONEY TO LOAN.

TV*. L. DeLacet,

a

near

E

apr!4

iu«

$2.25

CENTS.

4 9

& BANCROFT.

wjmuu

of this lot

them for

EASTMAN BROS.

lecturer

Such will be the title of Rev. Dr. Whitaker’s lecture to be delivered this evening at Chestnut Street vestry. Dr. Whitaker will be cordially welcomed not
only by the members of the church but
his many friends in the city will wish to
be present and hear his eloquent words.
Tickets can be procured at the door.

1 lot, 5 dozen only, “Alexandre” 8 button length
Suede Gloves, Opera Shades, ONLY 75 CENTS A PAIR.

Unlaundered Shirt, is the best bargain in

our new

Sold

The Passion Play.

Tfc

1 lot 6 dozen only, “Alexandre” 4 button real Kids,
Opera Shades, nearly all sizes, ONLY 75 CENTS A PAIR.
Regular price of this lot $1.75 a pair.

“THE ATKINSON,”

gentlemen.

OlllinvKfl

1 lot 16 dozen 7 button Kids, shades of brown only,
full line of sizes, at only 75 CENTS A PAIR.
Regular price of this lot $1.50 a pair.

Regular price

Eibby's Anniversary Sale.

acknowledged from about a

nn/} lfa

are

All

acci-

times during the winter, 158, representof whom 239 were
adults and 279 children and youths.
orders
for coal issued
half-ton
There were 127
and 205 orders for provisions.
of
the
truant officer
Through the co-operation
95 pairs of boots and shoes were giveD to childschools.
the
public
ren connected with
To families and individuals, new and secondhand garments to the number of 242.
Donations of shoes, boots, clothing,

TJ

to have it

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING.

ing bv families, 518 persons,

if_;

going

good reliable CLOTHING and low prices

The following order presented by the
Police Commissioners at the Alderman’s

to five

The lecture on the Passion Play which
will be given in the Congress Square
church this evening by Rev. J. J. Lewis
of Boston has already been heard by 50,000 persons. It has been delivered 25

are

1 lot 30 dozen Foster 7 Hook Lacing Kids, in shades
of tan and slate, all sizes, AT ONLY 75 CENTS A PAIR.
Regular price of this lot $1.25 a pair.

Police Examinations.

At the last meeting of the directors of
the Portland Provident Association the
agent reported as follows:
Whose amount collected by the agent during
the past season, $1,090.46.
Applicants assisted from the office from one

dozen

Styles and Colors ;
$10, $12, $15, $18,

In addition to onr regular line of Fine Real Kid Gloves,
offer to-day several SPECIAL BARGAINS at SENSAr
TIONAL PRICES.
we

box which shall be
used in any district should the present
The cost
box get out of order by fire.
will be $125.

made

were

TOR GLOVES!

another fire alarm

Portland Provident Association.

etc.,

OVERCOATS

for every Man, young or old ; our prices are the
lowest, they vary from $6, $8, $10, $12, $15, $18,
up to $30.

Committee.

meeting yesterday. Representatives of
the Gamewell and Municipal signal systems were present and made their repre-

audience.

evening and Thursday afternoon and
evening. This evening there will be an
entertainment by six members of the
Portland Turnverein, and supper from 6

No

retail liquor dealer shall allow liquor
drunk on his premises, and no innkeeper
or dealer shall sell liquor, wine or alcohol to any person whose name shall be
posted in the house or shop by the selectmen as a drunkard or tippler.

man

apparently

®

»

Store !

Busy Clothing

eph Bailey.

series of races July 4.
As a number have withdrawn their subscriptions since the directors voted to
build a regulation traok,'it is desired all
who can will not confine themselves
merely to the amount pledged but will
forward double and treble the amount
first subscribed.
to

season

The French constitution is

their forces.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

KNOW

::

That Ours is the

SPRING

NEW

■■

WHO WILL BE THE NEXT PRESIDENT.

r::

new advertisements.

KNOUI

DON’T

DO

I

ADVERTISEMENTS.

notlPA

between Russia and the Porte are given.
The news from France indicates fears of
The Marquis
an invasion from Sweden.
de Bouille had obtained the same rank in
the service in Sweden that he had in
France and it was thought would lead

also

is

NEW

latter’s coasts.

means without doubt an additional $100,The treas000 to its passenger receipts.

error, the date of

was

Bourne,

tho

fence as a benefit to the Boston & Maine
from the looation of the track upon its line

in

BRIEF JOTTINGS,

By

Out For

thought the road will build the

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
nsed over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regnlates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Dlarr’.ima whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part ot
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow'#
Soothing Syrup. Suo a bottle.

Fifth

laid
ture.

and

deell_eod&wly

For additional Local News

is

6a

ADVEBTlSfiWENTS.

XJ5W

AN OLD SHEET.

THE MAINE MILE TRACK.

Manager.

plates, pleasing decoration,
price $85, price to close
toon

former

INTO. S. A full Dinner Service, Carlsbyd China, beautiful decoration, former
price $50, price to close
3\To. O. A full Dinner Service, Carlsbad China, square shape, ovide cups,
pretty decoration, after dinner coffees,
former price $50, price to close

$45

$30

$25

ALL THESE SETS ON EXHIBITION THIS MORNING.

—

—

SHAVING

Crockery Dept., 2d Floor, Vine St. Side.

FARRINCTON& BICKFORD

FRYE'S AMANDINE with
Quince lias become

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

542

Congress

Street.

ult

Middle, Pearl, Tine Streets.

Testivery popular.
monials prove that
gentlemen as well as
ladies consider it an
elegant toilet article.
apm.4

e

xltf

ISAAC C.
apl3

GEN’L MAN.

ATKINSON,

_.

hereby given, that the
is hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed ExeNotice
subscriber has been tluly appointed and Notice
of
cutor
of
the
Will
taken
the trust of administrator
is

NOTICES*
HEREBY give notice that I refuse to pay
any debts contracted by my wife. Mary 1..
Benr.eihttii, after this date.

I

April 12th.

RICHARD RUDDY.
apriB-i'i *

upon Iiiiusjeli
of t!it* estate of
ELISHA H1GGINR,
late of
Deerihg in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given bonds as tlie law
directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
FRANCIS HIGGINS, ot Tortlun I, Me.,A<tm’r.
dlawSwW*
Peering, April 8th, 1802.

LYDIA A. MORRILL, late of Gray,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon himself that trust by giving
bonds as tlie law directs. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
to exhibit the sama; and all persons
required
indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
ASA 1\ MORRILL. Executor.
Gray, April 3, labii.
aprl3-dlftwbwTb*

